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**Introduction**

The first sweep of the Millennium Cohort Study (‘Child of the New Century’) was carried out using computer assisted personal interviewing (CAPI) and computer assisted self-interviewing (CASI). The survey instrument is a computer program written in a software package called Blaise. This document is a paper representation of this computer program.

**Structure of the questionnaire**

The CAPI questionnaire for MCS Sweep 1 is divided into modules of questions according to topic. Interviews were conducted with both parents of the cohort baby (where resident). The mother was usually the ‘main’ respondent and the father or mother’s partner was usually the ‘partner’ respondent. Some modules of the questionnaire were asked to both main and partner respondents; others were asked to only one of them. In this document the heading of each module gives the module title and indicates to which respondent it was asked.

Each module contains a list of all the questions (and answer options) that are included in that module and the routing conditions or ‘rules’ which govern when a particular question should be asked. In some cases the text of a particular question may be varied automatically to take account of particular circumstances of the respondent using a ‘textfill’. These possible different wordings are defined along with the circumstances in which they are used. Most modules also contain edit checks, which highlight to the INTERVIEWER: any inconsistent or unusual answers in order that they can resolve/check them with the respondent. These are referenced in the main part of the documentation and defined in detail in Appendix A.

An example of the layout is given below.
Example

ADMO

We would like to know about any health problems for which \textsuperscript{^}Jack has been taken to the GP, Health Centre or Health visitor, or to Casualty, or you have called NHS direct. How many separate health problems, if any, has \textsuperscript{^}Jack had, not counting any accidents or injuries?

NOTE: RECORD ALL PROBLEMS EVER REPORTED

NO HEALTH PROBLEMS = 0.

Range: 0..97

CHECK D12

\textsuperscript{^}Jack = Jack

\textsuperscript{HPWT} = HPWT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IF there were any problems [ADMO&gt;0]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HPWT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What \textsuperscript{^}was this problem?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Chest infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Ear infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Feeding problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Sleeping problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Wheezing or asthma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Skin problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Sight or eye problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Failure to gain weight or to grow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Persistent or severe vomiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Persistent or severe diarrhoea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Fits or convulsions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95 Other health problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[maximum 8 codes]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{^}was this problem = \textsuperscript{^}was this problem if only one problem [DHltProb=1]

\textsuperscript{were these problems} if more than one problem [DHltProb>1]

**IF an ‘other’ problem [HPWT=95]**

**HPWS**

ENTER OTHER SORT OF HEALTH PROBLEM(S)

Text: up to 100 characters

ENDIF

ENDIF

Indicates the end of a particular set of routing conditions

SOFT CHECK D12: IF number of health problems is more than 9 [ADMO>9] ‘INTERVIEWER: ADMO health problems seems like a lot. Is that right?’

Definition of edit check (including whether soft or hard check)
Questions and Answers
In CAPI, rather than being numbered, questions are given a unique name – this name is usually derived from the content of the question. In most cases the first letter of the question name indicates in which module the question was asked. Questions are identified by their bold formatting. The text of the question that should be read out by the interviewer is displayed in lower case, with the end of the question usually indicated by a question mark. This may involve the interviewer reading through a list of pre-defined answers. At most questions, the respondent chooses his/her answer(s) from a pre-defined list which is either read out to him/her by the interviewer or which he/she reads from a card given to him/her by the interviewer. At other times the respondent is not offered a pre-defined choice of answer categories, instead the interviewer codes his/her spontaneous response to a pre-defined list of answers. Alternatively the interviewer may be asked to type in the answer given verbatim. At ‘text’ questions of this type, the number of characters allowed is limited (although interviewers can, where necessary, enter more characters in an electronic memo). At other ‘OPEN’ questions, there is no limit on the number of characters. Interviewer may also be asked to enter answers in the form of a date, time or number. Notes to help or instruct the interviewer are shown in upper case.

Questions at which a pre-defined list of answers is given can be split into two types: single-coded and multi-coded. Single-coded questions allow only one answer category to be chosen – unless otherwise stated, assume that the question is single-coded. Multi-coded questions are usually identified by a note to the interviewer to ‘CODE ALL THAT APPLY’. At some multi-coded questions, the maximum number of codes allowed is less than the number offered. If this is the case, the maximum is stated below e.g. ‘[maximum 4 codes]’. In addition, at some multi-coded questions, one of the answers may be an ‘exclusive code’. This means that if this answer is chosen, no others may be. These codes are identified by ‘[exclusive code]’ after the answer category. Unless otherwise stated all questions also allow ‘Don’t Know’ and ‘Refusal’ answers to be entered. Where these are not allowed, it is stated below the answers.

At various points in the CAPI program it was necessary to derive variables in order primarily to route respondents correctly to subsequent questions. In particular, several variables were derived from answers given to the household grid. These are listed at the end of the section which documents the household module. In addition, there are some derived variables listed at the beginning of the Module A which indicate key information about the main/partner respondent which is needed for routing through the questionnaire. Derived variables also occur in a number of other modules and are identified as such.

Routing instructions
Routing instructions are fully detailed in italics at appropriate points. The routing condition is both explained in words and given in terms of the logical command. The expressions ‘<’, ‘=’, ‘>’ are used to denote ‘less than’, ‘equal to’ and ‘more than’. The term ‘<>’ means ‘not equal to’. The routing condition is displayed immediately before the first question to which it applies and is indicated by an ‘IF’ statement. The end of the influence of a particular routing condition is indicated by an ‘ENDIF’. In some cases, where the routing is more complex a routing box is used instead of ‘IF’ and ‘ENDIF’ statements to explain when the questions are asked. For example:

ADMX to ADHS repeated for each hospital admission if more than one [ADMA>1]

or

CIPR to CICH asked to natural parents only

Textfills
Textfills are used to tailor the question wording to individual respondents circumstances (for example by including the name of their baby or using an answer they have given earlier). Textfills
are indicated by ^ and the use of italics. To aid comprehension the most common version of the
textfill has been included in the question text. There are some ‘standard’ textfills that are used
repeatedly throughout the questionnaire. These are defined below:

^Jack = ‘name of baby’ (e.g. Jack) if one cohort baby;
'name of first baby and name of second baby’ (e.g. Sophie and Emily) if two cohort babies; ‘the
triplets’ if three cohort babies;’the quads’ if four cohort babies; ‘the quins’ if five cohort babies; ‘the
sextuplets’ if six cohort babies1. Where questions are asked separately for each baby in a multiple
birth, the name of each baby is textfilled.

^is = ‘is’ if one cohort baby;‘are’ if more than one cohort baby.

^was = ‘was’ if one cohort baby;’were’ if more than one cohort baby.

^he = ‘he’ if one cohort baby and baby is male; ‘she’ if one cohort baby and baby is female;
‘they’ if more than one cohort baby.

^his = ‘his’ if one cohort baby and baby is male; ‘her’ if one cohort baby and baby is female;
‘their’ if more than one cohort baby.

^him = ‘him’ if one cohort baby and baby is male; ‘her’ if one cohort baby and baby is female;
‘them’ if more than one cohort baby.

^husband = ‘husband’ if respondent is female and is married to another person in household grid;
‘wife’ if respondent is male and is married to another person in household grid; ‘partner’ if
respondent had a non-married partner in household grid. Note that this is ‘blank’ if has a part-
time resident partner.

^partner = ‘partner’ if respondent had a non-married partner in household grid or a part-time
resident partner; ‘husband’ if respondent is female and is married to another person in household
grid; ‘wife’ if respondent is male and is married to another person in household grid.

Other textfills are used at particular questions or modules. These textfills are defined below the
first question in which they are used. In some cases, the most common value of the textfill may be
blank i.e. words are inserted into a question only in particular circumstances. In these cases the
wording of the textfill is included in the question as normal but enclosed in brackets to indicate
that it does not commonly occur.

Checks
An advantage of CAPI questionnaires is that checks can be included in the program to alert
interviewers when an unlikely or impossible response has been entered. Hard checks can be used
to prevent logical inconsistency (for example so that a child cannot be older than is/her parents).
In such circumstances, a warning screen is raised to alert the interviewer to the problem. Hard
checks cannot be bypassed by the interviewer, who must identify the problem and resolve the
discrepancy before proceeding. Soft checks are used to bring improbabilities to the attention of
the interviewer. For example, if the birth weight of the baby is higher or lower than expected. The
interviewer is instructed to investigate the improbable answer and make any necessary corrections.
If the interviewer is confident that the information given is correct, they may suppress the warning
and continue with the interview. Checks are referenced at the question at which they occur and
specified in detail in Appendix A

1 Although the program allowed for up to 6 babies, there were no quads, quins or sextuplets in the achieved
Sweep 1 sample.
Using this questionnaire with the data

The data collection for Sweep 1 of the Millennium Cohort Study was carried out using a Blaise CAPI questionnaire. Additional coding and editing were done on the Blaise data post-fieldwork and then the Blaise data was converted into SPSS.

As explained above, at some questions respondents were given the opportunity to choose an ‘other’ answer and have this answer entered as text by the interviewer. Also at ‘Open’ questions, the interviewer entered the answer as text. These ‘other’ and ‘Open’ text answers have been coded. Questions which were coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*) in this document. For single coded questions which were coded post-field, the code given to the ‘other’ answer overwrites the ‘other’ code chosen originally and the variable name in the data is the same as the CAPI program. For multi-coded variables which were coded post-field, the code or codes given to the ‘other’ answer were added to any originally chosen by the respondent and the combined codes are stored in differently named variables in the data. In this document, the names of these variables are shown in brackets after the original question name. All answers to text questions of this kind have been coded and the original text has been removed from the data. Further details of the coding and editing can be found in the accompanying Code Book.

After coding and editing, the Blaise data was transferred into SPSS. Generally the SPSS variable name is the same as the CAPI question name listed in this document. For questions which were asked to both main and partner respondents, the partner variable in SPSS is usually suffixed with a ‘2’. The variable label also indicates this clearly. For multi-coded questions, variables are suffixed with a number from ‘1’ or ‘01’ thru to the maximum number of responses for that question. In order to allow the ‘other’ answer that respondent’s gave more than one code, the maximum number of codes for multi-coded questions was extended for most questions at the edit stage. For this reason, at multi-coded questions the number of variables in the data is usually higher than the number of codes originally allowed in the CAPI. The number of codes originally allowed in the CAPI are detailed in the Questionnaire Documentation. Answers are stored in these variables in order of mention. For questions which are repeated for each baby in a multiple birth, the variable name for the second baby is suffixed with a ‘2’ and the third with with a ‘3’. For these questions, the variable label also indicates clearly to which baby it refers. Further details about the variables contained in the data can be found in the accompanying Data Dictionary.

Household Module
(Main or partner respondent)

HSTR
**** START OF HOUSEHOLD QRE ****
  1  Press 1 and <Enter> to continue.

NOPT (01-12) [derived]
Number of partners (for each person)
Range: 0..97

PTNO (01-12) [derived]
Partner number (for each person)
Range: 0..97

PMST (01-12) [derived]
Marital status (for each person)
  1  spouse
  2  cohab
  3  neither
### PSEX (01-12) [derived]
Sex (of each person)
1  Male
2  Female

### PREB (01-12) [derived]
Relationship to baby (for each person)
1  Natural mother
2  Natural father
3  Adoptive mother
4  Adoptive father
5  Foster mother
6  Foster father
7  Step mother
8  Step father
9  Other

### NONP [derived]
Number of natural parents in grid
Range: 0…97

### PNNP [derived]
Person number of (first) natural parent
Range: 0…97

### PNSN [derived]
Person number of (second) natural parent
Range: 0…97

### PNAP [derived]
Person number of (first) adoptive parent
Range: 0..97

### PNSA [derived]
Person number of (second) adoptive parent
Range: 0..97

### PNFP [derived]
Person number of (first) foster parent
Range: 0..97

### PNSF [derived]
Person number of (second) foster parent
Range: 0..97

### PNSP [derived]
Person number of (first) step parent
Range: 0..97

### PNSS [derived]
Person number of (second) step parent
Range: 0..97

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
NOAP [derived]
Number of adoptive parents in grid
Range: 0..97

NOFP [derived]
Number of foster parents in grid
Range: 0..97

NOSP [derived]
Number of step parents in grid
Range: 0..97

NPMS [derived]
Natural parent’s marital status?
1  spouse  
2  cohab  
3  neither

FPMS [derived]
(First) Natural parents marital status?
1  spouse  
2  cohab  
3  neither

SPMS [derived]
(Second) Natural parents marital status?
1  spouse  
2  cohab  
3  neither

NMPN [derived]
Natural mother person number
Range: 0..97

NFPN [derived]
Natural father person number
Range: 0..97

AMPN [derived]
Adoptive mother person number
Range: 0..97

AFPN [derived]
Adoptive father person number
Range: 0..97

FMPN [derived]
Foster mother person number
Range: 0..97

FFPN [derived]

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Foster father person number
Range: 0..97

**SMPN** [derived]
Step mother person number
Range: 0..97

**SFPN** [derived]
Step father person number
Range: 0..97

**INTD** (INTY, INTM)
TODAY'S DATE. INTERVIEWER: AMEND IF NOT CORRECT [set to date on laptop as default]
DATE
[Don’t know/Refusal not allowed]
CHECK HH1

**CDAT**
Computer intdate [set to date on laptop]
DATE

**INST**
Time at start of interview [set by HSTR]
TIME

**ISEX**
INTERVIEWER: CODE YOUR OWN SEX
  1  Male
  2  Female

**REPR**
INTERVIEWER: SHOW FIRST CARD IN PACK
Before we start, can I just check whether you will have any problems reading these cards because you are unable to see properly, even with glasses on?
  1  Yes - has sight problem
  2  Yes - blind
  3  No - no sight problem (include problems corrected by glasses/contact lenses)

**NOHH**
First, I'd like to ask a few questions about yourself and the people who live here. Please remember that all the answers you give will be completely confidential.
Including yourself, how many people live here regularly as members of this household?
NOTE: MEMBERS OF THE SAME HOUSEHOLD MUST EITHER SHARE AT LEAST ONE MEAL A DAY OR SHARE LIVING ACCOMMODATION.
IF BABY'S FATHER/MOTHER HAS BEEN OR IS LIKELY TO BE AWAY FOR 6 MONTHS OR MORE, COUNT AS RESIDENT ONLY IF S/HE IS GOING TO COME BACK TO LIVE HERE.
ENTER NUMBER:
Range: 2..12
[Don’t know/Refusal not allowed]

**NOBA**
INTERVIEWER: ASK OR CODE DOES RESPONDENT HAVE JUST ONE BABY IN THE STUDY, OR TWINS, TRIPLETS OR MORE?

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
NOTE: IF TWINS ETC. BUT ANY DIED, CODE NUMBER ALIVE
1  One baby
2  Twins
3  Triplets
4  Quads
5  Quins
6  Sextuplets

CNHH [derived]
Computed Number to do HH Grid for, NOHH – NOBA [number of people in household minus number of babies]
Range: 1..11
CHECK HH2

NNPG [derived]
Number of natural parents in HH grid
Range: 0..97

BAGE [derived]
Baby’s age in months
Range: 0..97

BNAM to BREL repeated for each cohort baby if more than one

BNAM
*I would like to ask you a few details about each person in your household. Starting with your (^FIRST-BORN) baby, what is his/her first name?
TYPE IN:
Text: up to 20 characters
[Don’t Know/Refusal not allowed]

*B would like to ask you a few details about each person in your household. Starting with = ‘I would like to ask you a few details about each person in your household. Starting with’ if not obvious or if more than one cohort baby and referring to first
‘Now thinking about’ if referring to second cohort baby and so on

(^FIRST-BORN) = ‘FIRST-BORN’ if more than one cohort baby and referring to first
‘SECOND-BORN’) if referring to second baby and so on; blank if one cohort baby

BSEX
INTERVIEWER: NOW ENTER SEX OF (^FIRST-BORN) BABY - ASK IF NOT OBVIOUS
1  Male
2  Female

BDOB (BDBD, BDBM, BDBY)
And what is ^Jack’s date of birth?
DATE
[Don’t know/Refusal not allowed]
CHECK HH3

2 For confidentiality reasons, only the month and year of birth are stored on the data in variables Bdobm and Bdoby
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
BREL
CARD H1
What is your relationship to ^Jack? INTERVIEWER: PROMPT OR CHECK IF NECESSARY: So, you are ^Jack’s ...? CODE ONE ONLY.
NOTE: BLOOD RELATIONSHIPS TAKE PRIORITY OVER FOSTERING
   1 Husband/Wife
   2 Partner/Cohabitee
   3 Natural son/daughter
   4 Adopted son/daughter
   5 Foster son/daughter
   6 Step-son/ step-daughter/ Child of (current/previous) partner
   7 Natural parent
   8 Adoptive parent
   9 Foster parent
   10 Step-parent/partner of parent
   12 Natural brother/Natural sister
   13 Half-brother/Half-sister
   14 Step-brother/Step-sister
   15 Adopted brother/Adopted sister
   16 Foster brother/Foster sister
   17 Grandchild
   18 Maternal grandparent
   19 Paternal grandparent
   20 Nanny/au pair
   21 Other relative
   [Don’t Know/Refusal not allowed]
CHECKS HH4, HH5, HH6, HH7, HH8

Repeat PNAM to PINC for everyone (up to 12 people) in household (except cohort baby/babies)

PNAM
^INTERVIEWER: ENTER RESPONDENT’S FIRST NAME – ASK IF NECESSARY
Text: up to 20 characters

^INTERVIEWER: ENTER RESPONDENT’S FIRST NAME – ASK IF NECESSARY = ‘INTERVIEWER: ENTER RESPONDENT’S FIRST NAME – ASK IF NECESSARY’ if referring to first person in household (i.e. the person answering household module)
 ‘And what is the first name of the next person in your household?’ if referring to second and subsequent members of household.

PSEX
^INTERVIEWER: CODE RESPONDENT’s SEX
   1 Male
   2 Female
   [Don’t Know/Refusal not allowed]

^INTERVIEWER: CODE RESPONDENT’s SEX = ‘INTERVIEWER: CODE RESPONDENT’s SEX’ if referring to first person in household (i.e. the person answering household module)
 ‘INTERVIEWER: CODE ^answer given at PNAM’s SEX – ASK IF NECESSARY’ if referring to second and subsequent members of household.

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

Household Module
PDOB (PDBD, PDBM, PDBY)³

^And now yourself. What is your date of birth?

DATE
CHECK HH9

^And now yourself. What is your date of birth? = ‘And now yourself. What is your date of birth?’ if referring to first person in household (i.e. the person answering household module) ‘What is ^name given at PNAM’s date of birth?’ if referring to second and subsequent members of household.

IF date of birth is don’t know and person being asked about is not respondent [PDOB=DK AND PNo>1]

PAGE
Do you know ^name given at PNAM’s age last birthday?
ENTER AGE OR <Ctrl+K> FOR DON'T KNOW
| Range: 0..997 |
ELSEIF date of birth is given

PAGE [computed using INTD and PDOB]
| Range: 0..997 |
ENDIF

IF person being asked about is not respondent [pno>1]

RELB
CARD H1
What is ^name given at PNAM’s relationship to ^Jack?
INTERVIEWER: PROMPT OR CHECK IF NECESSARY: So, ^name given at PNAM is ^Jack's ...?
CODE ONE ONLY
NOTE: BLOOD RELATIONSHIPS TAKE PRIORITY OVER FOSTERING
| 1 Husband/Wife |
| 2 Partner/Cohabitee |
| 3 Natural son/daughter |
| 4 Adopted son/daughter |
| 5 Foster son/daughter |
| 6 Step-son/ step-daughter/ Child of (current/previous) partner |
| 7 Natural parent |
| 8 Adoptive parent |
| 9 Foster parent |
| 10 Step-parent/partner of parent |
| 12 Natural brother/Natural sister |
| 13 Half-brother/Half-sister |
| 14 Step-brother/Step-sister |
| 15 Adopted brother/Adopted sister |
| 16 Foster brother/Foster sister |
| 17 Grandchild |
| 18 Maternal grandparent |
| 19 Paternal grandparent |

³ For confidentiality reasons only month and year of birth are stored on the data in variables PDBM and PDBY
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
RELR is repeated to collect relationships of each person to the respondent i.e. the person answering the household module and to everyone else in the household.

RELR
CARD H1
And what is \(^\text{name given at PNAM}'s relationship to \(^\text{you}\)?
INTERVIEWER: PROMPT OR CHECK IF NECESSARY: So, \(^\text{name given at PNAM}' is \(^\text{your}...?\)
CODE ONE ONLY
NOTE: BLOOD RELATIONSHIPS TAKE PRIORITY OVER FOSTERING
1  Husband/Wife
2  Partner/Cohabitee
3  Natural son/daughter
4  Adopted son/daughter
5  Foster son/daughter
6  Step-son/ step-daughter/ Child of (current/previous) partner
7  Natural parent
8  Adoptive parent
9  Foster parent
10  Step-parent/partner of parent
12  Natural brother/Natural sister
13  Half-brother/Half-sister
14  Step-brother/Step-sister
15  Adopted brother/Adopted sister
16  Foster brother/Foster sister
17  Grandchild
18  Maternal grandparent
19  Paternal grandparent
20  Nanny/au pair
21  Other relative
23  Other non-relative
CHECKS HH21, HH22, HH23, HH24, HH25, HH26

IF age is over 15 [PAGE>15]

PJOB
\(^\text{Can I check, are you currently in paid work or not?}\)
NOTE IF ON LEAVE, CODE 'Yes'
1  Yes
2  No

\(^\text{Can I check, are you currently in paid work or not?'} = 'Can I check, are you currently in paid work or not?' if referring to first person in household (i.e. the person who is answering household module;
'Can I check, is \(^\text{answer given at PNAM} currently in paid work or not?' if referring to second or subsequent persons in household.

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
IF person being asked about is not the respondent and is the natural, adoptive, foster or step parent of the cohort baby or the husband/wife/partner/cohabitee of the baby’s parent [PNo>1 AND (RELB=7, 8, 9, 10 OR RELR=1, 2)]

AWAY
INTERVIEWER ASK OR CODE: Is ^person2 away from home at the moment?
IF SO Will ^he be away from home until ^Jack's first birthday?
1 Yes - away until baby is one year old
2 No

IF person being asked about is not away at the time of interview [AWAY<>1]

PINC
INTERVIEWER: IS ^NAME given at PNAM ABLE TO DO AN INTERVIEW ^HIMSELF?
CODE 'Yes' UNLESS OBVIOUS THAT THEY CANNOT
1 Yes, can do interview him/herself
2 No, cannot understand/ answer questions due to language problems (i.e. does not speak English)
3 No, cannot understand/ answer questions as incapacitated

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

CHECKS HH27, HH28, HH29, HH30, HH31, HH32, HH33

PCHK
Can I just check, is there anyone else living here regularly as a member of this household?
1 Yes
2 No
[Don’t Know/Refusal not allowed]
CHECK HH34

If other household members, interviewer is instructed to change NOHH and PNAM to PINC are asked about the additional household member(s). To proceed PCHK has to be coded ‘No’.

IF there is only one natural parent in household grid and this person does not have a partner in the household [NNPG = 1 AND NOT PTNO[PNNP]=1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11]  

PTPC
We would like to interview ^Jack's ^father if ^he ever lives here, so can I just check, does ^he live here at all, even if it’s only for one or two days a week?
1 Yes
2 No

4 Any part-time partners identified at PTPC are treated as the 12th person in the household and given a person number of 12

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
3 (father has died)

father = ‘father’ if resident natural parent is female
‘mother’ if resident natural parent is male

IF cohort baby’s other natural parent has died and resident natural parent is female [PTPC=3 AND Sex[PNNP]=2]

PDIE
Can I just check, did Jack’s father die before or after he was born?
1 Before
2 After

ENDIF

IF cohort baby’s other natural parent is a part-time resident [PTPC=1]

PNAM
What is his/her first name?
Text: up to 20 characters

PSEX
INTERVIEWER: Code NAME given at PNAM’s SEX - ASK IF NECESSARY
1 Male
2 Female

PDOB
What is name given at PNAM’s date of birth?
DATE

IF date of birth given [PDOB=RESPONSE]

PAGE [computed from PDOB and IINTD]
Range: 0..97

ELSEIF date of birth not known [PDOB=DK]

PAGE
Do you know name given at PNAM’s age last birthday?
ENTER AGE OR <Ctrl+K> FOR DON’T KNOW
Range: 0..97

ENDIF

RELB
CARD H1
What is name given at PNAM’s relationship to Jack?
INTERVIEWER: PROMPT OR CHECK IF NECESSARY: So, name given at PNAM is Jack’s...?
CODE ONE ONLY
NOTE: BLOOD RELATIONSHIPS TAKE PRIORITY OVER FOSTERING
1 Husband/Wife
2 Partner/Cohabitee

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Natural son/daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Adopted son/daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Foster son/daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Step-son/step-daughter/Child of (current/previous) partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Natural parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Adoptive parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Foster parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Step-parent/partner of parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Natural brother/Natural sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Half-brother/Half-sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Step-brother/Step-sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Adopted brother/Adopted sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Foster brother/Foster sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Grandchild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Maternal grandparent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Paternal grandparent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Nanny/au pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Other relative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Other non-relative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHECKS HH35, HH36, HH37, HH38, HH39, HH40, HH41, HH42, HH43

**PREL** is repeated to collect relationships of part-time resident parent to everyone else in household

**PREL**
CARD H1
And what is ^name given at PNAM's relationship to ^you?
INTERVIEWER: PROMPT OR CHECK IF NECESSARY: So, ^name given at PNAM is ^your...?
CODE ONE ONLY
NOTE: BLOOD RELATIONSHIPS TAKE PRIORITY OVER FOSTERING
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Husband/Wife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Partner/Cohabitee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Natural son/daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Adopted son/daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Foster son/daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Step-son/step-daughter/Child of (current/previous) partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Natural parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Adoptive parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Foster parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Step-parent/partner of parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Natural brother/Natural sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Half-brother/Half-sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Step-brother/Step-sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Adopted brother/Adopted sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Foster brother/Foster sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Grandchild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Maternal grandparent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Paternal grandparent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Nanny/au pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Other relative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Other non-relative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHECKS HH44, HH45, HH46, HH47, HH48, HH49, HH50, HH51, HH51, HH52

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
IF age is more than 15 [PAGE>15]

PJOB
Can I check, is ^name given at PNAM currently in paid work or not?
NOTE IF ON LEAVE, CODE 'Yes'
1  Yes
2  No

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

CHECKS HH53, HH54, HH55

PNMA [derived]
FINAL Person number of main interview
Range: 0..97

PNMS [derived]
FINAL Person number of second interview
Range: 0..97

TNMA [derived]
Temp person number of main interview
Range: 0..97

TNMS [derived]
Temp Person number of second interview
Range: 0..97

PRXY [derived]
Proxy Qre?
1  Yes
2  No

PNPX [derived]
Person number for Proxy Qre?
Range: 0..97

MAIN [derived-if no-one in household is parent of baby=1, else=2]
Ask RESB?
1  Yes
2  No

IF no-one is the household is a parent of baby [MAIN=1]

RESB
Can I check, who has the main responsibility for caring for ^Jack?
CODE ONE ONLY
1   ^person1

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

LANG
Can I just check - is English the language usually spoken at home?
IF YES, PROBE Is that English only, or other languages as well?
   1 Yes - English only
   2 Yes - English and other language(s)
   3 No - other language(s) only

IF language usually spoken at home is English and other language or another language [LANG=2,3]

   IF sampled ward is in England, Wales or Scotland [Country =1, 2, 3]

   OLAN* (OLAM) Which other language(s) are spoken at home?
   CODE ALL THAT APPLY
   1 Welsh
   2 Gaelic
   3 Urdu
   4 Punjabi
   5 Gujarati
   6 Hindi
   7 Bengali
   8 Sylheti
   9 Cantonese
   10 Somali
   11 Tamil
   12 Turkish
   13 Kurdish
   14 Arabic
   95 Other
   [maximum 10 codes]

   IF another language [OLAN=95]

   OLAS INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER LANGUAGE(S) USUALLY SPOKEN AT HOME
   Text: up to 40 characters
IF sampled ward is in Northern Ireland [Country=4]

NIOL* (NIOM)
Which other language(s) are spoken at home?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1 Welsh
2 Irish
3 Ulster - Scots
4 Urdu
5 Punjabi
6 Gujarati
7 Hindi
8 Bengali
9 Sylheti
10 Cantonese
11 Somali
12 Tamil
13 Turkish
14 Kurdish
15 Arabic
95 Other
[maximum 10 codes]

IF another language [OLAN=95 OR NIOL=95]

NIOS
INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER LANGUAGE(S) USUALLY SPOKEN AT HOME
Text: up to 40 characters

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF speak Welsh as another language [OLAN=1 OR NIOL=1]

WELS
Can you ^or your husband read or write Welsh?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1 Yes, reads Welsh
2 Yes, writes Welsh
3 No, neither [exclusive code]

ENDIF

IF speak Gaelic as other language [OLAN=2]

GAEL
Can you ^or your husband read or write Gaelic?

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
|   1  Yes, reads Gaelic
|   2  Yes, writes Gaelic
|   3  No, neither [exclusive code]

ENDIF

IF speak Irish as other language [NIOL=2]

IRIS
Can you or your husband read or write Irish?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
|   1  Yes, reads Irish
|   2  Yes, writes Irish
|   3  No, neither [exclusive code]

ENDIF

IF speak Ulster - Scots as other language [NIOL=3]

ULST
Can you or your husband read or write Ulster-Scots?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
|   1  Yes, reads Ulster-Scots
|   2  Yes, writes Ulster-Scots
|   3  No, neither [exclusive code]

ENDIF

HENT
End of HH [set by LANG]

TIME

HSLen
Stored interview length [computed from HENT and INST]
Range: 0..997

HLEN
INTERVIEWER: THE COMPUTER THINKS THIS Household INTERVIEW STARTED AT ^answer given at INST AND FINISHED AT ^answer given at HENT - ^difference in times MINUTES
PLEASE ENTER LENGTH OF Household INTERVIEW IN MINUTES
Range: 1..300

HEND
INTERVIEWER: YOU MUST NOW CONDUCT THE FOLLOWING INTERVIEWS:
^A Main interview with ^name of main respondent
^A partner interview with ^name of partner respondent (if applicable)
^A Proxy partner interview about ^name of partner respondent (if applicable)
NOW PLEASE NOTE THE FIRST NAME OF THE MAIN AND PARTNER RESPONDENTS ON THE ARF
INTERVIEWER: - TO ENTER MAIN PARENT QRE PRESS '1' AND <Enter> TO CONTINUE

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
- TO ENTER PARTNER QRE, PRESS <Ctrl + Enter>
- TO UPDATE ADMIN DETAILS, PRESS <Ctrl + Enter>.
  1 Press 1 and <Enter> to continue.

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Module A: Non-resident parents
(Main and partner respondents)\(^5\)

PAMA
Main or Partner interview [derived]
1  MAIN
2  PARTNER

PNUM\(^6\)
Person number of respondent [derived]
Range: 0…97

PWHO
Relationship of respondent to baby [derived]
1  Natural mother
2  Natural father
3  Adoptive mother
4  Adoptive father
5  Foster mother
6  Foster father
7  Step mother
8  Step father
9  Other

RENA
Name of respondent [derived]
Text: up to 20 characters

RSEX
Sex of respondent [derived]
1  Male
2  Female

RDOB (RBDA, RBMT, RBYR)\(^7\)
Date of birth of respondent [derived]
DATE

REAG
Age of respondent [derived]
Range: 0..97

RPMS
Parents marital status of respondent from hh grid [derived]
1  Spouse
2  Cohab
3  Neither

\(^5\) Note that as the derived variables at the beginning of this section (PNUM to RADA) are derived from the household grid they are available for all main and partner respondents, even if they were not interviewed.

\(^6\) Note that all part-time resident parents have a person number of 12

\(^7\) For confidentiality reasons only the month and year of birth are stored on the data in variables RBMT and RBYR

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
RPNO
Respondent’s partners number [derived]
Range: 0…97

RJOB
Whether respondent is in work (From PJOB in HH Grid) [derived]
1  Yes
2  No

RMUM
(Respondent’s) Natural mother in hhold [derived]
1  Yes
2  No

RDAD
(Respondent’s) Natural father in hhold [derived]
1  Yes
2  No

RAMU
(Respondent’s) Mother (any) in hhold [derived]
1  Yes
2  No

RADA
(Respondent’s) Father (any) in hhold [derived]
1  Yes
2  No

MIND
Main interview date
DATE

CIND
Computer MIND
DATE

BAGE
Baby’s age in months [derived]
Range: 0..12

MTYR
Baby dob month and year only [derived]
DATE

FCST
Time at start of Module A [set by FCIN]
TIME

REBK asked to main respondents only

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
**REBK**

READ OUT: (Before we start/carry on,) it would be very useful if you could find your baby’s Child Health Record Book as it may help you to answer some of the questions later on.

INTERVIEWER, PROMPT IF NECESSARY 'This may be called the red/green/yellow book’

INTERVIEWER RECORD

1. Parent has Child Health Record Book to refer to
2. Parent does not have Child Health Record Book

[Don’t know / Refusal not allowed]

**IF respondent did not complete the household module [PNUM<>1]**

**SIPR**

INTERVIEWER: SHOW FIRST CARD IN PACK

(Before we start,) can I just check whether you will have any problems reading these cards because you are unable to see properly, even with glasses on?

1. Yes - has sight problem
2. Yes - blind
3. No - no sight problem (include problems corrected by glasses/contact lenses)

**ENDIF**

**FCIN**

CARD A1

Now a few questions about yourself. Can I just check - what is your current legal marital status?

PRIORITY CODE

1. Legally separated
2. Married, 1st and only marriage
3. Remarried, 2nd or later marriage
4. Single never married
5. Divorced
6. Widowed

CHECK A1

**IF sampled ward is in England [Country=1]**

**ETHE**

CARD A2

Which of the groups on this card do you regard yourself as belonging to?

1. White - British
2. White - Irish
3. Any other White background
4. Mixed - White and Black Caribbean
5. Mixed - White and Black African
6. Mixed - White and Asian
7. Any other mixed background
8. Asian/Asian British - Indian
9. Asian/Asian British - Pakistani
10. Asian/Asian British - Bangladeshi
11. Any other Asian background
12. Black/Black British - Caribbean
13. Black/Black British - African
14. Any other Black background
15. Chinese

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

---

Module A: Non-resident parents
Module A: Non-resident parents

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

ELSEIF sampled ward is in Wales [Country=2]

ETHW*
CARD A2
Which of the groups on this card do you regard yourself as belonging to?
1 White - Welsh
2 White - other British
3 White - Irish
4 Any other White background
5 Mixed - White and Black Caribbean
6 Mixed - White and Black African
7 Mixed - White and Asian
8 Any other mixed background
9 Asian/Asian British - Indian
10 Asian/Asian British - Pakistani
11 Asian/Asian British - Bangladeshi
12 Any other Asian background
13 Black/Black British - Caribbean
14 Black/Black British - African
15 Any other Black background
16 Chinese
95 Any other

ELSEIF sampled ward is in Scotland [Country=3]

ETHS*
CARD A2
Which of the groups on this card do you regard yourself as belonging to?
1 White - Scottish
2 White - other British
3 White - Irish
4 Any other White background
5 Any mixed background
6 Asian/Asian Scottish/Asian British - Indian
7 Asian/Asian Scottish/Asian British - Pakistani
8 Asian/Asian Scottish/Asian British - Bangladeshi
9 Asian/Asian Scottish/Asian British - Chinese
10 Any other Asian background
11 Black/Black Scottish/Black British - Caribbean
12 Black/Black Scottish/Black British - African
13 Any other Black background
95 Any other background

ELSEIF sampled ward is in Northern Ireland [Country=4]

ETHN*
CARD A2
Which of the groups on this card do you regard yourself as belonging to?
1 White
2 Chinese
3 Irish Traveller
95 Any other background
Module A: Non-resident parents

4 Indian
5 Pakistani
6 Bangladeshi
7 Black Caribbean
8 Black African
9 Black Other
10 Mixed ethnic group
95 Any other ethnic group

ENDIF

IF belongs to any 'other’ ethnic group [ETHE=3,7,11,95 OR ETHW=4,8,12,95 OR ETHS=4,5,10,95 OR ETHN=10,95]

ETHX
INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER ANSWER
Text: up to 40 characters

ENDIF

Rest of Module A asked to main respondent only

IF sampled ward is in England [Country=1]

BETE*
CARD A2 AGAIN
And which of the groups on this card do you regard Jack as belonging to?
1 White - British
2 White - Irish
3 Any other White background
4 Mixed - White and Black Caribbean
5 Mixed - White and Black African
6 Mixed - White and Asian
7 Any other mixed background
8 Asian/Asian British - Indian
9 Asian/Asian British - Pakistani
10 Asian/Asian British - Bangladeshi
11 Any other Asian background
12 Black/Black British - Caribbean
13 Black/Black British - African
14 Any other Black background
15 Chinese
95 Any other

ELSEIF sampled ward is in Wales [Country=2]

BETW*
CARD A2 AGAIN
And which of the groups on this card do you regard Jack as belonging to?
1 White - Welsh
2 White - other British
3 White - Irish
4 Any other White background

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
|   5  Mixed - White and Black Caribbean  |
|   6  Mixed - White and Black African   |
|   7  Mixed - White and Asian          |
|   8  Any other mixed background       |
|   9  Asian/Asian British - Indian     |
|  10  Asian/Asian British - Pakistani  |
|  11  Asian/Asian British - Bangladeshi |
|  12  Any other Asian background       |
|  13  Black/Black British - Caribbean  |
|  14  Black/Black British - African    |
|  15  Any other Black background       |
|  16  Chinese                         |
|  95  Any other                       |

ELSEIF sampled ward is in Scotland [Country=3]

BETS*
CARD A2 AGAIN
And which of the groups on this card do you regard ^Jack as belonging to?
|   1  White - Scottish                |
|   2  White - other British          |
|   3  White - Irish                  |
|   4  Any other White background     |
|   5  Any mixed background           |
|   6  Asian/Asian Scottish/Asian British - Indian |
|   7  Asian/Asian Scottish/Asian British - Pakistani |
|   8  Asian/Asian Scottish/Asian British - Bangladeshi |
|   9  Asian/Asian Scottish/Asian British - Chinese |
|  10  Any other Asian background     |
|  11  Black/Black Scottish/Black British - Caribbean |
|  12  Black/Black Scottish/Black British - African |
|  13  Any other Black background     |
|  95  Any other background           |

ELSEIF sampled ward is in Northern Ireland [Country=4]

BETI*
CARD A2 AGAIN
And which of the groups on this card do you regard ^Jack as belonging to?
|   1  White                         |
|   2  Chinese                      |
|   3  Irish Traveller              |
|   4  Indian                       |
|   5  Pakistani                    |
|   6  Bangladeshi                  |
|   7  Black Caribbean              |
|   8  Black African                |
|   9  Black Other                  |
|  10  Mixed ethnic group           |
|  95  Any other ethnic group       |

ENDIF

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
**Module A: Non-resident parents**

**If** belongs to any ‘other’ ethnic group \[BETE=3,7,11,95 \text{ OR } BETW-4,8,12,95 \text{ OR } BETS=4,5,10,95 \text{ OR } BETI=10,95\]

**BETX**
INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER ANSWER
Text: up to 40 characters

**ENDIF**

**If** respondent is the only resident natural parent and has not already said that the other natural parent has died \[HHGrid.PNNP>=1 \text{ AND } HHGrid.PNSN<1 \text{ AND } HHGrid.PTPC<>3\]

**NRA**
The I’d like to ask you a few questions about Jack’s father. Do you know Jack’s age last birthday?
ENTER AGE OR <CTRL+K> FOR Don’t know
IF FATHER/MOTHER DIED, CODE 97
Range: 0..97

^Jack’s father = ‘Jack’s father’ if main respondent is female; ‘Jack’s mother’ if main respondent is male

^his = ‘his’ if main respondent is female; ‘her’ if main respondent is male

**If** don’t know cohort baby’s other natural parent’s age last birthday \[NRAG=DK\]

**NRAE**
Is he ... READ OUT ...
1 under 16,
2 between 16 and 24,
3 between 25 and 34,
4 between 35 and 44,
5 between 45 and 54,
6 or, 55 or over?

^he = ‘he’ if main respondent is female; ‘she’ if main respondent is male

**ENDIF**

**If** other natural parent is alive \[NRAG<>97\]

**NE**
CARD A2
Which of the groups on this card do you regard Jack’s father as belonging to?
1 White - British
2 White - Irish
3 Any other White background
4 Mixed - White and Black Caribbean
5 Mixed - White and Black African
6 Mixed - White and Asian
7 Any other mixed background
8 Asian/Asian British - Indian

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>9</th>
<th>Asian/Asian British - Pakistani</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Asian/Asian British - Bangladeshi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Any other Asian background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Black/Black British - Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Black/Black British - African</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Any other Black background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Any other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ELSEIF sampled ward is in Wales [Country=2]**

**NETW**

**CARD A2**
Which of the groups on this card do you regard *Jack’s father* as belonging to?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>White - Welsh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>White - other British</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>White - Irish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Any other White background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mixed - White and Black Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mixed - White and Black African</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Mixed - White and Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Any other mixed background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Asian/Asian British - Indian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Asian/Asian British - Pakistani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Asian/Asian British - Bangladeshi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Any other Asian background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Black/Black British - Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Black/Black British - African</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Any other Black background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Any other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ELSEIF sampled ward is in Scotland [Country=3]**

**NETS**

**CARD A2**
Which of the groups on this card do you regard *Jack’s father* as belonging to?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>White - Scottish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>White - other British</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>White - Irish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Any other White background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Any mixed background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Asian/Asian Scottish/Asian British - Indian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Asian/Asian Scottish/Asian British - Pakistani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Asian/Asian Scottish/Asian British - Bangladeshi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Asian/Asian Scottish/Asian British - Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Any other Asian background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Black/Black Scottish/Black British - Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Black/Black Scottish/Black British - African</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Any other Black background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Any other background</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ELSEIF sampled ward is in Northern Ireland [Country=4]**

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Module A: Non-resident parents

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

**NETI**

CARD A2
Which of the groups on this card do you regard ^Jack’s father as belonging to?
1 White
2 Chinese
3 Irish Traveller
4 Indian
5 Pakistani
6 Bangladeshi
7 Black Caribbean
8 Black African
9 Black Other
10 Mixed ethnic group
95 Any other ethnic group

ENDIF

IF belongs to any ‘other’ ethnic group [NETE=3,7,11,95 OR NETW=4,8,12,95 OR NETS=4,5,10,95 OR NETI=10,95]

**NETX**
INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER ANSWER
Text: up to 40 characters

ENDIF

**NREL**

I’d like to ask you a few questions about your relationship with ^Jack’s father. Which of these best describes your relationship?
READ OUT...
1 ... married but separated,
2 divorced,
3 lived together then separated,
4 or, never lived together?
CHECKS A2, A3, A4, A5

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF other natural parent has died and respondent is female [NRAG=97 AND PSEX=2]

**FADI**
Can I just check, did ^Jack’s father die before or after ^he ^was born?
1 Before
2 After

ENDIF

IF other natural parent is resident part-time [RPNO=12]

**PREL**

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
I'd like to ask you a few more questions about your relationship with Jack's father.
Which of these best describes your relationship?
READ OUT ...
1  ... married,
2  separated,
3  divorced,
4  closely involved,
5  just friends,
6  or, not in any relationship?
CHECKS A6, A7, A8, A9
ENDIF

IF natural parents are married, separated or divorced [HHGrid.NPMS=1 OR NREL=1,2 OR PREL=1,2,3]

LIBM
Did you and Jack’s father live together before you got married?
1  Yes
2  No
ENDIF

IF natural parents currently live together and aren’t married, are married, separated or divorced but lived together before marriage or never married but used to live together then separated [(HHGrid.NPMS=2 OR LIBM=1 OR NREL=3) AND (LIBM<>2 AND PREL NOT=4,5,6)]

LIYR
When did you and Jack’s father start living together?
ENTER YEAR AT THIS QUESTION
Range: 1900..2003

LIMT
(When did you and Jack’s father start living together?)
ENTER MONTH AT THIS QUESTION
1  January
2  February
3  March
4  April
5  May
6  June
7  July
8  August
9  September
10  October
11  November
12  December
CHECK A10
ENDIF

IF natural parents are married, separated or divorced [HHGrid.NPMS=1 OR NREL=1,2 OR PREL=1,2,3]

MAYR
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

Module A: Non-resident parents
When did you and ^Jack's father get married? 
ENTER YEAR AT THIS QUESTION 
Range: 1900..2003 

**MAMT**  
(When did you and ^Jack's father get married?) 
ENTER MONTH AT THIS QUESTION 
1  January 
2  February 
3  March 
4  April 
5  May 
6  June 
7  July 
8  August 
9  September 
10  October 
11  November 
12  December 
CHECKS A11, A12, A13 

ENDIF

**LIBO**  
And can I check, when ^Jack ^was born were you and ^his ^father living together at all? 
IF YES PROBE: Was this all of the time or just some of the time? 
1  All of the time 
2  Some of the time 
3  Not living together at all 

ENDIF

**REBO**  
And what was your relationship with ^Jack's father at the time ^he ^was born ... READ OUT ...
CODE FIRST TO APPLY 
1  ... married and living together, 
2  cohabiting/living as married, 
3  separated, 
4  divorced, 
5  closely involved, 
6  just friends, 
7  or, not in any relationship? 
CHECKS A14, A15, A16, A17 

IF was not married and living with cohort baby's other natural parent when cohort baby was born 
[REBO<>1]

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

Module A: Non-resident parents

NACE
Is *his name on *Jack's birth certificate?
1 Yes
2 No

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF natural parents were living together all or some of the time when cohort baby was born (but no longer living together full time) [LIBO=1,2]

IF other natural parent is not currently resident part-time [RPNO<>12]

SLYR
When did you and *Jack's *father stop living together?
ENTER YEAR AT THIS QUESTION
Range: 1900..2003

IF year given [SLYR=RESPONSE]

SLMT
(When did you and *Jack's *father stop living together?)
ENTER MONTH AT THIS QUESTION
1 January
2 February
3 March
4 April
5 May
6 June
7 July
8 August
9 September
10 October
11 November
12 December
CHECKS A18, A19, A20, A21

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF
IF currently living together part-time and lived together all of the time when cohort baby was born [RPNO=12 AND LIBO=1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLYR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>When did you and ^Jack’s ^father stop living together all of the time?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENTER YEAR AT THIS QUESTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range: 1900..2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IF a year entered above [PLYR=RESPONSE]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLMT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENTER MONTH AT THIS QUESTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 January</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 February</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 September</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 October</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 November</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 December</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHECKS A22, A23, A24, A25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDIF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF only one natural parent is resident and they are married to/cohabiting with someone other than the baby’s other natural parent [HHGrid.PNNP>=1 AND HHGrid.PNSN<1 AND HHGrid.NatMS[1]=1,2]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLYR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can I just check, when did you and your ^husband start living together?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENTER YEAR AT THIS QUESTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range: 1900..2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| CLMT | (When did you and your ^husband start living together?) |
| ENTER MONTH AT THIS QUESTION |
| 1 January |
| 2 February |
| 3 March |
| 4 April |
| 5 May |
| 6 June |
| 7 July |
| 8 August |
| 9 September |
| 10 October |
| 11 November |

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Module A: Non-resident parents

12 December
CHECKS A26, A27

ENDIF

*NB:* Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
LONE PARENTHOOD BECAUSE YOU WERE NOT LIVING WITH A PARTNER AT THAT TIME
IF RESPONDENT WAS LIVING WITH A PARTNER WHO WAS TEMPORARILY AWAY,
CODE 'No'
1  Yes
2  No

^month and year given at SLMT/SLYR = ‘month and year given at SLMT/SLYR’ if month and year given; ‘^you and Jack’s father stopped living together’ if month and/or year not given
ENDIF

If respondent is a lone natural parent and has either never lived with other natural parent or has lived with other natural parent but wasn’t at time of baby’s birth [(HHGrid.PNNP>= 1 AND HHGrid.PNSN < 1 AND NOT HHGrid.NatMs[1]=1, 2) AND (NREL=4 OR LIBO=3)]

LOPD
Can I just check, have you been looking after ^Jack as a lone parent ever since ^he ^was born?  
LONE PARENTHOOD BECAUSE YOU WERE NOT LIVING WITH A PARTNER AT THAT TIME
IF RESPONDENT WAS LIVING WITH A PARTNER WHO WAS TEMPORARILY AWAY,
CODE 'No'
1  Yes
2  No
ENDIF

If both natural parents are resident full-time OR one natural parent is resident full-time and other natural parent is resident part-time OR respondent now has a new partner and stopped living with other natural parent after baby’s birth but has said that they weren’t a lone parent for the period between when stopped living with other natural parent and started living with new partner OR respondent has a new partner who they have started living with since baby’s birth and they weren’t living with other natural parent at time of birth but has said that they weren’t a lone parent for the period between when cohort baby was born and when started living with new partner OR respondent is a foster or adoptive parent (who has a partner in HHGrid) OR respondent has a new partner and the baby’s other natural parent has died OR if respondent has either never lived with other natural parent or has lived with other natural parent but wasn’t at time of birth and now has a new partner who started living with less than one month after baby was born [(HHGrid.PNNP>= 1 AND HHGrid.PNSN >= 1) OR (RPNO = 12) OR (LOPA=2) OR (LOPB=2) OR (PWHO=3,4,5,6 AND RPMS=1,2]) OR (NRAG=97) OR (NREL=4 OR LIBO=3 AND CLMT = RESPONSE AND CLYR = RESPONSE AND HHGrid.BDOB >= CLYR,CLMT,1)]

LPEV
Has there ever been a period of one month or more when you were looking after ^Jack as a lone parent?
LONE PARENTHOOD BECAUSE YOU WERE NOT LIVING WITH A PARTNER AT THAT TIME
IF RESPONDENT WAS LIVING WITH A PARTNER WHO WAS TEMPORARILY AWAY,
CODE 'No'
1  Yes
2  No

IF has been a period of a month or more when looking after cohort baby as a lone parent [LPEV=1]

LPSY
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
When did this period of lone parenthood start?
ENTER YEAR AT THIS QUESTION
IF 'At Jack's birth', CODE 9997
Range: 1900..9997
CHECKS A28, A29

IF year given and period of lone parenthood didn’t start at time of cohort baby’s birth
LPSY=RESPONSE AND LPSY<>9997

LPSM
(When did this period of lone parenthood start?)
ENTER MONTH AT THIS QUESTION
1  January
2  February
3  March
4  April
5  May
6  June
7  July
8  August
9  September
10 October
11 November
12 December
CHECKS A30, A31

ENDIF

LPEY
When did this period of lone parenthood end?
ENTER YEAR AT THIS QUESTION
IF 'Still continuing', CODE 9997
Range: 1900..9997
CHECKS A32, A33

IF year given and period of lone parenthood not still continuing [LPEY=RESPONSE AND LPEY<>9997]

LPEM
(When did this period of lone parenthood end?)
ENTER MONTH AT THIS QUESTION
1  January
2  February
3  March
4  April
5  May
6  June
7  July
8  August
9  September
10 October
11 November
12 December

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
CLPY
When did your current period of lone parenthood start?
ENTER YEAR AT THIS QUESTION
IF 'At Jack's birth', CODE 9997
Range: 1900..9997
CHECKS A36, A37, A38

IF year given and period of lone parenthood didn’t begin at time of baby’s birth
[CLPY=RESPONSE AND CLPY<>9997]

CLPM
(When did your current period of lone parenthood start?)
ENTER MONTH AT THIS QUESTION
1 January
2 February
3 March
4 April
5 May
6 June
7 July
8 August
9 September
10 October
11 November
12 December
CHECK A39

ENDIF

ENDIF

APBA to ALIM asked to natural parents only and repeated for each cohort baby
if more than one

APBA
Have you and Jack ever lived apart since he was born?
INTERVIEWER: SINCE LEAVING HOSPITAL IF BABY SPENT SOME TIME IN HOSPITAL
AFTER BIRTH

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
1  Yes
2  No

IF have lived apart from cohort baby [APBA=1]

| LOAP |
| For how long did you and ^Jack live apart? |
| INTERVIEWER: CODE WHETHER ANSWER WILL BE GIVEN IN WEEKS OR MONTHS |
| 1  Weeks |
| 2  Months |

IF answer given in weeks [LOAP=1]

| APWK |
| ENTER NUMBER OF WEEKS |
| Range: 0..52 |

ENDIF

IF answer given in months [LOAP=2]

| APMT |
| ENTER NUMBER OF MONTHS |
| Range: 0..97 |

ENDIF

AGLI to ALIM asked to foster and adoptive parents only

AGLI
How old was ^Jack when ^he started to live with you?
IF STARTED TO LIVE WITH RESPONDENT THEN STOPPED, ASK AGE OF BABY WHEN CURRENT PERIOD OF LIVING WITH RESPONDENT BEGAN. |
| INTERVIEWER: CODE WHETHER ANSWER WILL BE GIVEN IN WEEKS OR MONTHS |
| 1  Weeks |
| 2  Months |

IF answer given in weeks [AGLI=1]

| ALIW |
| ENTER NUMBER OF WEEKS |
| Range: 0..52 |

ENDIF

IF answer given in months [AGLI=2]

| ALIM |
| ENTER NUMBER OF MONTHS |
| Range: 0..97 |

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
COPA to SEOF asked about non-resident natural parent if respondent is the only resident natural parent and repeated about both natural parents if respondent is foster parent

**If respondent is the only resident natural parent and other natural parent has not died and is not resident part-time OR respondent is a foster parent [(HHGrid.PNNP >= 1 AND HHGrid.PNSN < 1 AND NRAG <> 97 AND HHGrid.PTPC<>3) OR (PWHO=5,6)]**

**COPA**

1. **Do you have any contact now with ^Jack’s ^father?**
   - 1 Yes
   - 2 No

2. **Do you have any contact now with ^Jack’s ^father?** = ‘Do you have any contact now with ^Jack’s ^father?’ if only resident natural parent and other natural parent is not resident part-time and has not died
   - ‘Does ^Jack have any contact now with ^his (natural) mother?’ if foster parent (about first natural parent)
   - ‘Does ^Jack have any contact now with ^his (natural) father?’ if foster parent (about second natural parent)

**ENDIF**

**If natural parent has contact with other natural parent or cohort baby is fostered and has contact with natural parent or if respondent is the a lone parent and other natural parent is resident part-time [COPA=1 OR RPNO=12]**

**INCH**

How much interest would you say ^he shows in ^Jack. Is ^he...READ OUT...

1. ... very interested,
2. somewhat interested,
3. not very interested,
4. or, not at all interested?

^he shows in ^Jack = ^he shows in ^Jack’ if other natural parent is not resident part-time or baby is fostered; `^Jack’s ^father shows in him’ if other natural parent is resident part-time

**SEOF**

How often does ^he see ^Jack?

1. Every day
2. 5-6 times a week
3. 3-4 times a week
4. Once or twice a week
5. Less often but at least once a month
6. Less often than once a month
7. Never

**ENDIF**

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
**Module A: Non-resident parents**

**COMA**

Does he contribute any money to Jack’s maintenance?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If YES, PROBE: Does he make regular payments?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Yes, regular payments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Yes, irregular payments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**REFA**

How would you describe your relationship with Jack’s father. Would you say it is ...

| ... very friendly, |
| friendly, |
| neither friendly nor unfriendly, |
| unfriendly, |
| or, very unfriendly? |

**FOLO to WHFS asked to foster parents only**

**FOLO**

Do you know how much longer Jack will stay with you?

If YES: PROBE How long?

Interviewer: Code whether answer will be given in weeks or months

| 1 Weeks |
| 2 Months |
| 3 Don’t know |

If answer given in weeks [FOLO=1]

**FOWK**

Enter number of weeks

Range: 0..52

Endif

If answer given in months [FOLO=2]

**FOMT**

Enter number of months

Range: 0..97

Endif

**RECH**

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Is it expected or hoped that ^he will return to ^his natural parents?
1  Yes
2  No

**REFS**
What was the reason for ^Jack being fostered?
1  Parent(s) unable to cope/needed a break
2  Parent(s) mistreated baby/babies or his/her/their siblings
3  Parent(s) ill in hospital
4  Parent(s) died
95  Other reason (PLEASE SPECIFY)

*IF cohort baby was fostered for another reason [REFS=95]*

| **WHFS** |
| WRITE IN OTHER REASON WHY BABY FOSTERED |
| Text: up to 60 characters |

**ENDIF**

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Module A: Non-resident parents
Module B: Father’s involvement with baby
(Partner respondents only)

FBST
Time at start of Module A [set by LOAF]
TIME

LOAF
CARD B1
Now I’d like to ask you some questions about \(^{Jack}\).
Please say how often you do each of the things I am going to read out.
First, how often do you look after \(^{Jack}\) on your own?
1 More than once a day
2 Once a day
3 A few times a week
4 Once or twice a week
5 Less than once a week
6 Never

NACH
CARD B1 AGAIN
And how often do you change \(^{Jack’s}\) nappy?
1 More than once a day
2 Once a day
3 A few times a week
4 Once or twice a week
5 Less than once a week
6 Never

OFFE
CARD B1 AGAIN
And how often do you feed \(^{him}\)?
1 More than once a day
2 Once a day
3 A few times a week
4 Once or twice a week
5 Less than once a week
6 Never

GETU
CARD B1 AGAIN
And how often do you get up in the night for \(^{Jack}\)?
1 More than once a day
2 Once a day
3 A few times a week
4 Once or twice a week
5 Less than once a week
6 Never
7 (Baby never wakes up)

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
APBA
Have you and Jack ever lived apart since he was born?
INTERVIEWER: SINCE LEAVING HOSPITAL IF BABY SPENT SOME TIME IN HOSPITAL AFTER BIRTH
1  Yes
2  No

IF has lived apart from cohort baby [APBA=1]

LOAP
For how long did you and Jack live apart?
INTERVIEWER: CODE WHETHER ANSWER WILL BE GIVEN IN WEEKS OR MONTHS
1  Weeks
2  Months

IF answer given in weeks [LOAP=1]

APWK
ENTER NUMBER OF WEEKS
Range: 0..52

ENDIF

IF answer given in months [LOAP=2]

APMT
ENTER NUMBER OF MONTHS
Range: 0..97

ENDIF

ENDIF

LPEV
Has there ever been a period of one month or more when you were looking after Jack as a lone parent?
LONE PARENTHOOD BECAUSE YOU WERE NOT LIVING WITH A PARTNER AT THAT TIME IF RESPONDENT WAS LIVING WITH A PARTNER WHO WAS TEMPORARILY AWAY, CODE 'No'.
1  Yes
2  No

IF has ever been a lone parent [LPEV=1]

LPST
When did this period of lone parenthood start?
ENTER YEAR AT THIS QUESTION
IF 'At baby's birth', CODE 9997
Range: 1900..9997

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
CHECK B1

IF period of lone parenthood did start at cohort baby’s birth [LPST<>9997]

LPSM
(When did this period of lone parenthood start?)
ENTER MONTH AT THIS QUESTION
1 January
2 February
3 March
4 April
5 May
6 June
7 July
8 August
9 September
10 October
11 November
12 December
CHECK B2

LPEY
When did this period of lone parenthood end?
ENTER YEAR AT THIS QUESTION
Range: 1940..2003

LPEM
(When did this period of lone parenthood end?)
ENTER MONTH AT THIS QUESTION
1 January
2 February
3 March
4 April
5 May
6 June
7 July
8 August
9 September
10 October
11 November
12 December
CHECKS B3,B4,B5

ENDIF

ENDIF

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

Module B: Father’s involvement with baby
Module C: Pregnancy, Labour and Delivery
(Natural mothers only) 8

PLST
Time at start of Module C [set by PRPL]
TIME

PRPL
I would now like to ask about your pregnancy with ^Jack. Can I check, were you planning to get pregnant at that time or was it a surprise?
1  Planning to get pregnant
2  Pregnancy was a surprise

IF were planning to get pregnant [PRPL=1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How long did it take you to get pregnant with ^Jack?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEWER: ENTER UNITS OF MEASUREMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1  Days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  Weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  Months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4  Years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF answer given in days [LOCO=1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEWER: ENTER THE NUMBER OF DAYS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range: 0..6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ELSEIF answer given in weeks [LOCO=2]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COWK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEWER: ENTER THE NUMBER OF WEEKS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range: 0..20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ELSEIF answer given in months [LOCO=3]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEWER: ENTER THE NUMBER OF MONTHS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range: 0..11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ELSEIF answer given in years [LOCO=4]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COYR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEWER: ENTER THE NUMBER OF YEARS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range: 0..45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHECK C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDIF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 Except CMorKid at end of module

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
FETR
Did you have any medical fertility treatment for this pregnancy?
  1  Yes
  2  No

IF had any medical fertility treatment [FETR=1]

TRWT* (TRWM)
CARD C1
What treatment did you receive?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
  1  Clomiphene citrate
  2  GIFT: Intrauterine insemination of your partner's sperm
  3  IVF: In Vitro Fertilisation
  4  ICSI: IVF with intra cytoplasmic sperm injection
  5  Frozen embryo transfer
  6  Surgery involving the womb, tubes or ovaries
  95 Other

IF had another kind of fertility treatment to those listed above [TRWT=95]

TRWS
What other treatment did you receive?
Text: up to 60 characters

ENDIF

TRMO
As you probably know fertility treatment is of great interest to researchers. Unfortunately, there is not enough time in this interview to ask you about your experiences so if in the future we wanted to ask you some more about your treatment, would you be willing to fill in a questionnaire?
  1  Yes
  2  No

ENDIF

ENDIF

PRFE
When you first knew you were pregnant with ^Jack, how did you feel about the prospect of having ^this baby. Were you ...READ OUT...
  1  ... very happy,
  2  happy,
  3  not bothered either way,
  4  unhappy,
  5  or, very unhappy?

^this baby = ‘this baby’ if single birth [HHGrid.NOBA=1]
‘these babies’ if multiple births [HHGrid.NOBA=2,3,4,5,6]

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
PCWK
How many weeks pregnant were you when you first saw your doctor or midwife to confirm the pregnancy?
DID NOT SEE DOCTOR TO CONFIRM PREGNANCY = Code 97
Range: 0..97
CHECK C2

ANCA
When you were pregnant with ^Jack, did you have any ante-natal care from a midwife, your GP or at a hospital?
NOTE: ANTE-NATAL CARE = ANY HEALTH CARE TO DO WITH THE PREGNANCY OR HEALTH OF THE BABY
1  Yes
2  No

IF had antenatal care [ANCA=1]

ANWK
And, how many weeks pregnant were you when you had your first ante-natal visit?
ENTER NUMBER OF WEEKS. IF LESS THAN 1 WEEK ENTER 0.
Range: 0..97
CHECK C3

ANCL
Did you attend any ante-natal classes?
1  Yes
2  No

ENDIF

ILPR
Did you have any illnesses or other problems during your pregnancy that required medical attention or treatment?
1  Yes
2  No

IF had any illnesses or problems during pregnancy requiring medical attention and treatment [ILPR=1]

ILWT* (ILWM)
CARD C2
What illnesses or problems did you have?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1  Bleeding or threatened miscarriage in early pregnancy
2  Bleeding in later pregnancy
3  Pregnancy diagnosed as twins, triplets or more
4  Persistent vomiting
5  Raised blood pressure, eclampsia / preeclampsia or toxaemia
6  Urinary infection
7  Diabetes
8  Too much fluid around the baby
9  Suspected slow growth of baby

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
95 Any other suspected problems (Please specify)

IF had any suspected problems other to those listed above [ILWT=95]

ILWS
What other illness or problem did you have?
Text: up to 60 characters
ENDIF

IF (ILWT=RESPONSE)

ADHO repeated for each problem mentioned at ILWT

ADHO
You mentioned that you had ^bleeding or threatened miscarriage in early pregnancy.
Were you admitted to a hospital for this condition?
 1 Yes
 2 No

^bleeding or threatened miscarriage in early pregnancy = ‘bleeding or threatened miscarriage in early pregnancy’ if experienced bleeding or threatened miscarriage early in pregnancy [ILWT=1]
‘Bleeding in later pregnancy’ if had bleeding in later pregnancy [ILWT=2]
‘Pregnancy diagnosed as twins, triplets or more’ if a multiple pregnancy [ILWT=3]
‘Persistent vomiting’ if had persistent vomiting [ILWT=4]
‘Raised blood pressure’ if blood pressure increased [ILWT=5]
‘Urinary infection’ if a urinary infection occurred [ILWT=6]
‘Diabetes’ if diabetes was diagnosed [ILWT=7]
‘Too much fluid around the baby’ if there was a too much fluid around the baby [ILWT=8]
‘Suspected slow growth of baby’ if the baby was suspected to be growing too slowly [ILWT=9]
‘Answer given at ILWS/Other suspected problem’ if another suspected problem [ILWT=RESPONSE]

ENDIF

ENDIF

LDST
Time at start of Section on Labour and Delivery [set by NAHO]
TIME

IF was admitted to hospital for problem with pregnancy [ADHO=1]

NAHO
What is the name and town of the hospitals/day care units you attended?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF MORE THAN ONE, ASK ALL.
ENTER THE NAMES HOSPITAL/DAY CARE UNITS AND THE TOWN OR CITY.
Text: OPEN

ENDIF

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
**DUED (DUDA, DUMT, DUYR)**
What date was ^Jack due to be born?
INTERVIEWER: ENTER DAY, MONTH, YEAR EG 30/01/2001
IF UNSURE, ENTER <Ctrl+K>
NOTE: IF MORE THAN ONE DATE, ENTER FINAL ONE RESPONDENT WAS TOLD DATE
CHECK C4

TIBO repeated for each cohort baby if more than one [HHGrid.NOBA=2,3,4,5,6]

**TIBO**
^What time was ^Jack born?
ENTER TIME IN 24 HOUR CLOCK
TIME

^What = ‘What’ if one baby born [HHGrid.NOBA=1]
‘Starting with ^Sophie, what’ if multiple births and referring to first baby [HHGrid.NOBA=2,3,4,5,6]
‘And what’ if multiple births and referring to each subsequent baby [HHGrid.NOBA=2,3,4,5,6]

**OBCO**
Can I just check, ^was ^Jack ^the only baby conceived in this pregnancy?
1  Yes, only baby(ies) conceived
2  No, other baby(ies) conceived as well

^was ^Jack ^the only Baby = ‘was ^Jack the only baby’ if single birth [HHGrid.NOBA=1]
‘were ^Sophie and ^Emily the only babies’ if multiple birth [HHGrid.NOBA=2,3,4,5,6]

**IF more babies conceived than born [OBCO=2]**

| HMBA
| How many babies were conceived in total, including any who may have died before birth or who are not living with you now?
| Range: 1..10
| CHECK C5
| ENDIFF

**PLBI***
(Thinking again about ^Jack,) ^was ^he born ...READ OUT..
1  ... in hospital,
2  at home,
95  or somewhere else?

**IF baby was born somewhere other than hospital or at home [PLBI=95]**

| PLBS
| Where ^was ^Jack born?
| Text: up to 40 characters

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
IF baby was born in hospital [PLBI=1]

HONA
What is the name and town of the hospital?
INTERVIEWER: PROBE FOR NAME AND TOWN
Text: up to 80 characters

STHO
How long did you stay in hospital after the birth?
INTERVIEWER: ENTER UNITS OF MEASUREMENT.
CODE ONE ONLY
1  Weeks
2  Days
3  Hours

IF answer given in weeks [STHO=1]

STWK
INTERVIEWER: ENTER THE NUMBER OF WEEKS.
ROUND TO NEAREST WEEK
Range: 0..52

ENDIF

IF answer given in days [STHO=2]

STDA
INTERVIEWER: ENTER THE NUMBER OF DAYS.
ROUND TO NEAREST DAY
Range: 0..7

ENDIF

IF answer given in hours [STHO=3]

STHR
INTERVIEWER: ENTER THE NUMBER OF HOURS.
ROUND TO NEAREST HOUR
Range: 0..23

ENDIF

WATB
Did you have someone with you during labour and delivery other than health staff?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1  No, no one else [exclusive code]

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
2  Yes, baby's father
3  Yes, friend
4  Yes, mother (in law)
95  Yes, someone else

**LAIN**
Was the labour induced or attempted to be induced?
**NOTE:** INDUCED LABOUR = ANY ATTEMPT TO START LABOUR (INC. INJECTIONS, PESSARIES, BREAKING THE WATERS)
1  Yes
2  No

**DEWT***(DEWM)*
What type of delivery did you have. Was it ...READ OUT...
**CODE ALL THAT APPLY**
1  ... a normal delivery,
2  assisted with forceps,
3  assisted vacuum extraction,
4  assisted breach,
5  a planned Caesarian,
6  an emergency Caesarian,
95  or, another type of delivery?

*IF another type of delivery [DEWT=95]*

| **DEWS**
| What type of delivery was it?
| Text: up to 60 characters

*ENDIF*

**PRWT***(PRWM)*
CARD C3
Which, if any, of the following types of pain relief did you have at any time during labour?
**CODE ALL THAT APPLY**
1  Gas and air
2  Pethidine or demerol injection
3  Epidural
4  General anaesthetic
5  TENS machine
95  Other
96  No pain relief [exclusive code]
97  Did not have labour

*IF another type of pain relief [PRWT=95]*

| **PRWC**
| What other types of pain relief did you have?
| Text: up to 40 characters

*ENDIF*

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
IF has not said that they ‘Did not have labour’ [PRWT<>97]

LOLA
How long did the labour last?
INTERVIEWER: ENTER HOURS
START OF LABOUR = REGULAR LABOUR PAINS
END OF LABOUR = DELIVERY OF BABY
IF LESS THAN ONE HOUR, ENTER 0
Range: 0..100

BIWT to AGMT repeated for each cohort baby if more than one [HHGrid.NOBA=2,3,4,5,6]

BIWT
ASK RESPONDENT TO CONSULT RED BOOK (IF AVAILABLE)
How much did ^Jack weigh when ^he was born?
INTERVIEWER: CODE IF ANSWER GIVEN IN KILOS OR POUNDS
1  Kilos and grammes
2  Pounds and ounces

IF weight given in kilos [BIWT=1]

WTKG
INTERVIEWER: ENTER BABY'S WEIGHT IN KILOS AND GRAMMES
Range: 0.00..99.99
CHECK C6

ENDIF

IF weight given in pounds [BIWT=2]

WTLB
INTERVIEWER: ENTER POUNDS
Range: 1..20

WTOU
INTERVIEWER: ENTER OUNCES
Range: 0..15
CHECK C7

ENDIF

PRLA* (PRLM)
CARD C4
Were there any complications during ^Jack’s birth?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1  No complications [exclusive code]
2  Breech birth - feet first
3  Other abnormal lie eg shoulder first
4  Very long labour
5  Very rapid labour
6  Foetal distress - Heart rate sign

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
7 Foetal distress - Meconium or other sign
95 Other complication

IF another birth complication [PRLA=95]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRLS</th>
<th>What other complications were there?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Text: up to 40 characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDIF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WRBI* (WRBM)
CARD C5
Was there anything wrong with ^Jack at the time of birth or at any time during the first week?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1 No problems [exclusive code]
2 Delay in breathing at birth
3 Breathing difficulty or distress in first week
4 Jaundice requiring hospital treatment
5 Infection or suspected infection
94 Other problems in first week
95 Other problems at birth

IF other problem at birth [WRBI=95]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WRBS</th>
<th>What was the problem at birth?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PROBE FULLY. RECORD VERBATIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Text: up to 40 characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDIF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF other problem in first week [WRBI=94]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WFWS</th>
<th>What was the problem in the first week?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PROBE FULLY. RECORD VERBATIM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Text: up to 40 characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDIF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF any type of problems or complications occurred during or at birth or in first week [PRLA<>1 AND WRBI<>1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICUN</th>
<th>Was ^Jack taken to the special care or neo-natal or Intensive care unit after birth?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| ICSV | Was this in the same hospital ^he was born or another hospital? |

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
IF BORN AT HOME, USE CODE 2

1  Same hospital
2  Transferred to a different hospital

*IF a different hospital to the one in which baby was born [ICSH=2]*

**ICHN**

What is the name and town of the hospital(s)?
INTERVIEWER: IF MORE THAN ONE, ENTER DETAILS ABOUT ALL HOSPITALS.
Text: up to 80 characters

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

*IF cohort baby was born in hospital [PLBI=1]*

**AGCH**

How old was ^Jack when ^he came home from hospital (or special care)?
INTERVIEWER: CODE UNITS OF MEASUREMENT
1  Less than one day
2  Days
3  Weeks
4  Months
97  Still in special care

*IF answer given in days [AGCH=2]*

**AGDA**

(How old was ^Jack when ^he came home from hospital or special care?)
INTERVIEWER: ENTER NUMBER OF DAYS OLD
Range: 1..97

ELSEIF answer given in weeks [AGCH=3]

**ADWK**

(How old was ^Jack when ^he came home from hospital or special care?)
INTERVIEWER: ENTER NUMBER OF WEEKS OLD
Range: 1..97

ELSEIF answer given in months [AGCH=4]

**AGMT**

(How old was ^Jack when ^he came home from hospital or special care?)
INTERVIEWER: ENTER NUMBER OF MONTHS OLD
Range: 1..97

ENDIF

ENDIF

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

**CUPR**
Can I just check, are you currently pregnant?
1  Yes
2  No

*IF currently pregnant [CUPR=1]*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRMT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How many months pregnant are you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range: 1..10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ENDIF*

---

**PLMC** also asked to all natural fathers (not routed from CUPR for natural fathers)

*IF not currently pregnant [CUPR=2]*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLMC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you plan to have any more children?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1  Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  Don't know</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ENDIF*
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

Module C: Pregnancy, Labour and Delivery
Module D: Baby’s Health and Development
(Main respondents only)

Module D repeated for each cohort baby if more than one [HHGrid.NOBA=2,3,4,5,6]

HDST
Time at start of module D [set by BFEV]
TIME

BFEV to BFEM asked to natural mothers only

BFEV
Going back to ^Jack. Did you ever try to breastfeed ^him?
1  Yes
2  No

IF tried to breastfeed [BFEV=1]

BFEA
How old was ^Jack when ^he last had breast milk?
CODE HERE WHETHER YOU WILL ENTER DAYS, WEEKS OR MONTHS
OR CODE NEVER, LESS THAN ONE DAY OR STILL BREASTFEEDING
1  Never took breast milk
2  Less than one day
3  Answer given in days
4  Answer given in weeks
5  Answer given in months
6  Still breastfeeding

IF answer given in days [BFEA=3]

BFED
ENTER NUMBER OF DAYS
Range: 1..30

ENDIF

IF answer given in weeks [BFEA=4]

BFEW
ENTER NUMBER OF WEEKS
Range: 1..26

ENDIF

IF answer given in months [BFEA=5]

BFEM
ENTER NUMBER OF MONTHS
Range: 1..12
CHECK D1

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
AGDM

I’m now going to ask when Jack first had (other) different types of milk. Please include any eaten with cereal.

First, how old was he when he first had Formula milk, such as Cow & Gate or SMA?

CODE HERE WHETHER YOU WILL ENTER DAYS, WEEKS OR MONTHS

OR CODE HAS NOT HAD THIS TYPE OF MILK OR LESS THAN ONE DAY

1  Has not had
2  Less than one day
3  Answer given in days
4  Answer given in weeks
5  Answer given in months

IF answer given in days [AGDM=3]

DMDA

ENTER NUMBER OF DAYS

Range: 1..30

ENDIF

IF answer given in weeks [AGDM=4]

DMWK

ENTER NUMBER OF WEEKS

Range: 1..26

ENDIF

IF answer given in months [AGDM=5]

DMMT

ENTER NUMBER OF MONTHS

Range: 1..12

CHECK D2

ENDIF

AGCM

How old was Jack when he first had Cow’s milk?

CODE HERE WHETHER YOU WILL ENTER DAYS, WEEKS OR MONTHS

OR CODE HAS NOT HAD THIS TYPE OF MILK

1  Has not had
2  Answer given in days
3  Answer given in weeks
4  Answer given in months

IF answer given in days [AGCM=2]

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
AGOM
(How old was ^Jack when ^he first had ...) any other type of milk, such as soya milk?
CODE HERE WHETHER YOU WILL ENTER DAYS, WEEKS OR MONTHS
OR CODE HAS NOT HAD THIS TYPE OF MILK
  1  Has not had
  2  Answer given in days
  3  Answer given in weeks
  4  Answer given in months

IF answer given in days [AGOM=2]

| OMDA |
| ENTER NUMBER OF DAYS |
| Range: 1..30 |

ENDIF

IF answer given in weeks [AGOM=3]

| OMWK |
| ENTER NUMBER OF WEEKS |
| Range: 1..26 |

ENDIF

IF answer given in months [AGOM=4]

| OMMT |
| ENTER NUMBER OF MONTHS |
| Range: 1..12 |

AGDA
ENTER NUMBER OF DAYS
Range: 1..30
ENDIF

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
AGSF
How old was ^Jack when ^he first had any solid food such as cereal or rusk?
CODE HERE WHETHER YOU WILL ENTER DAYS, WEEKS OR MONTHS
OR CODE HAS NOT YET HAD SOLIDS
1  Has not had
2  Answer given in days
3  Answer given in weeks
4  Answer given in months

IF answer given in days [AGSF=2]

SFDA
ENTER NUMBER OF DAYS
Range: 1..30

ENDIF

IF answer given in weeks [AGSF=3]

SFWK
ENTER NUMBER OF WEEKS
Range: 1..26

ENDIF

IF answer given in months [AGSF=4]

SFMT
ENTER NUMBER OF MONTHS
Range: 1..12
CHECK D5

ENDIF

IF respondent has a child health record book [ModuleA.REBK=1]

RBIN
I would like to ask about when ^Jack was last weighed and any immunisations and hearing
tests ^he has had. Hopefully, the details have been written in ^Jack’s health record (or red
book).
ENCOURAGE RESPONDENT TO CONSULT THE RED BOOK TO FIND OR CHECK ALL
RESPONSES.
ENTER ‘1’ TO CONTINUE
1  Press 1 and <Enter> to continue.

ELSE

RBNA
I would like to ask about when ^Jack was last weighed and any immunisations and hearing

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
tests ^he has had. Although these details are usually written in ^Jack's health record (or red book), you may well be able to remember them?
WHERE APPROPRIATE, ENCOURAGE RESPONDENT TO LOOK BRIEFLY FOR THE HEALTH RECORD. FOR EXAMPLE, IF (S)HE KNOWS IT IS SOMEWHERE IN THE HOME.
ENTER '1' TO CONTINUE
1 Press 1 and <Enter> to continue.

ENDIF

LAWE (LWTD, LWTM, LWTY)
When was ^Jack last weighed by a doctor, nurse or health visitor?
ENTER DATE
IF CAN RECALL MONTH BUT NOT EXACT DATE, ENTER '15' FOR THE DAY DATE
CHECKS D6, D7

LAWT
And what did ^Jack weigh?
CODE HERE WHETHER YOU WILL ENTER KILOS OR POUNDS
CODE KILOS WHENEVER THIS IS USED IN THE HEALTH RECORD
1 Kilos
2 Pounds

*IF weight given in kilos [LAWT=1]*

LWTK
ENTER WHOLE KILOS HERE AND GRAMMES AT NEXT QUESTION
NOTE: 1kg = 1000 GRAMMES
SO, FOR EXAMPLE, IF WEIGHT = 4.28kg (4280 grammes) ENTER 4 HERE
Range: 2..20

LWTG
ENTER REMAINING GRAMMES
NOTE: 0.1kg = 100 GRAMMES
SO, FOR EXAMPLE, IF WEIGHT = 4.28kg (4280 grammes) ENTER 280 - NOT 28
Range: 0..990
CHECK D8

ENDIF

*IF weight given in pounds [LAWT=2]*

LWTP
ENTER WHOLE POUNDS HERE AND OUNCES AT NEXT QUESTION
Range: 4..44

LWTO
ENTER OUNCES
Range: 0..15
CHECK D9

ENDIF

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
WTRB
INTERVIEWER CODE:
DID RESPONDENT CONSULT HEALTH RECORD (red book)?
IF YES WAS THE INFORMATION IN THE HEALTH RECORD?
1 Consulted and information available
2 Consulted but information NOT available
3 Did not consult health record

IMAN
CARD D1
Has ^Jack received any of these immunisations?
1 Yes
2 No

IF has received any immunisations [IMAN=1]

| IMMU
| CARD D1 AGAIN
| Are they up to date. That is, has ^Jack had 3 doses of all the immunisations on this card?
| 1 Yes
| 2 No
| ENDIF

IF has not had any immunisations or has not had all three doses of all immunisations [IMAN=2 OR IMMU=2]

| IMAS*
| Why is that?
| Text: OPEN
| ENDIF

IMRB
INTERVIEWER CODE:
DID RESPONDENT CONSULT HEALTH RECORD (red book) FOR IMMUNISATION INFORMATION?
IF YES WAS THE INFORMATION IN THE HEALTH RECORD?
1 Consulted and information available
2 Consulted but information NOT available
3 Did not consult health record

HTEV
Has ^Jack ever had a hearing test?
1 Yes
2 No

IF has ever had a hearing test [HTEV=1]

| HTDT (HTDA, HTMT, HTYR)
| When did ^he last have one?
| ENTER DATE OF LAST HEARING TEST
| IF CAN RECALL MONTH BUT NOT EXACT DATE, ENTER '15' FOR THE DAY

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
DATE
CHECKS D10, D11

PRHE
And were there any problems with *his* hearing?
  1 Yes
  2 No

IF there were any problems with *Jack’s* hearing [PRHE=1]

STPR
Does *he* still have this problem?
  1 Yes
  2 No

ENDIF

HTRB
INTERVIEWER CODE:
DID RESPONDENT CONSULT HEALTH RECORD (red book)
FOR HEARING TEST INFORMATION?
IF YES WAS THE INFORMATION IN THE HEALTH RECORD?
  1 Consulted and information available
  2 Consulted but information NOT available
  3 Did not consult health record

ADMO
We would like to know about any health problems for which *Jack* has been taken to the GP, Health Centre or Health visitor, or to Casualty, or you have called NHS direct. How many separate health problems, if any, has *Jack* had, not counting any accidents or injuries?
NOTE: RECORD ALL PROBLEMS EVER REPORTED
NO HEALTH PROBLEMS = 0.
Range: 0..97
CHECK D12

IF there were any problems [ADMO>0]

HPWT* (HPWM)
What *was this problem?*
  1 Chest infections
  2 Ear infections
  3 Feeding problems
  4 Sleeping problems
  5 Wheezing or asthma
  6 Skin problems
  7 Sight or eye problems
  8 Failure to gain weight or to grow
  9 Persistent or severe vomiting
 10 Persistent or severe diarrhoea
 11 Fits or convulsions
 95 Other health problems

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
ACCA
Most babies have accidents at some time. Has ^jack ever had an accident or injury for which ^he has been taken to the doctor, health centre, or hospital?
IF YES: How many accidents?
NO ACCIDENTS = 0.
Range: 0..97
CHECK D13

AWCT* (ACWM)
^What sort of accident or injury was it?
NOTE:ONLY MULTI-CODE WHERE SEPARATE, SIMULTANEOUS INJURIES;
OTHERWISE PRIORITY CODE
1  Loss of consciousness
2  Bang on the head
3  Broken bone
4  Swallowed object
5  Swallowed household cleaner/other poison/pills
6  Cut needing stitches
7  Cut or graze
8  Burn or scald
9  Something stuck in eye, throat, nose, ear or other part of body
10  Animal or insect bite or sting
95  other sort of accident or injury
[maximum 4 codes]
^What = ‘What’ if only one accident [ACCA=1]
‘Thinking about the first accident, what’ if more than one accident and referring to the first [ACCA>1]
‘Thinking about the second accident, what’ if more than one accident and referring to the second accident; and so on [ACCA>1]

IF other sort of accident or injury [ACWT=95]

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Millennium Cohort Study First Survey: CAPI Questionnaire Documentation

Module D: Baby’s Health and Development

ACCS
ENTER OTHER SORT OF ACCIDENT OR INJURY
Text: up to 40 characters

ENDF

ACMT
How many months old was ^Jack when this accident happened?
Range: 0..12
CHECK D14

ACCH
Did ^Jack go to hospital?
IF YES: Was this just to casualty or was ^he admitted to a hospital ward?
1  No, did not go to hospital
2  Yes, went to Casualty/Accident and Emergency
3  Yes, was admitted to a Hospital Ward

IF went to casualty or admitted to a hospital ward [ACCH=2,3]

ACHN
What is the name and town of the hospital?
1  ^hospital name
97  Some other hospital

^hospital name = ‘answer given at ModuleC.HONA’ if born in hospital and gave name earlier
[ModuleC.HONA=RESPONSE]; otherwise blank
CHECK D15

IF another hospital to the one in which baby was born [ACHN=97]

ACHS
INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN NAME AND TOWN/CITY OF HOSPITAL
Text: up to 60 characters

ENDF

ENDF

ADMA
^Has ^Jack ever been admitted to a hospital ward because of an illness or health problem?
IF YES: How many times?
NEVER ADMITTED = 0.
Range: 0..97
CHECK D16

^Has = ‘Has’ if cohort baby has not had any accidents or injuries for which they have been taken to a doctor, health centre or hospital [ACCA=0]
‘Apart from any accidents or injuries, has’ if has had accidents or injuries for which they have been taken to a doctor, health centre or hospital [ACCA>0]

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
IF cohort baby has ever been admitted to a hospital ward due to illness or a health problem [ADMA>0]

**ADMX**

^What was the reason ^Jack was admitted?
1  Gastroenteritis
2  Chest infection or pneumonia
3  Wheezing or asthma
4  Convulsion, fit or loss of consciousness
5  Meningitis
6  Pyloric stenosis
7  Hernia
8  Circumcision
9  Other operation
95  Other reason

^What = ‘What’ if admitted once only [ADMA=1]
‘Thinking about the first time ^Jack was admitted, what’ if more than once admission and referring to the first time [ADMA>1]
‘Thinking about the second time ^Jack was admitted, what’ if referring to the second admission; and so on [ADMA>1]

IF cohort baby was admitted for an other reason or other operation [ADMX=9,95]

**ADMS**

ENTER OTHER OPERATION/REASON
Text: up to 40 characters

ENDIF

**AGHA**

How many months old was ^Jack when ^he was admitted?
Range: 0..12
CHECK D17

**ADHN**

What is the name and town of the hospital?
1  ^Hospital name
97  Some other hospital
CHECK D18

IF a different hospital to the one in which cohort baby was born [ADHN=97]

**ADHS**

INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN NAME AND TOWN/CITY OF HOSPITAL
Text: up to 60 characters

ENDIF

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
DEST
Time at start of Module D [set by DEIN]
TIME

DEIN
CARD D2
^All children develop at their own pace so I would like to ask whether ^Jack does certain things yet. Please say whether ^he does each thing often, has only done it once or twice, or whether ^he has not started to do this yet.
1  Press 1 and <Enter> to continue.

'^All children develop at their own pace so I would like to ask whether ^Jack does certain things yet. Please' = ^All children develop at their own pace so I would like to ask whether ^Jack does certain things yet. Please' if only one cohort baby [HHGrid.NOBA=1];
'^All children develop at their own pace so I would like to ask whether ^Jack does certain things yet. Let's start with ^Sophie. Please' if more than one cohort baby and referring to the first baby [HHGrid.NOBA=2,3,4,5,6];
'^All children develop at their own pace so I would like to ask whether ^Sophie and ^Emily do certain things yet. Let's start with ^Sophie. Please' if more than one cohort baby and referring to the second and subsequent babies [HHGrid.NOBA=2,3,4,5,6];

SMIL
CARD D2 AGAIN
(Thinking about ^Jack...)
^he smiles when you smile at ^him
1  Often
2  Once or twice
3  Not yet

SITU
CARD D2 AGAIN
(Thinking about ^Jack...)
^he can sit up without being supported.
1  Often
2  Once or twice
3  Not yet

STAN
CARD D2 AGAIN
(Thinking about ^Jack...)
^he can stand up while holding onto something such as furniture.

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
HAND
CARD D2 AGAIN
(Thinking about ^Jack...)
^he puts ^his hands together.
1 Often
2 Once or twice
3 Not yet

GRAB
CARD D2 AGAIN
(Thinking about ^Jack...)
^he grabs objects using the whole hand.
1 Often
2 Once or twice
3 Not yet

PICK
CARD D2 AGAIN
(Thinking about ^Jack...)
^he can pick up a small object using forefinger and thumb only.
1 Often
2 Once or twice
3 Not yet

PTOY
CARD D2 AGAIN
(Thinking about ^Jack...)
^he passes a toy back and forth from one hand to another.
1 Often
2 Once or twice
3 Not yet

WALK
CARD D2 AGAIN
(Thinking about ^Jack...)
^he can walk a few steps on ^his own.
1 Often
2 Once or twice
3 Not yet

GEIN
CARD D3
When babies are first learning to communicate, they often use gestures to make their wishes known.
For each thing I am going to read out, please tell me whether ^Jack has done this often, sometimes or whether ^he has not done this yet.

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
1  Press 1 and <Enter> to continue.

GIVE
CARD D3 AGAIN
(Thinking about ^Jack...)
^he reaches out and gives you a toy or some other object that ^he is holding.
1  Often
2  Sometimes
3  Not yet

WAVE
CARD D3 AGAIN
(Thinking about ^Jack...)
^he waves bye-bye on ^his own when someone leaves.
1  Often
2  Sometimes
3  Not yet

ARMS
CARD D3 AGAIN
(Thinking about ^Jack...)
^he extends ^his arms to show ^he wants to be picked up.
1  Often
2  Sometimes
3  Not yet

NODS
CARD D3 AGAIN
(Thinking about ^Jack...)
^he nods ^his head for 'yes'.
1  Often
2  Sometimes
3  Not yet

MOVE
If you put ^Jack down on the floor, can ^he move about from one place to another?
1  Yes
2  No

HOWA
At the moment, how often does ^Jack normally wake at night. Would you say ...READ OUT...
1  ... never,
2  occasionally,
3  most nights,
4  once every night,
5  or, more often than once a night?

SLRO* (SLRM)
Does ^Jack usually sleep ...READ OUT...
INTERVIEWER: IF MORE THAN ONE PLACE, CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1  ... in a room on ^his own,
2  in a room with other children,
3  in your bedroom,

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
or, in some other place (SPECIFY)?

IF cohort baby usually sleeps in some other place [SLRO=95]

| SLRS |
| INTERVIEWER: WRITE IN |
| Text: up to 40 characters |

ENDIF

SLBE* (SLBM)
Does ^Jack sleep in ^his own bed or cot most nights or does ^he share a bed or cot?
INTERVIEWER: IF MORE THAN ONE PLACE, CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1 In ^his own bed/cot
2 In bed/cot with other children
3 In your bed
95 Other place (SPECIFY)

IF cohort baby sleeps in an other place [SLBE=95]

| SLBS |
| INTERVIEWER: WRITE IN |
| Text: up to 40 characters |

ENDIF

BCRY
In general, when ^Jack cries do you ...READ OUT...
1 ... pick ^him up immediately,
2 let ^him cry for a while, then if ^he does not stop pick ^him up,
3 or, never pick ^him up until you are ready to do so?
4 (SPONTANEOUS: Depends on reason for crying)
5 (SPONTANEOUS: Never cries)

IF cohort baby does cry [BCRY=1,2,3,4]

| CRPR |
| Do you feel that ^his crying is a problem for you? |
| 1 Yes |
| 2 No |

ENDIF

WOHD* (WOHM)
Do you have any worries about ^Jack's health and development that we have not talked about?
1 No, none [exclusive code]
2 Problems with hearing
3 Problems with seeing
4 Problems with movement
5 Slow development
6 Problems in making noises or learning to speak
95 Other worries

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
IF have other worries about cohort baby’s health and development [WOHD=95]

| WOHS |
| ENTER OTHER WORRIES |
| Text: up to 40 characters |

ENDIF
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

Module D: Baby’s Health and Development
Module E: Childcare
(Main respondents only)

CAST
Time at start of Module E [set by MACT]
TIME

MACT*
CARD E1
I’d like to ask you some questions about how ^Jack ^is looked after, but first, can you tell me which of the things on this card best describes what you are currently doing?
CODE ONLY ONE MAIN ACTIVITY
IF RESPONDENT IS ON ANNUAL/SICK LEAVE FROM THEIR EMPLOYER, CODE AS WORKING
1  In a job and currently working for an employer
2  On m/paternity/parental leave from an employer
3  self-employed
4  Full-time student
5  Looking after the home and family
95  Doing something else

IF respondent’s main activity is doing something else [MACT=95]

| MACS |
| INTERVIEWER: WRITE IN OTHER ANSWER |
| Text: up to 40 characters |
| CHECKS E1, E2, E3, E4 |

ENDIF

IF in a job and currently working for an employer [MACT=1]

| REWK |
| Can I just check, have you returned to work since ^Jack ^was born, or are you still on leave? |
| 1  Yes, has returned to work |
| 2  No, still on leave |

ENDIF

IF working for an employer (not still on leave), self employed or a student AND have more than one cohort baby [(MACT=1,3,4 and REWK<>2) AND (HHGrid.NOBA=2,3,4,5,6)]

| CHCA |
| Can I just check, are ^Sophie and ^Emily usually looked after together while you are at ^work or do you have different childcare arrangements for ^each of them? |
| 1  same |
| 2  different |

^work = ‘work’ if working [MACT=1,3]
‘college’ if full time student [MACT=4]

^each = ‘each’ if twins [HHGrid.NOBA=2]

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
CAWK to OTAD repeated for each cohort baby if more than one and has different childcare arrangements for each/some of them [CHCA=2]

**IF working for an employer (not still on leave), self employed or student [MACT=1,3,4 and REWK=<>2]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAWK* (CAWM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How ^is ^Jack looked after while you are at ^work?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROBE: Does anyone else look after ^Jack while you are at ^work?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE ALL THAT APPLY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1  Respondent his/herself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  Husband/Wife/Partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  Baby's non-resident father/mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4  Your Mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5  Your father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6  Your partner's mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7  Your partner's father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8  Baby's non-resident father's/mother's mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9  Baby's non-resident father's/mother's father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Other relatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Friends/ neighbours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Live-in nanny/ au pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Other nanny/ au pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Registered childminder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Unregistered childminder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Workplace/ college nursery/ creche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Local Authority day nursery/ creche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Private day nursery/ creche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95 Other (SPECIFY)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IF cared for in another way [CAWK=95]**

| CAWS |
| INTERVIEWER: WRITE IN OTHER CARER |
| Text: up to 40 characters |

**ENDIF**

**IF more than one carer [Number of codes at CAWK>1]**

| MACA. |
| Who looks after ^Jack for most of the time while you are at ^work? |
| CODE ONE ONLY. |
| 1  Respondent his/herself |
| 2  Husband/Wife/Partner |
| 3  Baby's non-resident father/mother |
| 4  Your Mother |
| 5  Your father |
| 6  Your partner's mother |

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Module E: Childcare
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NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
LOTO
Can I just check, are ^Sophie and ^Emily usually looked after together?
1  Yes
2  No

ENDIF

OTLO *(OTLM)
Who else looks after ^Jack?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1  Baby's non-resident father/mother
2  Your Mother
3  Your father
4  Your partner's mother
5  Your partner's father
6  Baby's non-resident father's/mother's mother
7  Baby's non-resident father's/mother's father
8  Other relatives
9  Friends/neighbours
10  Live-in nanny/au pair
11  Other nanny/au pair
12  Registered childminder
13  Unregistered childminder
14  Local Authority day nursery/creche
15  Private day nursery/creche
16  babysitter
95  Other (SPECIFY)

IF someone else regularly looks after cohort baby [EothWho=95]

OTLS
INTERVIEWER: WRITE IN OTHER CARER
Text: up to 40 characters

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF someone other than respondent looks after the cohort baby when respondent is at work or college or someone other than respondent (or their partner) regularly looks after the cohort baby [(MACA=2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,95 or CAWK is single coded = 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,95) OR (OTCA=1)]

CPAY
Do you pay for any of your childcare?
THINK ABOUT ALL OF YOUR CHILDCARE
1  Yes
2  No

IF pays for any childcare [CPAY=1]

AMPA
How many hours of childcare do you pay for each week (^during term time) for ^Jack?

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Module E: Childcare

CAHR to OLMT repeated for each cohort baby if more than one [HHGrid.NOBA=2,3,4,5,6]

IF cohort baby cared for by someone other than respondent (or their partner or cohort baby’s non-resident parent) [CAWK=4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,95] or [EOthWho=2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,95]

CAHR
How many hours per week on average is ^Jack cared for by someone other than yourself ^and your partner?
INTERVIEWER: IF ^Jack IS CARED FOR BY A PARENT WHO DOES NOT LIVE HERE DO NOT COUNT THIS TIME. WE WANT THE TOTAL TIME ^Jack IS CARED FOR BY PEOPLE OTHER THAN PARENTS AND THEIR PARTNERS ENTER NUMBER OF HOURS Range: 1..100

AGOL
How old was ^Jack when someone other than yourself ^and your partner started looking after ^him on a regular basis?
INTERVIEWER: IF ^Jack IS CARED FOR BY A PARENT WHO DOES NOT LIVE HERE DO

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
NOT COUNT THIS. WE WANT THE AGE AT WHICH \(^*\)Jack began to be cared for regularly by people other than parents and their partners.

CODE WHETHER AGE WILL BE GIVEN IN WEEKS OR MONTHS

1  From birth
2  Weeks
3  Months

IF answer given in weeks [AGOL=2]

| OLWK |
| ENTER NUMBER OF WEEKS |
| Range: 1..52 |

ENDIF

IF answer given in months [AGOL=3]

| OLMT |
| ENTER NUMBER OF MONTHS |
| Range: 1..12 |
| CHECK E6 |

ENDIF

ENDIF
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Module F: Grandparents and Friends
(Main and partner respondents)

GFST
Time at start of Module F (set by MUAL)
TIME

PAIN
I’d now like to ask you about your own parents and the family you grew up in.
1 Press 1 and <Enter> to continue.

MUAL
ASK OR CODE IF OBVIOUS
May I just check, is your mother still alive?
ADD IF NECESSARY: By mother I mean your natural or adoptive mother
1 Yes
2 No
3 Don’t know

DAAL
ASK OR CODE IF OBVIOUS
And is your father still alive?
ADD IF NECESSARY: By father I mean your natural or adoptive father.
1 Yes
2 No
3 Don’t know

PASD
Can I check, did your parents ever permanently separate or divorce?
By parents, I mean your natural or adoptive parents.
1 Yes
2 No
3 Parents never lived together
4 Never lived with parents/don’t know

IF parents permanently separated or divorced [PASD=1]

AGSE
How old were you when this happened?
TYPE IN AGE
NOTE: IF PARENTS SEPARATED, THEN DIVORCED, ENTER AGE AT WHICH
SEPARATED.
Range: 0..99
CHECK F1

ENDIF

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
If answer given at PASD is anything other than never lived with parents [PASD<>4]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIAW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before the age of 17 did you spend any time living away from both of your parents?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTE: DO NOT INCLUDE HOLIDAYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1  Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDIF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If lived away from both parents before the age of 17 OR never lived with parents [LIAW=1 OR PASD=4]

If sampled ward is in England, Wales or Scotland [Country=1, 2, 3]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHLI*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CARD F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where did you mainly live (^before the age of 17)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1  Local authority children’s home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  Local authority foster parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  Voluntary society children’s home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4  Voluntary society foster parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5  Boarding school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6  Living with relatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7  Prison/Young Offenders Institute/Borstal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8  Some other place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9  (Children’s home- not sure which type)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10  (Foster parents - not sure which type)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^before the age of 17 = ‘before the age of 17’ if Never lived with parents [PASD=4]; otherwise blank

If mainly lived in another place [WHLI=8]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIWH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER ANSWER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text: up to 40 characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDIF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDIF

If sampled ward is in Northern Ireland [Country=4]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LINI*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CARD F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where did you mainly live (^before the age of 17)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1  Statutory children’s home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  Foster parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  Voluntary children’s home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4  Boarding school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5  Living with relatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6  Prison or Offenders centre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
7 Some other place

IF mainly lived in another place [LINI=7]

LIOT
INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER ANSWER
Text: up to 40 characters

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF mainly lived in a children’s home or with foster parents [WHLI=1,2,3,4,9,10]

TICA
CARD F2
Which best describes the total amount of time you spent in care?
1 Under three months
2 Three months, less than 1 year
3 1 year, less than 2
4 2 years, less than 5
5 5 years, less than 10
6 10 years or more

CASC
Were you in care at the time you left school?
1 Yes
2 No

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF mother is alive [MUAL=1]

SEMO
How often do you see your mother nowadays?
1 Every day
2 3-6 times a week
3 Once or twice a week
4 Less often, but at least once a month
5 Once every few months
6 Once a year
7 Less than once a year
8 Never
9 (Lives with mother)

SIBM
Since Jack was born do you see her ...READ OUT...
1 ... more often,
2 about the same as before,
3 or, less often?

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
ENDIF

IF father is alive [DAAL=1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEFA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How often do you see your father nowadays?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIBF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Since ^Jack was born do you see him ...READ OUT...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDIF

IF mother or father is alive [MUAL=1 OR DAAL=1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PPyK* (PPYM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CARD F3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^Do your parents help you in any of these ways?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF YES: In what ways ^do they help you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE ALL THAT APPLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^Do your parents = ‘do your parents’ if both parents are alive [MUAL=1 AND DAAL=1] |
‘Does your mother’ if only mother is alive [MUAL=1 AND DAAL<>1] |
‘Does your father’ if only father is alive [DAAL=1 AND MUAL<>1] |

^do they = ‘do they’ if both parents are alive [MUAL=1 AND DAAL=1] |
‘does she’ if only mother is alive [MUAL=1 AND DAAL<>1] |
‘does he’ if only father is alive [DAAL=1 AND MUAL<>1] |

IF mother and/or father gives other help [PPYK=95]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PPYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER ANSWER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text: up to 40 characters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
FRTI
I’d now like to ask you about your friends.
In the past week, how often have you spent time with friends?
1   Every day
2   3-6 times
3   1-2 times
4   Not at all
5   No friends

SUPP to EAST asked to main respondents only

SUPP
CARD F4
I’d like to ask you about other kinds of support you’ve had for yourself, your baby or your family.
Have you turned to any of the following for help or support since ^Jack was born?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1   GP (doctor)
2   Health Visitor
3   Religious group
4   Drop-in centre for families
5   Telephone advice line
6   No, none of these [exclusive code]

EASU repeated for each type of support given at SUPP if more than one
[Number of codes at SUPP>1]

IF turned to GP, health visitor, religious group, drop in centre for families or telephone advice line
[SUPP=1,2,3,4,5]

EASU
How easy was it to get help from a ^Health Visitor. Was it ...READ OUT...
1   ...very easy,
2   easy,
3   neither easy or difficult,
4   difficult,
5   or, very difficult?
6   (Didn’t get any help) [exclusive code]

^Health visitor = ‘Health visitor’ if turned to health visitor [SUPP=2]
‘GP or doctor’ if turned to GP or doctor[SUPP=1]
‘Religious group’ if turned to Religious group[SUPP=3]
‘Drop-in centre for families’ if turned to a drop-in centre for families
[SUPP=4]
‘Telephone advice line’ if turned to a telephone advice line [SUPP=5]

SUST
Have you heard of Sure Start?
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
DO NOT INCLUDE SURE START MATERNITY GRANT

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don’t know

IF have heard of Sure Start [SUST=1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Have you ever used a Sure Start service?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1   Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2   No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3   Don’t know</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDIF

EAST

Have you heard of Early Steps?

1  Yes
2  No
3  Don’t know

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Module G: Parent’s Health
(Main and partner respondents)

PHST
Time at start of Module G [set by GEHE]
TIME

GEHE
I would now like to ask about your health. How would you describe your health generally.
Would you say it is …READ OUT…
1 …excellent,
2 good,
3 fair,
4 or poor?

LOIL
Do you have a longstanding illness, disability or infirmity. By longstanding I mean anything that
has troubled you over a period of time or that is likely to affect you over a period of time?
1 Yes
2 No

IF has longstanding illness, disability or infirmity [LOIL=1]

LOWT*
What is the matter with you?
Text: up to 120 characters

LOLM
Does this illness or disability limit your activities in any ways?
1 Yes
2 No

ENDDIF

MIGR
Have you ever had or been told by a doctor or nurse that you had…
…migraine or severe headaches associated with vomiting or dizziness?
1 Yes
2 No

HAYF
(Have you ever had or been told by a doctor or nurse that you had…)
…hay fever or persistent runny nose when you haven't got a cold?
1 Yes
2 No

BRON
(Have you ever had or been told by a doctor or nurse that you had…)
…bronchitis?
1 Yes
2 No

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Millennium Cohort Study First Survey: CAPI Questionnaire Documentation

**ASTM**
(Have you ever had or been told by a doctor or nurse that you had...)
...asthma?
1  Yes
2  No

**ECZM**
(Have you ever had or been told by a doctor or nurse that you had...)
...eczema?
1  Yes
2  No

**BACP**
(Have you ever had or been told by a doctor or nurse that you had...)
...persistent back pain, lumbago or sciatica?
1  Yes
2  No

**FITS**
(Have you ever had or been told by a doctor or nurse that you had...)
...fits, convulsions or epilepsy?
1  Yes
2  No

**DIAB**
(Have you ever had or been told by a doctor or nurse that you had...)
...diabetes?
1  Yes
2  No

**CANC**
(Have you ever had or been told by a doctor or nurse that you had...)
...cancer?
1  Yes
2  No

**DIGE**
(Have you ever had or been told by a doctor or nurse that you had...)
...digestive or bowel disorders?
1  Yes
2  No

*IF has ever been told has diabetes [DIAB=1]*

| DIWT |
| CARD G1 |
| Looking at this card, can you tell me which of these types of diabetes you have had? |
| CODE ALL THAT APPLY |
| 1  Diabetes occurring only in pregnancy |
| 2  Insulin dependent, that is controlled by injection |
| 3  Non-insulin dependent, that is controlled by diet or tablets |
| 95  Some other kind of diabetes |

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
IF ever been told has cancer [CANC=1]

CATY* (CATM)
CARD G2
Looking at this card, can you tell me which of these types of cancer you have had?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
   1  Leukaemia
   2  Hodgkins disease
   3  Lymphoma
   4  Skin cancer
   5  Bone cancer
   6  Breast cancer
   7  Cancer of the testes
   8  Cancer of the colon
   9  Lung cancer
  10  Cervical cancer
  95  Other cancer

IF have ever had other type of cancer [CATY=95]

CATS
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE TYPE IN OTHER TYPE OF CANCER
Text: up to 60 characters

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF ever had a digestive or bowel disorder [DIGE=1]

DGWT
CARD G3
Looking at this card, can you tell me which of these types of digestive or bowel trouble you have had?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
   1  Ulcer
   2  Irritable bowel syndrome or IBS
   3  Ulcerative colitis
   4  Crohn's disease
  95  Other digestive problem

ENDIF

LOSA asked to natural mothers only

LOSA
Since ^Jack was born, has there ever been a time lasting two weeks or more when you felt low or sad?
   1  Yes

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
DEAN
Has a doctor ever told you that you suffer from depression or serious anxiety?
1 Yes
2 No

IF ever suffered from depression or serious anxiety [DEAN=1]

TRDE
And are you currently being treated for this?
1 Yes
2 No

ENDIF

HEIG
I'd now like to ask about your height and weight. First, how tall are you (without shoes)?
INTERVIEWER: IS ANSWER GOING TO BE IN FEET AND INCHES OR CENTIMETRES?
1 Feet and inches
2 Centimetres
3 Refusal

IF height given in feet and inches [HEIG=1]

HEIF
FIRST ENTER HEIGHT IN FEET
Range: 3..8

HEIF
NOW ENTER NUMBER OF INCHES
Range: 0..12
CHECK G2

ENDIF

IF height given in centimetres [HEIG=2]

HECM
ENTER HEIGHT IN CENTIMETRES
Range: 90..270
CHECK G3

ENDIF

WTBF
Thinking back to just before you became pregnant with ^Jack, what was your weight then (without clothes)?
INTERVIEWER: IS ANSWER GOING TO BE IN STONES AND POUNDS OR KILOGRAMS?

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
IF weight given in stones and pounds (WTBF=1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WBST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIRST ENTER WEIGHT IN STONES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range: 3..40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WBLB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOW ENTER NUMBER OF POUNDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range: 0..14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHECK G4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDIF

IF weight given in kilograms [WTBF=2]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WBKG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENTER WEIGHT IN KILOGRAMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range: 20..250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHECK G5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDIF

IF weight question was not refused (for natural mothers) and to all other respondents [WTBF<>3]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEIG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is your weight ^now (without clothes)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTEVIEWER: IS ANSWER GOING TO BE IN STONES AND POUNDS OR KILOGRAMS?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Stones and pounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Kilograms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Refusal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^now = ‘now’ if natural mother; otherwise blank

IF weight given in stones and pounds [WEIG=1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIRST ENTER WEIGHT IN STONES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range: 3..40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOW ENTER NUMBER OF POUNDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range: 0..14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHECK G6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDIF

IF weight given in kilograms [WEIG=2]

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
WEIK
ENTER WEIGHT IN KILOGRAMS
Range: 3.300
CHECK G7
ENDIF

IF current weight was given [WEIS=RESPONSE OR WEIK=RESPONSE]

WEES
INTERVIEWER CODE:
1  Respondent sure about their weight
2  Respondent gave estimate

ENDIF

ENDIF

SMUS
Do you smoke tobacco products such as cigarettes, cigars or a pipe at all nowadays?
IF YES, PROBE: What do you smoke?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1  No, does not smoke [exclusive code]
2  Yes, cigarettes
3  Yes, roll-ups
4  Yes, cigars
5  Yes, a pipe
95  Yes, other tobacco product

IF smokes cigarettes or roll-ups [SMUS=2,3]

SMMA
About how many cigarettes a day do you usually smoke?
IF SMOKES ROLL-UPS, ASK FOR BEST ESTIMATE
Range: 0..97
CHECK G8
ELSEIF smokes cigars, a pipe or other tobacco product [SMUS=4,5,95]

PIOF
CARD G4
How often do you usually smoke?
1  Every day
2  5-6 times per week
3  3-4 times per week
4  1-2 times per week
5  1-2 times per month
6  Less than once a month

ENDIF

IF does not smoke [SMUS=1]

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
SMTY
Have you smoked at all in the past two years?
  1  Yes
  2  No

IF have not smoked in the past two years [SMTY=2]

SMEV
Have you ever regularly smoked tobacco products. By regularly, I mean 1 or more a day for 12 months or more?
  1  Yes
  2  No

ENDIF

ENDIF

CIPR to CICH asked to natural parents only

IF smokes cigarettes or roll-ups or has smoked at all in the past two years [SMUS=2,3 OR SMTY=1]

CIPR
About how many cigarettes a day were you usually smoking just before \(^{you}\) became pregnant with \(^{Jack}\)?
IF ASKED: At the time the pregnancy was confirmed.
IF SMOKED ROLL-UPS, ASK FOR BEST ESTIMATE
IF VARIED, TAKE AVERAGE
Range: 0..97
CHECK G9

\(^{you}\) = ‘you’ if natural mother
‘your wife’ if married to natural mother
‘your partner’ if non-married partner of natural mother

SMCH
And did you change the amount you smoked during \(^{your}\) pregnancy?
  1  Yes
  2  No
  3  Can’t remember

\(^{your}\) = ‘your’ if natural mother
‘your wife’s’ if married to natural mother
‘your partner’s’ if non-married partner of natural mother

IF changed the amount smoked during pregnancy [SMCH=1]

WHCH
In what month of the pregnancy did you make this change?
  1  First
  2  Second
  3  Third
  4  Fourth
  5  Fifth

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
CICH
How many cigarettes a day did you usually smoke after you made this change?
IF GAVE UP, CODE 00
IF LESS THAN ONE A DAY, CODE 96
IF CAN’T REMEMBER, CODE 97
IF SMOKED ROLL-UPS, ASK FOR BEST ESTIMATE
IF VARIED, TAKE AVERAGE
Range: 0..97
CHECK G10

ENDIF

ENDIF

SMKR asked to main respondents only

SMKR
Does anyone smoke in the same room as ^Jack nowadays?
1 Yes
2 No

ALDR
CARD G4
Which of these best describes how often you usually drink alcohol?
1 Every day
2 5-6 times per week
3 3-4 times per week
4 1-2 times per week
5 1-2 times per month
6 Less than once a month
7 Never

IF currently drink alcohol between every day and once or twice per week [ALDR=1,2,3,4]

UNWK
In an average week, how many units do you drink. By a unit I mean ½ pint of beer, a glass of wine or a single measure of spirit or liqueur?
Enter number of units
Range: 0..997
CHECK G11

ENDIF

IF currently drink alcohol once or twice a month or less than once a month [ALDR=5,6]

UNDA
On the days when you do drink alcohol, on average how many units do you drink in a day. By

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
a unit I mean, ½ pint of beer, a glass of wine, or a single measure of spirit or liqueur?
| ENTER NUMBER OF UNITS
| Range: 0..97
| CHECK G12

| ENDIF

***DROF to PUDA asked to natural mothers only***

**DROF**
CARD G4 AGAIN
Thinking back to when you were pregnant with *Jack*, which of these best describes how often you usually drank then?
1. Every day
2. 5-6 times per week
3. 3-4 times per week
4. 1-2 times per week
5. 1-2 times per month
6. Less than once a month
7. Never

*IF drank alcohol between daily and once or twice a week when pregnant [DROF=1,2,3,4]*

| PUWK
| And in an average week, how many units did you drink then?
| IF NECESSARY: By a unit I mean, ½ pint of beer, a glass of wine, or a single measure of spirit or liqueur.
| Range: 0..997
| CHECK G13

| ENDIF

*IF drank alcohol once or twice a month or less than once a month [DROF=5,6]*

| PUDA
| And on the days when you did drink alcohol, on average how many units did you drink in a day?
| IF NECESSARY: By a unit I mean, ½ pint of beer, a glass of wine, or a single measure of spirit or liqueur.
| Range: 0..97
| CHECK G14

| ENDIF

**NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)**
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

Module G: Parents Health
Module H: Self-completion
(Main and partner respondents)

**SCST**
Time at start of Module H [set by SCIN]
TIME

**SCAC**
^I now have some questions for you to answer yourself on the computer. (^ Will you be able to read and answer these yourself or would you prefer me to read them out loud? IF ACCEPTS AS SELF-COMPLETION, READ OUT:)
Instructions about which keys to press will be shown on the computer screen.
If you press the wrong key I can tell you how to change the answer. When you get to the end, please tell me and we’ll continue with me asking you some more questions.
INTERVIEWER CODE: HAS THE RESPONDENT ACCEPTED THE SELF-COMPLETION?
  1  Accepted as self-completion
  2  Accepted self-completion but interviewer to complete due to reading/sight problems etc.
  3  Refused self-completion
[Don’t know and Refusal not allowed]

^I now have some questions for you to answer yourself on the computer. = ‘I now have some questions for you to answer yourself on the computer.’

^ Will you be able to read and answer these yourself or would you prefer me to read them out loud? IF ACCEPTS AS SELF-COMPLETION, READ OUT:
= ‘Will you be able to read and answer these yourself or would you prefer me to read them out loud? IF ACCEPTS AS SELF-COMPLETION, READ OUT:’ if has sight problem
[ModuleA.SIPR=1,2 OR HHGrid.REPR=1,2]; otherwise blank

**IF refused self completion [SCAC=3]**

| **SCRF** (HMRefuse) |
| INTERVIEWER: CODE REASON(S) WHY RESPONDENT REFUSED |
| CODE ALL THAT APPLY |
| 1  Didn't like computer |
| 2  Eyesight problems |
| 3  Reading/literacy problems |
| 4  Baby crying/needed feeding etc. |
| 5  Worried about confidentiality |
| 6  Concerned because someone else was present |
| 7  Language problems |
| 8  Couldn't be bothered |
| 95  Other |

**IF refused self completion for other reason [SCRF=95]**

| **SCRX** |
| INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER REASON RESPONDENT REFUSED SELF-COMPLETION |
| Text: up to 60 characters |

ENDIF

ENDIF

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
IF accepted self completion [SCAC=1]

| SCIN  |
The next questions are for you to answer yourself. They all ask you to choose one answer from those listed on the screen. Please choose your answer by pressing the number next to the answer you want to give and then press the large key with the red sticker (the enter key). Please ask the interviewer if you want any help. Now press 1 and THEN the key with the red sticker to continue
| 1 Press 1 and <Enter> to continue

ENDIF

All other questions asked only to those who accepted self completion [SCAC=1,2]

HAPN to CRYS asked to main respondents only and repeated for each cohort baby if more than one [HHGrid.NOBA=2,3,4,5,6]

HAPN

^First, can you say whether the following apply to ^Jack?
^he makes happy sounds (coos, laughs) when having ^his nappy changed, or being dressed.
1  Almost never
2  Rarely
3  Usually does not
4  Often
5  Almost always
6  Can't say

^First, = ^First, ‘First,’ if one cohort baby [HHGrid.NOBA=1]
‘The first few questions are about ^Sophie. You will then be asked about ^Emily. First,’ if more than one cohort baby and referring to first one [HHGrid.NOBA=2,3,4,5,6]
‘Now,’ if more than one cohort baby and referring to the second or subsequent one [HHGrid.NOBA=2,3,4,5,6]

UNFA

(^Still thinking about ^Jack...) ^he is pleasant (smiles, laughs) when first arriving in unfamiliar places (friend’s house, shop).
1  Almost never
2  Rarely
3  Usually does not
4  Often
5  Almost always
6  Can't say

(^Still thinking about ^Jack...) = (^Still thinking about ^Jack) if more than one cohort baby [HHGrid.NOBA=2,3,4,5,6]; otherwise blank

BRUS

(^Still thinking about ^Jack...) ^he is pleasant (coos, smiles) during procedures like hair brushing or face washing.
1  Almost never
2  Rarely

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
FEED
(^Still thinking about ^Jack…) ^he is content (smiles, coos) during interruptions of milk or solid feeding.
1 Almost never
2 Rarely
3 Usually does not
4 Often
5 Almost always
6 Can't say

INJU
(^Still thinking about ^Jack…) ^he remains pleasant or calm with minor injuries (bumps, pinches)
1 Almost never
2 Rarely
3 Usually does not
4 Often
5 Almost always
6 Can't say

BATH
And please say whether the following apply to ^Jack
^he objects to being bathed in a different place or by a different person after 2 or 3 tries.
1 Almost never
2 Rarely
3 Usually does not
4 Often
5 Almost always
6 Can't say

WARY
(^Still thinking about ^Jack…) ^he is still wary or frightened of strangers after 15 minutes.
1 Almost never
2 Rarely
3 Usually does not
4 Often
5 Almost always
6 Can't say

BSHY
(^Still thinking about ^Jack…) ^he is shy (turns away or clings to you) on meeting another child for the first time.
1 Almost never
2 Rarely
3 Usually does not
4 Often
5 Almost always
6 Can't say

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
FRET
(^Still thinking about ^Jack…) For the first few minutes in a new place or situation (new shop or home) ^he is fretful.
1  Almost never
2  Rarely
3  Usually does not
4  Often
5  Almost always
6  Can't say

SLEE
(^Still thinking about ^Jack…) ^he appears bothered (cries/squirms) when first put down in a different sleeping place.
1  Almost never
2  Rarely
3  Usually does not
4  Often
5  Almost always
6  Can't say

MILK
And please say whether the following apply to ^Jack
^he wants and takes milk feeds at about the same time (within one hour) from day to day.
1  Almost never
2  Rarely
3  Usually does not
4  Often
5  Almost always
6  Can't say

SLTI
(^Still thinking about ^Jack…) ^he gets sleepy at about the same time each evening (within half hour).
1  Almost never
2  Rarely
3  Usually does not
4  Often
5  Almost always
6  Can't say

NAPS
(^Still thinking about ^Jack…) ^his naps are about the same length from day to day.
1  Almost never
2  Rarely
3  Usually does not
4  Often
5  Almost always
6  Can't say

SOFO
(^Still thinking about ^Jack…) ^he wants and takes solid food at about the same time (within 1 hour) from day to day.
1  Almost never

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
FUBS
(^Still thinking about ^Jack…) How often does ^he make a fuss or cry before going to sleep?
1  Almost never
2  Rarely
3  Usually does not
4  Often
5  Almost always
6  Can't say

FUAS
(^Still thinking about ^Jack…) How often does ^he make a fuss or cry shortly after waking up from sleeping?
1  Almost never
2  Rarely
3  Usually does not
4  Often
5  Almost always
6  Can't say

CRYS
(^Still thinking about ^Jack…) How often does ^he become upset - by crying or screaming when ^he does not get what ^he wants?
1  Almost never
2  Rarely
3  Usually does not
4  Often
5  Almost always
6  Can't say

PCRY to CUDL asked to all respondents

PCRY
The next few questions ask for your views on how parents should treat a baby. Please say how much you agree or disagree with each statement.
First, how much do you agree or disagree that...
...babies should be picked up whenever they cry.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Strongly disagree
6  Can't say

FPAT
And how much do you agree or disagree that...
...it is important to develop a regular pattern of feeding and sleeping with a baby.
1  Strongly agree

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
STIM
...babies need to be stimulated if they are to develop well.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Strongly disagree
6  Can't say

TALK
...talking, even to a young baby, is important.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Strongly disagree
6  Can't say

CUDL
...cuddling a baby is very important.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Strongly disagree
6  Can't say

ANNO to GIUP asked to natural mothers only

ANNO
The next questions are about the different sorts of feelings parents might have when caring for young children. For each one please say which is closest to how you feel.
First, when I am caring for \( ^\text{Jack} \), I get feelings of annoyance or irritation...
1  ...almost all the time,
2  very frequently,
3  frequently,
4  occasionally,
5  very rarely,
6  or never?
7  Can't say

THNK
...when I am not with \( ^\text{Jack} \), I find myself thinking about \( ^\text{him} \)...
1  ...almost all the time,
2  very frequently,
3  frequently,
4  occasionally,

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
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LEAV
When I have to leave ^Jack...
1 ...I always feel rather sad
2 I often feel rather sad
3 I have mixed feelings of both sadness and relief
4 I often feel rather relieved
5 I always feel rather relieved
6 Can't say

COMP
When I am caring for ^Jack, I feel...
1 ...very incompetent and lacking in confidence
2 fairly incompetent and lacking in confidence
3 fairly competent and confident
4 very competent and confident
5 Can't say

PATI
Usually when I am with ^Jack...
1 ...I am very impatient
2 I am a bit impatient
3 I am fairly patient
4 I am extremely patient
5 Can't say

GIUP
Regarding the things that ^we have had to give up because of ^Jack...
1 ...I find that I resent it quite a lot
2 I find that I resent it a fair amount
3 I find that I resent it a bit
4 I don't resent it at all
5 Can't say

^we = 'we' if living with a partner
'I' if not living with a partner

TIRE to HERA asked to all respondents

TIRE
The next questions are about how you are feeling generally.
First, do you feel tired most of the time?
1 Yes
2 No

DEPR
Do you often feel miserable or depressed?
1 Yes
2 No

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
WORR
Do you often get worried about things?
1 Yes
2 No

RAGE
Do you often get into a violent rage?
1 Yes
2 No

SCAR
Do you often suddenly become scared for no good reason?
1 Yes
2 No

UPSE
Are you easily upset or irritated?
1 Yes
2 No

KEYD
Are you constantly keyed up and jittery?
1 Yes
2 No

NERV
Does every little thing get on your nerves and wear you out?
1 Yes
2 No

HERA
Does your heart often race like mad?
1 Yes
2 No

PESH to PEFP asked to main respondents only

PESH
The next few questions are about the personal help and support you might get. Please say how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. First, ...I have no one to share my feelings with.
1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
4 Disagree
5 Strongly disagree
6 Can't say

PETA
There are other parents I can talk to about my experiences.
1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
PEFP
If I had financial problems, I know my family would help if they could.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Strongly disagree
6  Can't say

RESE to FORC asked to all respondents who have a full-time resident spouse or partner

RESE
The next questions are about your relationship with your *husband. Please say how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements.
My *husband is usually sensitive to and aware of my needs.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Strongly disagree
6  Can't say

REIS
My *husband doesn't seem to listen to me.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Strongly disagree
6  Can't say

RELO
I sometimes feel lonely even when I am with my *husband
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Strongly disagree
6  Can't say

REJO
Our relationship is full of joy and excitement.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Strongly disagree
6  Can't say

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
REWA
I wish there was more warmth and affection between us.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Strongly disagree
6  Can't say

RESN
I suspect we may be on the brink of separation.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Strongly disagree
6  Can't say

MAUP
We can always make up quickly after an argument.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Strongly disagree
6  Can't say

CLOS
Do you feel that having ^Jack has...
1  ...brought you and your ^husband closer together,
2  made you less close than before,
3  made no difference to your relationship,
4  or, can't say

COLT
How often do you and your ^husband go out together as a couple in your leisure time without ^Jack or any other children?
1  Once a week or more
2  Once a month or more
3  Less often
4  Hardly ever/never
5  Can't say

HARE
Here is a scale from 1-7 where '1' means that you are very unhappy and '7' means that you are very happy.
Please enter the number which best describes how happy or unhappy you are with your relationship, all things considered?
[1]----------------[2]-----------------[3]-----------------[4]------------------[5]-------------------[6]------------------[7]
Very unhappy

Range: 1..7

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
FORC
People often use force in a relationship - grabbing, pushing, shaking, hitting, kicking etc. Has your husband ever used force on you for any reason?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t want to answer

LICO to LIPN asked to all respondents except part-time resident partner respondents or main respondents with part-time resident partners

LICO
Apart from your husband have you ever lived as a couple with anyone else for a month or more?
1. Yes
2. No

Apart from your husband have = ‘Apart from your husband have’ if living with a partner
‘Have’ if not living with a partner
else = ‘else’ if living with a partner; otherwise blank

IF has lived as a couple with someone (else) for a month or more [LICO=1]
|
| LIPN
| How many other partners have you lived with?
| Range: 1..99
|
| ENDF

other = ‘other’ if living with a partner; otherwise blank

REFE to HPayhlp asked to main respondents with a full-time resident spouse or partner

REFE
The next questions are about who looks after Jack.
First, who is mostly responsible for feeding him?
1. I do most of it
2. My husband does most of it
3. We share more or less equally
4. Someone else does it
5. Does not apply

CHNA
...for changing his nappies?
1. I do most of it
2. My husband does most of it
3. We share more or less equally
4. Someone else does it
5. Does not apply

GEUP
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
...for getting up in the night?
1  I do most of it
2  My *husband* does most of it
3  We share more or less equally
4  Someone else does it
5  Does not apply

**COOK**
In your family, who does each of these things most of the time?
First, preparing and cooking the main meal?
1  I do most of it
2  My *husband* does most of it
3  We share more or less equally
4  Someone else does it
5  Does not apply

**CLEA**
...cleaning the home?
1  I do most of it
2  My *husband* does most of it
3  We share more or less equally
4  Someone else does it
5  Does not apply

**LAUN**
...laundry and ironing?
1  I do most of it
2  My *husband* does most of it
3  We share more or less equally
4  Someone else does it
5  Does not apply

**HDIY**
...household repairs, DIY, decorating?
1  I do most of it
2  My *husband* does most of it
3  We share more or less equally
4  Someone else does it
5  Does not apply

**CASH**
...looking after the household money and paying bills?
1  I do most of it
2  My *husband* does most of it
3  We share more or less equally
4  Someone else does it
5  Does not apply

**LKIL**
...looking after the children when they are ill?

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
1  I do most of it
2  My ^husband does most of it
3  We share more or less equally
4  Someone else does it
5  Does not apply

GECA
...generally being with and looking after the children?
1  I do most of it
2  My ^husband does most of it
3  We share more or less equally
4  Someone else does it
5  Does not apply

IF someone other than respondent and partner is responsible for cooking, cleaning, laundry, repairs, childcare or paying bills [COOK=4 OR CLEA=4 OR LAUN=4 OR HDIY=4 OR CASH=4 OR LKIL=4 OR GECA=4]

PAHE
Apart from childcare, do you pay for any domestic help?
1  Yes
2  No

ENDIF

HWCH asked to all respondents with a full-time resident spouse or partner

HWCH
Now a question about housework. Compared to the time before ^Jack arrived, does your ^husband do more housework than he/she used to, about the same amount or less?
1  More
2  The same
3  Less
4  He/She did not live with me then

OTCH to OTMA asked to natural parents and step parents

OTCH
The next few questions are about any other babies you may have had.
Have you ^given birth to any babies who do not live here with you now (including any you have already told the interviewer about)?
Please include any babies who died either at birth or later, but not miscarriages or abortions.
Please do not include children away at boarding school.
1  Yes
2  No

^given birth to = ‘given birth to’ if mother or step mother
‘fathered’ if father or step father

IF have given birth or fathered any babies who do not live with respondent [OTCH=1]

OTCN
How many babies have you had who do not live here with you now?

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
BYGI
^Thinking about the baby who does not live here with you now, did you have a boy or a girl?
1  Boy
2  Girl
3  Don't know

^Thinking about the = ‘Thinking about the’ if have had one baby not living with respondent [OTCN=1]
‘Starting with the first’ if more than one and referring to first [OTCN>1]
‘Now thinking about the second (third)’ if more than one and referring to second (third); and so on [OTCN>1]

OTYR
^What year was ^he born in?
Please type in the year e.g. 1995
1950..2003

^What = ‘What’ if one baby [OTCN=1]
‘Still thinking about the first (second) baby, what’ if more than one and referring to the first (second); and so on [OTCN>1]

OTMT
And what month was ^he born in?
1  January
2  February
3  March
4  April
5  May
6  June
7  July
8  August
9  September
10  October
11  November
12  December
13  Can't remember

OTWH
Where is ^he now?
1  ^he died
2  With ^his other parent
3  With other relatives
4  With an unrelated adoptive family
5  In care/with foster parents
6  Living independently
7  In hospital
8  Somewhere else
9  Don't know

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
IF baby has died [OTWH=1]

LIVE
Was he born alive or was he stillborn?
1  Born alive
2  Stillborn
3  Don’t know

ELSE

OTSE
^Do you ever see ^her?
1  Yes
2  No

^Do = ‘Do’ if one baby [OTCN=1]
‘Still thinking about the first (second) baby, do’ if more than one baby and referring to the first (second); and so on [OTCN>1]

IF ever sees baby [OTSE=1]

OTSO
How often do you see ^him?
1  Every day
2  Less often but more than once a week
3  Once a week
4  Less often but at least once a month
5  Less often than once a month

ENDIF

OTLI
Did this child ever live with you?
1  Yes
2  No

IF child ever lived with respondent [OTLI=1]

LIVY
When was the last time ^he lived with you? First please type in the year
Range: 1950..2003

LIVM
And now please say which month it was when ^he last lived with you.
1  January
2  February
3  March
4  April
5  May
6  June
7  July
8  August
9  September

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
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| | | 10 October |
| | | 11 November |
| | | 12 December |
| | | 13 Can't remember |
| | | ENDIF |
| | ENDIF |

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

### Module H: Self-completion
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#### NGFE to ENSC asked to all respondents

**NGFE**

The next question is about how you feel about your neighbours. By neighbours we mean everybody who lives within a couple of minutes walk of your home (If nobody lives this close then think of the people who live nearest to you). Please choose the phrase that you feel applies to most of your neighbours.

1. Very friendly
2. Friendly
3. Neither friendly nor unfriendly
4. Unfriendly
5. Very unfriendly
6. Can't say

**CHSU**

People have very different opinions about things. The following are a list of statements on different topics. For each one, please say how much you agree or disagree with it.

A child is likely to suffer if his or her mother works before he/she starts school.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Strongly disagree
6. Can't say

**LEBC**

...learning about new things boosts your confidence.

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Strongly disagree
6. Can't say

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
NOSE
...couples who have children should not separate.
  1  Strongly agree
  2  Agree
  3  Neither agree nor disagree
  4  Disagree
  5  Strongly disagree
  6  Can't say

EDBP
...education helps you to be a better parent.
  1  Strongly agree
  2  Agree
  3  Neither agree nor disagree
  4  Disagree
  5  Strongly disagree
  6  Can't say

RASC
And how much do you agree or disagree that...
...I would not mind if my child went to a school where half the children were of another race.
  1  Strongly agree
  2  Agree
  3  Neither agree nor disagree
  4  Disagree
  5  Strongly disagree
  6  Can't say

IF sampled ward is in northern ireland [country=4]

| RESC
| And how much do you agree or disagree that...
|    I would not mind if my child went to school where half the children were of another religion.
|    1  Strongly agree
|    2  Agree...
|    3  Neither agree nor disagree
|    4  Disagree
|    5  Strongly disagree
|    6  Can’t say

ENDIF

CHUN
...it is all right for people to have children without being married.
  1  Strongly agree
  2  Agree
  3  Neither agree nor disagree
  4  Disagree
  5  Strongly disagree
  6  Can't say

FASU

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
All in all, family life suffers when the woman has a full-time job.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Strongly disagree
6  Can't say

RAMA
...it is all right for people from different races to get married.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Strongly disagree
6  Can't say

If sampled ward is in Northern Ireland [Country=4]

REMA
...it is all right for people from different religions to get married.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree...
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Strongly disagree
6  Can’t say

ENDIF

WKHA
A mother and her family would all be happier if she goes out to work.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Strongly disagree
6  Can't say

SIPA
...a single parent can bring up children just as well as a couple can.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Disagree
5  Strongly disagree
6  Can't say

COTR
...learning to use a computer is more trouble than it's worth.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
RANG
...I would not mind if a family from another race moved in next door to me.
1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
4 Disagree
5 Strongly disagree
6 Can't say

IF sampled ward is in Northern Ireland [Country=4]

| RENG |
| I would not mind of a family from another religion moved in next door to me. |
| .1 Strongly agree |
| .2 Agree... |
| .3 Neither agree nor disagree |
| 4 Disagree |
| 5 Strongly disagree |
| 6 Can’t say |

ENDIF

CHFA
...children need their father to be as closely involved in their upbringing as their mother.
1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
4 Disagree
5 Strongly disagree
6 Can't say

SATI
The next questions are about how you feel about yourself. Please say how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements.
First, ...on the whole, I am satisfied with myself.
1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
5 Can't say

GOOD
...at times I think I am no good at all.
1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree
5 Can't say

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
WELL
...I am able to do things as well as most other people.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Disagree
4  Strongly disagree
5  Can't say

USEL
...I certainly feel useless at times.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Disagree
4  Strongly disagree
5  Can't say

FAIL
...All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a failure.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Disagree
4  Strongly disagree
5  Can't say

POSI
...I take a positive attitude toward myself.
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Disagree
4  Strongly disagree
5  Can't say

WANT
The next few questions are to do with how you feel about your life so far.
Please enter the number next to the statement which is most true for you.
1  I never really seem to get what I want out of life
2  I usually get what I want out of life
3  Can't say

CONT
Please enter the number next to the statement which is most true for you.
1  I usually have a free choice and control over my life
2  Whatever I do has no real effect on what happens to me
3  Can't say

RULI
Please enter the number next to the statement which is most true for you.
1  Usually I can run my life more or less as I want to
2  I usually find life's problems just too much for me
3  Can't say

WALI

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Here is a scale from 1-10 where '1' means that you are completely dissatisfied and '10' means that you are completely satisfied. Please enter the number which corresponds with how satisfied or dissatisfied you are about the way your life has turned out so far.

[1]-----------[2]-----------[3]----------[4]-----------[5]----------[6]-----------[7]----------[8]----------[9]----------[10]  
completely    completely  
dissatisfied   satisfied  
Range: 1..10

ENSC
Thank you for answering these questions. Please tell the interviewer you have finished now and they will carry on with the interview.

1  End Self-Completion
[Don’t know and Refusal not allowed]
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

Module H: Self-completion
Module J: Employment and Education
(Main and partner respondents)

EEST
Time at start of Module J [set by WKPR]
TIME

WKST.
Paid work status - will be computed [derived]
1  Currently doing paid work
2  Has paid job but on leave
3  Has worked in the past but no current paid job
4  Never had a paid job

Derivation of WKST: IF RJOB=1 WKST=1, ELSEIF LOLE=4 WKST=2, ELSEIF FTPT=1,2 WKST=3,
ELSEIF FTPT=3 WKST=4

EMSE
Employee or self-employed in current or most recent job [derived]
1  Employee
2  self-employed
3  Never had a paid job

Derivation of EMSE: IF EMPS=1 EMSE=1, ELSEIF EMPS=2 EMSE=2, ELSEIF EMPS<>EMPTY
EMSE=DK, ELSEIF PREM=1 EMSE=1, ELSEIF PREM=2 EMSE=2, ELSEIF PREM<> EMSE=DK,
ELSEIF ESEM=1 EMSE=1, ELSEIF ESEM=2 EMSE=2, ELSEIF ESEM<> EMSE=DK, ELSEIF FTPT=3
EMSE=3

WKPR to AGST asked to natural mothers only

WKPR
I'd now like to ask some questions about paid work.
Did you have a paid job at any time while you were pregnant with ^Jack?^
1  Yes
2  No

IF did not have a paid job while pregnant [WKPR=2]

JEYR
When did your last job end?
INTERVIEWER: ENTER YEAR HERE
IF NEVER HAD A JOB BEFORE PREGNANCY CODE 9997
Range: 1900..9997
CHECK J1

IF have ever had a job before pregnancy [JEYR<>9997]

JEMT
(When did your last job end?)
INTERVIEWER: ENTER MONTH HERE
IF CAN RECALL ONLY SEASON : WINTER = 02, SPRING = 05, SUMMER = 08, AUTUMN = 11
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Module J: Employment and Education
WSMT
ENTER NUMBER OF MONTHS
Range: 1..9

ENDIF

FILE
Did the job finish then or did you go on leave?
NOTE: OFFICIALLY ON LEAVE BUT DID NOT INTEND TO RETURN = ON LEAVE
1  Finished
2  Went on leave/stopped work in own business

IF went on leave or stopped working in own business [FILE=2]

LOLE
How long, in total, were you on leave?
NOTE LEAVE CAN END WITH A RETURN WORK OR END OF EMPLOYMENT WITH
OUT RETURNING
CODE HERE WHETHER YOU WILL BE ENTERING DAYS, WEEKS OR MONTHS OR
CODE 'STILL ON LEAVE'
1  days
2  weeks
3  months
4  Still on leave

IF answer given in days [LOLE=1]

LEDA
ENTER NUMBER OF DAYS
Range: 1..30

ENDIF

IF answer given in weeks [LOLE=2]

LEWK
ENTER NUMBER OF WEEKS
Range: 1..15

ENDIF

IF answer given in months [LOLE=3]

LEMT
ENTER NUMBER OF MONTHS
Range: 1..12

ENDIF

LEPA
While you were on leave did you receive ...READ OUT...
1  ... Statutory Maternity Pay plus additional pay from your employer,

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Module J: Employment and Education

|   2  only Statutory Maternity Pay,   |
|   3  some other type of pay,       |
|   4  or, no pay at all?           |

^were = ‘were ’ if returned to work [LOLE=1,2,3]
‘have been’ if still on leave [LOLE=4]

ENDIF

ENDIF

If not still with same employer/doing same job as during pregnancy [SAEM<>1]

WKSI
Have you done any paid work since ^Jack ^was born?
  1  Yes
  2  No
CHECK J3

ENDIF

If had a job while pregnant and still with same employer/doing same job (not still on leave) OR has done paid work since cohort baby was born [(SAEM=1 AND LOLE<>4) OR WKSI=1]

WKRE (WRMT, WRYR)
When did you return to (or start) work?
ENTER DATE
IF CANNOT RECALL EXACT DATE, ENTER '15' FOR THE DAY
DATE
CHECKS J4, J5

ENDIF

If has done paid work since cohort baby was born and had a job while pregnant [WKSI=1 AND WKPR=1]

SEMP
Did you return to work for the same employer, a different employer or become self-employed?
  1  Same employer
  2  Different employer
  3  Became self-employed
  4  No previous job

ENDIF

If has done paid work since cohort baby was born, or still in same job with same employer and not still on leave [WKSI=1 OR (SAEM=1 AND LOLE <>4)]

WHRE* (WHRM)
Why did you decide to return to (or start) work (at that time)?
PROBE Which other reasons?
  1  I had used up all of my maternity leave
  2  My Statutory Maternity Pay/allowance/occupational maternity pay came to an end
  3  My employer wanted me to return at that time

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Module J: Employment and Education

|   4  | I needed the money       |
|   5  | I enjoyed working and wanted to return |
|   6  | It would have hurt my career to stay away longer |
|   7  | I wanted to get out of the house/missed the company at work |
|   8  | I had arranged childcare by then |
|   9  | My job is seasonal       |
| 95   | Some other reason(s)     |

[maximum 6 codes]

*IF has another reason for returning to/starting work (at that time) [WHRE=95]*

WHRS

TYPE IN OTHER REASON(S)

Text: up to 40 characters

ENDIF

**IF has not done any paid work since cohort baby was born [WKSI=2]**

LOOK

Have you looked for paid work since you had ^the baby^? IF YES: Is that full-time work, part-time work or either of these?

1  Yes- full-time job
2  Yes- part-time job
3  Yes - either
4  No - not looked for work

^the baby = ‘the baby’ if one cohort baby [HHGrid.NOBA=1]
‘the babies’ if more than one cohort baby [HHGrid.NOBA=2,3,4,5,6]

*IF has not looked for work [JLkWrk=4]*

RNOT* (JMNoLkWy)

Why is that?

PROBE: What other reasons?

1  I prefer to look after my child/ren myself
2  I cannot earn enough to pay for childcare
3  I cannot find suitable childcare
4  There are no jobs in the right place for me
5  There are no jobs with the right hours for me
6  There are no jobs available for me
7  I am in full-time education
8  I am on a training course
9  My family would lose benefits if I was earning
10  I am caring for an elderly or ill relative or friend
11  I cannot work because of poor health
12  I prefer not to work
13  My husband/partner disapproves
95  Some other reason(s)

[maximum 8 codes]

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Module J: Employment and Education

WOPR to OTJB asked to natural fathers only

WOPR
I’d now like to ask some questions about paid work.
Did you have a paid job when your wife became pregnant?
1  Yes
2  No

^your wife = ‘your wife’ if married
‘your partner’ if cohabiting; otherwise; ‘^Jack’s mother’

IF did not have a paid job when wife/partner became pregnant [WOPR=2]

LAJB
When did you last have a job, before she became pregnant?
INTERVIEWER: ENTER MONTH HERE
IF NEVER HAD A JOB BEFORE PREGNANCY CODE 0
IF CAN RECALL ONLY SEASON :
WINTER = 02, SPRING = 05, SUMMER = 08, AUTUMN = 11
Range: 0..12

IF has ever had a job before pregnancy [LAJB > 0 OR LAJB = DONTKNOW OR LAJB = REFUSAL]

LJYR
INTERVIEWER: ENTER YEAR HERE
Range: 1980..2002

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Module J: Employment and Education
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NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Have you done any paid work since ^Jack^ was ^born^?
1  Yes
2  No

^born^ = ‘born’ if natural/step parent
‘came to live with you’ if adoptive/foster parent

IF in paid work or has worked since cohort baby was born [RJOB=1 OR JBSI=1]

Have you taken any leave from any job to be at home with ^Jack^ since ^he^ ^was^ ^born^?
1  Yes
2  No
3  No employer since birth

IF have taken leave to be at home with cohort baby [PLEA=1]

Which of these types of leave have you taken?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1  Paternity leave
2  Parental leave
3  Sick leave
4  Annual leave
95  Any other type of leave

Was any of this leave paid?
1  Yes, all
2  Yes, some
3  No, none

FTPT to PYSM asked to all respondents

IF not in paid work [RJOB<>1]

I would like to ask about the last paid job you did. Was this job full-time or part-time?
1  Full-time (30 or more hours a week)
2  Part-time (under 30 hours a week)
3  Never had paid job

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
**End of IF statement**

**IF currently working, has paid job but is on leave or has worked in the past but not currently [WKST=1,2,3]**

**JBTI**

What *is* your (main) job?

Text: up to 40 characters

*is = ‘is’ if currently doing paid work [WKST=1]
‘was’ if on leave from current job or has worked in past but no current job [WKST=2,3]

**JBDO**

What *do* you mainly do in your job?

INTERVIEWER: CHECK SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS/TRAINING NEEDED TO DO THE JOB

Text: up to 40 characters

*do = ‘do’ if currently doing paid work [WKST=1]
‘did’ if on leave from current job or has worked in past but no current job [WKST=2,3]

**End of IF statement**

**IF not with the same employer or not doing the same job as when respondent/partner became pregnant [SAEM <> 1 AND EMSA <> 1]**

**EMPS**

^Are you working as an employee or self-employed (in your main job)?

1 Employee
2 self-employed

^Are = ‘Are’ if currently doing paid work [WKST=1]
‘Were’ if on leave from current job or has worked in past but no current job [WKST=2,3]

**End of IF statement**

**IF is/was an employee [EMSE=1]**

**SUPV**

^Do you have any managerial duties, or ^are you supervising any other employees?

1 Manager
2 Foreman/supervisor
3 Not a manager or supervisor

**IF is/was a manager or supervisor [SUPV=1,2]**

**SUPN**

^Do you supervise more than 25 people?

1 Yes
2 No

**End of IF statement**

Range: 1980..2002

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
JBSM
(When did you first start your job with this employer?)
INTERVIEWER: ENTER MONTH HERE
IF CAN RECALL ONLY SEASON:
WINTER = 02, SPRING = 05, SUMMER = 08, AUTUMN = 11
Range: 1..12
CHECK J7

IF in paid work or on leave [WKST=1,2]

FLEX
CARD J3
Does your employer offer any of the following arrangements for any employees?
1  Part-time working
2  Job-sharing
3  Flexible working hours (flexi-time)
4  Working at or from home occasionally
5  Working at or from home all the time
6  Special shifts (e.g. evening, school hours)
7  9-day fortnights/4 day working weeks (for full time employees)
8  School term-time contracts
96 None of these [exclusive code]

IF employer offers any of the arrangements [FLEX=RESPONSE AND FLEX<>96]

FLXW
CARD J3 AGAIN
^And, which of these have you made use of yourself?
NOTE: WITH THIS EMPLOYER
1  Part-time working
2  Job-sharing
3  Flexible working hours (flexi-time)
4  Working at or from home occasionally
5  Working at or from home all the time
6  Special shifts (e.g. evening, school hours)
7  9-day fortnights/4 day working weeks (for full time employees)
8  School term-time contracts
96 None of these [exclusive code]
CHECK J8

^And, which of these have you made use of yourself? = ‘And, which of these have you
made use of yourself?’ if back at work [WKST=1]
‘Which of these do you plan to make use of?’ if still on leave [WKST=2]

ENDIF

EMFA
CARD J4
Does your employer offer any of the following arrangements for any parents among
employees?
1  Financial help with childcare/childcare vouchers
2  Workplace nursery or creche

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Module J: Employment and Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3 Other nurseries supported by employer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 Help with finding childcare facilities away from the work-place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 Care for children after school hours or during school holidays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 Time off for family emergencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 Career breaks for family reasons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 Paternity leave (time off work for fathers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9 Parental leave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 A telephone to use for family reasons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>96 None of these [exclusive code]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[maximum 6 codes]

**IF employer offers any of the arrangements** [EMFA=RESPONSE AND EMFA<>96]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FLXB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CARD J4 AGAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>^And, which of these have you made use of yourself?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE: WITH THIS EMPLOYER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 Financial help with childcare/childcare vouchers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Workplace nursery or creche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 Other nurseries supported by employer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 Help with finding childcare facilities away from the work-place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 Care for children after school hours or during school holidays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 Time off for family emergencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 Career breaks for family reasons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 Paternity leave (time off work for fathers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9 Parental leave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 A telephone to use for family reasons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>96 None of these [exclusive code]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[maximum 6 codes]

**CHECK J9**

**ENDIF**

**ENDIF**

**ENDIF**

**IF is/was self employed** [EMSE=2]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SEEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>About how many people ^work for you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Works alone or only with partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Less than 25 employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 25 or more employees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^work = ‘work’ if currently self employed [WKST=1]

‘worked’ if no longer self employed [WKST=2]

**ELSEIF is/was an employee** [EMSE=1]

**EMPN**

|   | About how many people work for your employer at the place (building, branch works or site) where you ^work? |

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

### Module J: Employment and Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1  Works alone</th>
<th>2  1-5 people</th>
<th>3  6-24 people</th>
<th>4  25-49 people</th>
<th>5  50-499</th>
<th>6  500+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDIF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDIF

**IF in paid work or on leave [WKST=1,2]**

**EMPM**
Are the people working *in this place* ...READ OUT...
1  ... mostly women,
2  about half women and half men,
3  or, mostly men?

*in this place* = ‘in this place’ if an employee [EMSE=1]
‘for you’ if self employed [EMSE=2]

**PYSM**
Thinking about the other people you work with, on the whole, how sympathetic would you say they are about your responsibilities as a parent. Would you say they are ...READ OUT...
1  ... sympathetic,
2  unsympathetic,
3  or, neither?

ENDIF

**HRST**
Time at WOHR [set by WOHR]
TIME

WOHR to CHHR asked to partner respondents only

**IF in paid work or on leave [WKST=1,2]**

**WOHR**
How many hours per week do you usually work in your (main) job/ business?
Please exclude meals breaks and overtime.
NOTE: IF NO USUAL, ASK FOR AVERAGE
Range: 1..120

**PAHR**
How many hours PAID overtime do you usually work per week?
NOTE: IF NO USUAL, ASK FOR AVERAGE
Range: 0..60

**NUMH**
How many hours UNPAID overtime do you usually work per week?
NOTE: IF NO USUAL, ASK FOR AVERAGE
TOHR
Derived WOHR + PAHR + NUMH [hours + paid over time + unpaid overtime]
Range: 0..60

CKHR
So your total usual hours come to ^total hours computed at TOHR

Is that about right or not?
1 Yes
2 No

IF estimation is incorrect [CKHR=2]

CHHR
INTERVIEWER: Check usual hours, paid overtime and unpaid overtime with respondent.
Go back to make corrections until total hours are about right?
1 Yes
2 No
CHECK J10

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF in paid work or on leave [WKST=1,2]

WKHR asked to main respondents only

WKHR
How many hours do you usually work a week in your job?
INCLUDE USUAL OVERTIME
IF NO USUAL ASK FOR AVERAGE
Range: 1..120

CHHR
Would you like to work more, the same or fewer hours than this?
1 More than present
2 Same
3 Fewer

IF work less than 30 hours a week [TOHR=RESPONSE AND TOHR<30 OR WKHR=RESPONSE AND WKHR<30]

DAYW
How many days of the week do you work on?
Range: 1..7

ENDIF

IF in paid work [WKST=1]

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
**EVEW**
CARD J5
In your job or jobs how often do you work...
... in the evening after 6pm and up to 10pm?
1. Every week
2. At least once per month
3. Less than once per month
4. Never

**NGTW**
CARD J5 AGAIN
(In your job or jobs how often do you work...)
... at night, after 10pm and up to 7am?
1. Every week
2. At least once per month
3. Less than once per month
4. Never

**WKWE**
CARD J5 AGAIN
(In your job or jobs how often do you work...)
... at weekends?
1. Every week
2. At least once per month
3. Less than once per month
4. Never

**WKAW**
CARD J5 AGAIN
(In your job or jobs how often do you work...)
... away from home overnight?
1. Every week
2. At least once per month
3. Less than once per month
4. Never

**TRAV**
On a typical day, how long is your journey time from home to work one way?
NOTE: INCLUDING ANY DIVERSION TO DROP OFF CHILD, BUT NOT INCLUDING THE TIME ACTUALLY SPENT AT THE DROP OFF PLACE.
1. Under 5 minutes
2. 5, under 15 minutes
3. 15, under 30 minutes
4. 30, under 45 minutes
5. 45, under 1 hour
6. 1 under 2 hours
7. 2 or more hours
8. Works at home
9. No fixed place of work
10. Can't say

**RWRK** (JMWkWhy)
What are the main reasons you are in paid work?

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Module J: Employment and Education

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

1. Financial, I am important as a breadwinner
2. Financial, for family extras
3. Career
4. Enjoyment
5. To give time for myself
6. To have adult company
95. Other reason(s)

IF another reason for being in paid work [RWRK=95]

RWRX
| TYPE IN OTHER REASON(S)
| Text: up to 60 characters

ENDIF

IF natural mother who had a paid job while pregnant, or partner respondent who had a paid job when partner became pregnant or at any other time during partner’s pregnancy(s) [WKPR=1 OR WOPR=1 OR OTJB=1]

JBDI* (JBDM)
| CARD J6
| How is your job different, if at all, from the job you were doing when ^you were pregnant?
1. No different
2. Higher pay
3. Lower pay
4. Shorter hours
5. Longer hours
6. Different timing of hours
7. Higher status
8. Lower status
9. Different job content
95. Different in other ways
96. Not gone back to work yet
[maximum 8 codes]
CHECKS J12, J13, J14

^you were pregnant = ‘you were pregnant’ if natural mother who was working when became pregnant [WKPR=1]
‘your ^wife became pregnant’ if partner respondent who is married or cohabiting with natural mother and was working when wife/partner became pregnant [JWKPR=1]
‘your ^wife was pregnant’ if partner respondent who is married or cohabiting with natural mother and was working when wife/partner partner respondent was pregnant [OTJB=1]
‘^Jack’s mother was’ if other partner respondent and was working when wife/partner became pregnant [JWKPR=1]
‘^Jack’s mother became’ if other partner respondent and was working when wife/partner partner respondent was pregnant [OTJB=1]

IF job differs for another reason [JBDI=95]

| JBDS
| TYPE IN OTHER DIFFERENCE(S)
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

Module J: Employment and Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text: up to 40 characters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENDIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDIF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*If in paid work, on leave or have been in paid work in the past [WKST=1,2,3]*

*If is/was an employee [EMSE=1]*

**NETA**
Last time you were paid (in your main job) what was your total take home pay - that is after all deductions for tax, National Insurance, union dues, pension and so on, but including overtime, bonuses, commission and tips?
Range: 1..999997

*If gave level of income [NETA=RESPONSE]*

**NETP**
How long a period did that pay cover?
- 1  1 week
- 2  Fortnight
- 3  Four weeks
- 4  Calendar month
- 5  Year
- 95  Other
CHECKS J15, J15, J17, J18

*If a different time period [NETP=95]*

**NETO**
Type in other time period
Text: up to 40 characters

**TAXC**
Does this amount include any tax credits. That is, the Children's Tax Credit, the Working Families Tax Credit or the Disabled Persons Tax Credit?
- 1  Yes, the Children's Tax Credit
- 2  Yes, the Working Families Tax Credit
- 3  Yes, the Disabled Persons Tax Credit
- 4  No [exclusive code]
- 5  (Spontaneous: gets Children's Tax Credit but NOT included in amount given)
- 6  (Spontaneous: gets WFTC but NOT included in amount given)
- 7  (Spontaneous: gets DPTC but NOT included in amount given)
[multiple 3 codes]

ENDIF
GROA
And the last time you were paid what was your gross pay - that is before any deductions?
NOTE: EXCLUDE ANY TAX CREDITS ADDED TO PAY
Range: 1..999997

IF level of income given [GROA=RESPONSE]

GROP*
How long a period did that pay cover?
1 1 week
2 Fortnight
3 Four weeks
4 Calendar month
5 Year
95 Other
CHECKS J19, J20, J21, J22

IF a different time period [GROP=95]

GROS
| TYPE IN OTHER TIME PERIOD
| Text: up to 40 characters

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF is/was self employed [EMSE=2]

SEPA
I know that it is sometimes difficult for self-employed people to give an exact figure for their income, but could you please think about your take home income in the last 12 months. That is, the amount you personally took out of the business after all taxes and costs? About how much is this?
Range: 1..999997
CHECK J23

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF in paid work [WKST=1]

REIN
You have already told me about income from your current job. Do you receive any other regular income from paid work at all - I mean from odd jobs, casual work and so on?
1 Yes
2 No
ELSE

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

Module J: Employment and Education 137
OCIN
Do you receive any occasional income from paid work at all - I mean from odd jobs, casual work and so on?
1  Yes
2  No

ENDIF

IF receive income from odd jobs [REIN=1 OR OCIN=1]

EASE
After tax and any other deductions, how much take-home pay do you usually get per week for this other work?
NOTE IF NO USUAL PAY ASK FOR AVERAGE
Range: 1..9997

other = ‘other’ if in paid work as well as odd jobs [REIN=1]; otherwise blank

HOWK
How many hours a week do you usually work for that pay, excluding meal breaks, but including paid overtime?
NOTE: IF NO USUAL HOURS ASK FOR AVERAGE
Range: 1..120

ENDIF

STBE to WHAN asked to main respondents only

STBE
CARD J7
I now want to talk about income from sources other than work.
At present, are you or your husband receiving any of the state benefits or payments shown on this card?
INTERVIEWER: ONLY INCLUDE BENEFITS TO LIVE-IN PARTNERS
1  Yes
2  No
CHECK J24

IF receiving any state benefits [STBE=1]

STWO* (JMBen)
CARD J7 AGAIN
Which of these are you or your husband receiving?
PROBE: Any others? UNTIL FINAL 'No'.
1  Child Benefit
2  Children's Tax Credit
3  Working Families Tax Credit
4  Disabled Persons Tax Credit
5  Guardian's Allowance
6  Income Support
7  Jobseekers Allowance
8  Housing Benefit

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Millennium Cohort Study First Survey: CAPI Questionnaire Documentation
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9  Council Tax Benefit
10  Invalid Care Allowance
11  Widow’s Pension or Widowed Mother’s Allowance (National Insurance)
12  Disability Living Allowance
13  Incapacity Benefit
14  Maternity Allowance
15  Statutory Maternity Pay from your employer or former employer
16  Grant from the Social Fund for Maternity Expenses
17  Other Care Grant from the Social Fund
95  Some other state benefit (Please say what)
[maximum 8 codes]

IF another benefit [STWO=95]

STWX
TYPE IN OTHER BENEFIT(S)
Text: up to 40 characters

ENDIF

IF receiving WFTC and pay for childcare [STWO=3 AND ModuleE.CPAY=1]

CTXC
Can I just check, are you ^and your husband receiving Childcare Tax Credit, as part of your Working Families Tax Credit?
1  Yes
2  No

IF receiving childcare tax credit as part of WFTC [CTXC=1]

TCAM
How much in total do you receive from Working Families Tax Credit and Childcare Tax Credit?
Range: 0..99997

IF gave an amount [TCAM=RESPONSE]

TCPE*
What period does this cover?
1  1 week
2  Four weeks
3  Calendar month
95  Other

IF a different time period [TCPE=95]

TCPS
TYPE IN OTHER TIME PERIOD
Text: up to 40 characters

ENDIF

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
How much of this is Childcare Tax Credit?
Range: 0..99997
CHECK J25
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

**CTCA**
CARD J8
Do you and your husband currently receive a regular payment from any of the sources on this card?
1  Yes
2  No

*IF receiving a regular payment from any source [REPA=1]*

**REPO** (JMOth)
CARD J8 AGAIN
Which of these are you or your husband receiving?
PROBE: Any others?UNTIL FINAL 'No'
1  Education grants/student shops or work
2  Training/government training scheme allowance
3  Employers maternity/paternity pay
4  Maintenance allowance or other regular payments direct from a former husband or wife or partner / Maintenance allowance or other regular payments from CSA
5  Regular cash help from parents
6  Regular cash help from other relatives or friends outside the household
7  Rent from boarders, lodgers or sub-tenants/rent from other property
8  Other income from organisations or other persons outside the household
9  Pension from a former employer
10  Income from investments, including interest on savings
11  Allowance for a foster child
95  Any other source of regular family/household income
[maximum 8 codes]

*IF receiving payments from another source [REPO=95]*

**REPX**
TYPE IN OTHER SOURCE(S) OF INCOME
Text: up to 40 characters

ENDIF
ENDIF

*IF respondent has a partner in household (full-time resident) [RPNO=1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11]*

**NICO**

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
CARD J10
This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups on this card represents you and your husband's total take-home income from all these sources and earnings, after tax and other deductions. Just tell me the number beside the row that applies to your joint incomes.
Enter band number.
Don't know=96, refused=97
Range: 1..97
Check J26

ELSE

NILP
CARD J9
This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups on this card represents your total take-home income from all these sources and earnings, after tax and other deductions. Just tell me the number beside the row that applies to you.
Enter band number.
Don't know=96, refused=97
Range: 1..97
Check J27

ENDIF

BANK
Have you or your husband had a bank, building society or Post Office account during the past 12 months?
If yes: What type?
1 Yes, bank, building society or Post Office account
2 Yes, other type of account
3 No, no account [exclusive code]

EFSA
CARD J11
Babies can be expensive. Since Jack was born what has been the effect on any savings you and your husband may have had, including money and investments such as shares?
1 No savings when Jack was born and still have none
2 Had savings but now all spent
3 Most of the savings have been spent
4 Some of the savings have been spent
5 Still have about the same savings
6 Now have more savings than when Jack was born

MAFI
How well would you say you and your husband are managing financially these days. Would you say you are ...read out...
1 ...living comfortably,
2 doing alright,
3 just about getting by,
4 finding it quite difficult,
5 or, finding it very difficult?

FICH*

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Compared with a year ago would you say that you \textit{and your husband} are better off or worse off financially?

1. Better off
2. Worse off
3. About the same

\textit{If better or worse of than a year ago [FICH=1,2]}

- FICS
  - Why is that?
  - Text: OPEN

\textit{ENDIF}

\textit{WHPR}

INTERVIEWER CODE:

\textit{WAS RESIDENT PARTNER OR OTHER NON-RESIDENT / PART-TIME RESIDENT PARENT PRESENT DURING INCOME QUESTIONS?}

1. Yes - Resident partner
2. Yes - non-resident/part-time resident parent
3. No

\textit{IF partner present during income questions [WHPR=1,2]}

- WHAN
  - INTERVIEWER CODE:
  - WHO ANSWERED THESE QUESTIONS?
  
  1. Main respondent
  2. Partner/Other parent as well

\textit{ENDIF}

\textit{EDST}

Time at start of Module J [set by LFTE]

\textit{TIME}

\textit{LFTE}

I'd now like to ask a few questions about your education.

First, how old were you when you left full-time continuous education?

\textit{IF LEFT AND LATER RETURNED TO BECOME A FULL-TIME STUDENT, ASK:}

How old were you when you \textit{first} left?

\textit{IF SANDWICH COURSE OR GAP YEAR TREAT AS FULL-TIME CONTINUOUS EDUCATION}

\textit{IF STILL IN FULL-TIME EDUCATION, CODE 0}

Range: 0..35

CHECKS J29, J30

\textit{ACQU}

CARD J12

Please tell me whether you have any of the qualifications on this card. If yes, please look down the list starting from the top and tell me the first one you come to that you have.

1. Higher degree
2. First degree
3. Diplomas in higher education

\textbf{NB:} Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
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4  A / AS / S levels
5  O level / GCSE grades A-C
6  GCSE grades D-G
95  Other academic qualifications (incl. overseas)
96  None of these qualifications

VCQU
CARD J13
And please tell me whether you have any of the qualifications on this card. If yes, please look down the list starting from the top and tell me the first one you come to that you have.

1  Professional qualifications at degree level
2  Nursing / other medical qualifications
3  NVQ / SVQ / GSVQ level 3
4  Trade apprenticeships
5  NVQ / SVQ / GSVQ level 2
6  NVQ / SVQ / GSVQ level 1
95  Other vocational qualifications (incl. overseas)
96  None of these qualifications

USCO
Do you use a computer at work, college or at home?
1  Yes, at work or college
2  Yes, at home
3  Yes, both
4  No, neither

INTR
Are you linked to the internet at work, college or at home?
1  Yes, at work or college
2  Yes, at home
3  Yes, both
4  No, neither

READ
As you may know, many people have problems with reading. Can I just check, can you read aloud to a child from a children's storybook (‘in your own language’)
If YES: Can you usually read this easily or with difficulty?
1  Yes, easily
2  Yes, with difficulty
3  No

‘in your own language’ = ‘in your own language’ if english is not the only language spoken at home [HHGrid.LANG=2,3]; otherwise blank

FORM
Can you usually read and fill out forms you might have to deal with (‘in your own language’)
If YES: Can you usually read this easily or with difficulty?
1  Yes, easily
2  Yes, with difficulty
3  No

MATH

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
When you buy things in shops with a five or ten pound note, can you usually tell if you have the right change?

PROBE IF YES: Can you usually do this easily or with difficulty?
1  Yes, easily
2  Yes, with difficulty
3  No

IF have difficulty with reading aloud, filling in forms, checking change in shops [READ=2,3 OR FROM=2,3 OR MATH=2,3]

| MANA |
| Do problems with reading, writing or maths make it difficult to manage day to day activities, like paying bills, writing letters and so on?
| 1  Yes
| 2  No

ENDIF

COUR
Have you ever been on any courses to improve your reading or number skills?
1  Yes, reading
2  Yes, number
3  Yes, both
4  No, neither

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Module K: Housing and local area
(Main respondents only)

HAIN
Time at start of Module K [set by MOAD]
TIME

MOAD
Now some questions about where you live.
When did you move to this address?
INTERVIEWER: FIRST ENTER YEAR
Range: 1920..2003

MOMO
NOW ENTER MONTH MOVED TO THIS ADDRESS
1  January
2  February
3  March
4  April
5  May
6  June
7  July
8  August
9  September
10 October
11 November
12 December
CHECKS K1, K2, K3

MOTY*
CODE OR ASK:
Is this accommodation ...READ OUT...
1  ...a house or bungalow,
2  a flat or maisonette,
3  a studio flat,
4  or, room(s) or a bedsit?
95  Other answer

IF other kind of accommodation [MOTY=95]

| MOAX
| INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER TYPE OF ACCOMMODATION
| Text: up to 60 characters
| ENDIS

IF accommodation is flat or bedsit [MOTY=2,3,4]

| MOFL
| On what floor of this building is your main living accommodation?
| CODE LOWEST FLOOR WITH LIVING ACCOMMODATION.
| 1  Basement/semi-basement

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
ROMA
How many rooms do you and your family have here excluding bathrooms, toilets, halls and garages?
ENTER NUMBER OF ROOMS
Range: 1..97
CHECK K4

ROOW
Do you or your partner own or rent your home or have some other arrangement?
1  Own outright
2  Own - mortgage/loan
3  Part rent/part mortgage (shared equity)
4  Rent from local authority
5  Rent from Housing Association
6  Rent privately
7  Living with parents
8  Live rent free
9  Squatting
95  Other

IF cohort baby's date of birth was given [HHGrid.BDOB = RESPONSE]

IF have moved since baby was born [BDOB<MOAD/MOMO]

PRAD
Can I ask you about the address you were living at when Jack was born. Could you give me the name of the town or nearest town?
TYPE IN NAME OF (NEAREST) TOWN:
Text: up to 60 characters

CODE
And, could you also tell me the postcode?
TYPE IN POSTCODE
Text: up to 8 characters

IF doesn’t know the postcode [CODE=DK]

COUN
Could you just tell me the county instead?
TYPE IN COUNTY:
Text: up to 60 characters

ENDIF

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
MOFR* (KMWhyMov)

What were the main reasons you moved out of that address?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Wanted to buy
2. Wanted larger home
3. Wanted better home
4. Job change/nearer work
5. Spouse or partner job change
6. To be nearer relative(s)
7. Could no longer afford it
8. Evicted/repossessed
9. Relationship breakdown
10. New relationship
11. Wanted to move to better area
12. For children's education
13. Just wanted a change
14. Wanted place of my own
15. Problem with neighbours
95. Other reason

IF other reason for moving [MOFR=95]

MOWX

INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER REASON RESPONDENT MOVED

Text: up to 60 characters

ENDIF

HOMS

Since Jack was born has there been a time when you were homeless, by that I mean you had to move out of a place and had nowhere permanent to live?

1. Yes
2. No

IF has been homeless since cohort baby was born [HOMS=1]

HOSS

Are you still homeless?

1. Yes
2. No

HOMP*

What was the main reason you moved out of the place you were living in before you became homeless?

1. Tenancy came to an end
2. Home repossessed
3. Evicted
4. Fell out with parents
5. Marriage/relationship broke down
95. Other reason

IF moved out for other reason [HOMP=95]

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
HOMO
INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER REASON RESPONDENT MOVED OUT
Text: up to 80 characters

ENDIF

STWH* (KMWherSt)
Where *did you stay while you were looking* for somewhere to live?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1 Bed and breakfast
2 Hotel
3 Homeless hostel
4 Friend/relative's house
5 Women's refuge
95 Other

*did you stay while you were looking* = ‘did you stay while you were looking’ if no longer homeless [HOSS=2]
‘are you staying while you look’ if currently homeless [HOSS=1]

IF other place [STWH=95]

STWX
INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER PLACE RESPONDENT STAYED
Text: up to 60 characters

ENDIF

HOHW
And how long *were you* homeless?
INTERVIEWER: IS ANSWER GOING TO BE IN WEEKS OR MONTHS
IF LESS THAN ONE WEEK, CODE WEEKS
1 Weeks
2 Months

*were you* = ‘were you’ if no longer homeless [HOSS=2]
‘have you been’ if currently homeless [HOSS=1]

IF answer given in weeks [HOHW=1]

HOWK
INTERVIEWER: ENTER NUMBER OF WEEKS HOMELESS
IF LESS THAN ONE WEEK, CODE 0 WEEKS
Range: 0..97

ELSEIF answer given in months (HOHW=2)

HOMT
INTERVIEWER: ENTER NUMBER OF MONTHS HOMELESS
Range: 0..97

ENDIF

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
GDAC
Now I'd like to ask about your home itself.
First, do you have access to a garden?
IF YES, ASK: Is that for your sole use or shared with anyone else?
  1 Yes, sole use
  2 Yes, shared
  3 No

HEUS
What kind of heating do you use?
PROBE: What else?
NOTE: DO NOT COUNT IF HEATING DOES NOT WORK
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
  1 No heating [exclusive code]
  2 Central heating
  3 Coal fires
  4 Wood fires or stoves
  5 Gas fires
  6 Electric fires
  7 Paraffin heaters
  95 Other

TEMP to be repeated for each cohort baby if more than one [HHGrid.NOBA=2,3,4,5,6]

TEMP
And at the coldest time of year would you describe the temperature in the room \(^{Jack} \text{sleeps in as} \)...
...READ OUT...
  1 ... very warm,
  2 warm,
  3 neither warm nor cold,
  4 cold,
  5 or, very cold?

DAMP
Is there ever any damp or condensation on the walls in your home?
  1 Yes
  2 No

PHON
Is there a working telephone in your home, including mobiles?
IF YES: Probe for incoming/outcoming?
  1 Yes for incoming and outgoing calls
  2 Yes, incoming only
  3 No

SAFE
CARD K1

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Do you use any of the things on this card?  
PROBE: What else?  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY  
1  Safety gate/barrier  
2  Fire guard  
3  Smoke alarm  
4  Electric socket covers  
5  Child car seats  
95  All of these [exclusive code]  
96  None of these [exclusive code]  

OWNS  
CARD K2  
And which of the things on this card do you have in working order?  
PROBE: What else?  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY  
1  Fridge  
2  Freezer  
3  Washing machine  
4  Microwave  
5  Dishwasher  
6  Home computer  
7  Video recorder  
8  Tumble dryer  
95  All of these [exclusive code]  
96  None of these [exclusive code]  

CARU  
Do you ^or your ^partner have the regular use of a car or van as a passenger or driver?  
1  Yes  
2  No  

IF have regular access to a car or van [CARU=1]  
|  
|  CARN  
| How many cars or vans do you ^and your ^partner have use of?  
| TYPE IN NUMBER OF CARS/VANS  
| Range: 1..10  
|  
| ENDIF  

HOSA  
CARD K3  
Which of these phrases best describes how you feel about your home?  
1  Very satisfied  
2  Fairly satisfied  
3  Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied  
4  Fairly dissatisfied  
5  Very dissatisfied  

AREA  
CARD K3 AGAIN  

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
And how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the area you live in. By your area, I mean within about a mile or 20 minutes walk of here?
1  Very satisfied
2  Fairly satisfied
3  Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
4  Fairly dissatisfied
5  Very dissatisfied

**ARNN**
CARD K4
Looking at this card, can you tell me how common each of these things is in your area?
READ OUT EACH AND CODE...
... Firstly, noisy neighbours or loud parties?
1  Very common
2  Fairly common
3  Not very common
4  Not at all common

**ARRU**
CARD K4 AGAIN
(How common is...)
... Rubbish or litter lying around?
1  Very common
2  Fairly common
3  Not very common
4  Not at all common

**ARVD**
CARD K4 AGAIN
(How common is...)
... Vandalism and deliberate damage to property?
1  Very common
2  Fairly common
3  Not very common
4  Not at all common

**ARRC**
CARD K4 AGAIN
(How common is...)
... Insults or attacks to do with someone's race or colour?
1  Very common
2  Fairly common
3  Not very common
4  Not at all common

*If sampled ward is in Northern Ireland [Country=4]*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ARSR</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CARD K4 AGAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(How common is.. )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insults or attacks to do with someone’s religion?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1  Very common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  Fairly common</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
| 3 | Not very common |
| 4 | Not at all common |

ENDIF

TRAN
CARD K4 AGAIN
How common is...)
... Poor public transport?
  1 Very common
  2 Fairly common
  3 Not very common
  4 Not at all common

SHOP
CARD K4 AGAIN
(How common is...)
... Food shops and supermarkets that are easy to get to?
  1 Very common
  2 Fairly common
  3 Not very common
  4 Not at all common

ARPG
CARD K4 AGAIN
(How common is...)
... Pollution, grime or other environmental problems?
  1 Very common
  2 Fairly common
  3 Not very common
  4 Not at all common

PLSA
Are there any places in your area where children can play safely?
  1 Yes
  2 No

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
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NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Module L: Interests and time with baby
(Main and partner respondents)

OMST
Time at start of Module L [set by VOTE]
TIME

VOTE
I'd now like to ask a few more questions about some other issues.
Talking to people about the General Election on the 7th of June \(^{last \ year}\) we have found that a lot
of people didn't manage to vote. How about you. Did you manage to vote in the General Election?
NOTE: IF NOT ELIGIBLE OR TOO YOUNG TO VOTE, CODE AS NO

1  Yes
2  No

\(^{last \ year}\) = 'last year' if 2002 or after; otherwise blank

IF voted in General Election [VOTE=1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IF sampled ward is in England, Wales or Scotland [Country=1,2,3]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PART</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which party did you vote for in the General Election?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1  Conservative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  Labour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  Liberal Democrat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4  Plaid Cymru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5  Scottish Nationalist Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6  Scottish Socialist Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7  Ulster Unionist Party (UUP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8  Social Democratic and Labour Party (SDLP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9  DUP/Democratic Unionant Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Alliance Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Sinn Fein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Green party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95 Other Party</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDIF

IF sampled ward is in Northern Ireland [Country=4]

| PANI                                                          |
| Which party did you vote for in the General Election?         |
| 1  Conservative                                             |
| 2  Labour                                                   |
| 3  Liberal Democrat                                         |
| 4  Plaid Cymru                                              |
| 5  Scottish Nationalist Party                               |
| 6  Scottish Socialist Party                                 |
| 7  Ulster Unionist Party (UUP)                              |
| 8  Social Democratic and Labour Party (SDLP)                |
| 9  DUP/Democratic Unionant Party                             |

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
POIT
How interested would you say you are in politics. Would you say you were ...READ OUT...
1  very interested,
2  fairly interested,
3  not very interested,
4  or, not at all interested?

IF sampled ward is in England, Wales or Scotland [Country=1,2,3]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELG*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you regard yourself as belonging to any particular religion?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF YES: Which?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1  No religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  Christian, no denomination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  Roman Catholic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4  Church of England/Ireland/Anglican/Episcopal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5  United Reformed Church (URC)/Congregational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6  Baptist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7  Methodist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8  Presbyterian/Church of Scotland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9  Free Presbyterian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Other Christian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Hindu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Jew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Muslim/Islam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Sikh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Buddhist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Other non Christian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IF Other Christian or Other non Christian [RELG=10, 16]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RELX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER RELIGION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text: up to 60 characters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDIF
Module L: Interests and Time with Baby

ENDIF

IF sampled ward is in Northern Ireland [Country=4]

RELN*
Do you regard yourself as belonging to any particular religion?
IF YES: Which?
1 No religion
2 Christian, no denomination
3 Roman Catholic
4 Church of England/Ireland/Anglican/Episcopal
5 United Reformed Church (URC)/Congregational
6 Baptist
7 Methodist
8 Presbyterian/Church of Scotland
9 Free Presbyterian
10 Other Christian
11 Hindu
12 Jew
13 Muslim/Islam
14 Sikh
15 Buddhist
16 Brethren
17 Protestant – not specified
18 Other non Christian

IF Other Christian or Other non Christian [RELN=10, 18]

RENX
INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER RELIGION
Text: up to 60 characters

ENDIF

RSMA
How often, if at all, do you attend services or meetings connected with your religion.
Do you attend ...READ OUT...
1 once a week or more,
2 less often but at least once a month,
3 sometimes, but less than once a month,
4 or, very rarely or never?

ENDIF

NEWS
Do you normally read any morning newspaper at least 3 times a week?
1 Yes
2 No

CHTI

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
I'd just like to ask a few more questions about \textsuperscript{Jack}. A lot of parents nowadays feel they don't have enough time to spend with their children. How do you feel about the amount of time you have to spend with \textsuperscript{Jack}.

Would you say you have ...READ OUT...

1  ... plenty of time with \textsuperscript{Jack},
2  just enough,
3  not quite enough,
4  or, nowhere near enough?
5  Not sure

\textit{IF nowhere near enough time [CHTI=4]}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{CHTN* (CHTM)}
  \begin{itemize}
    \item Why do you feel you do not have enough time to spend with \textsuperscript{Jack}?
  \end{itemize}
  \item CODE ALL THAT APPLY
  \begin{itemize}
    \item 1  Works long hours
    \item 2  Works away from home
    \item 3  Other work reasons
    \item 4  Demands of domestic work
    \item 5  Demands of other children
    \item 6  Respondent is in poor health
    \item 95  Other
  \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

\textit{IF other reason [CHTN=95]}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{CHTX}
  \begin{itemize}
    \item INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER REASON DOES NOT HAVE ENOUGH TIME WITH BABY
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Text: up to 60 characters
    \end{itemize}
  \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

\textit{ENDIF}

\textit{ENDIF}

\textbf{DIFX*}

Since \textsuperscript{Jack} was born, what has been the most difficult thing about your first \textsuperscript{BAGE} months with \textsuperscript{him}?

DO NOT PROBE

TYPE IN

Text: OPEN

\textbf{BESC*}

And what has been the best thing?

DO NOT PROBE

Text: OPEN

\textit{NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)}
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)

Module L: Interests and Time with Baby
Proxy Module
(Main respondents only)

PXST
Time at start of proxy interview [set by PXWA]
TIME

PXNO
Person number of proxy [derived]
Range: 0…97

PXNA
Name of proxy [derived]
Text: up to 20 characters

PXSE
Sex of proxy [derived]
1  Male
2  Female

PXAG
Age of proxy [derived]
Range: 0..97

PXDT (PXDY, PXMT, PXYR)
Date of birth of proxy [derived]
DATE

PXPM
Parents marital status of proxy from hh grid [derived]
1  Spouse
2  Cohab
3  Neither

PXPN
Proxy’s partners number [derived]
Range: 0…97

PXWA
INTERVIEWER: YOU WILL NOW ASK THE RESPONDENT SOME PROXY QUESTIONS ABOUT THEIR SPOUSE/ PARTNER WHO IS EITHER AWAY AT THE MOMENT OR UNABLE TO ANSWER QUESTIONS DUE TO INCAPACITY.
1  Press 1 and <Enter> to continue.

PXRE
INTERVIEWER ASK OR CODE: Why is a proxy interview rather than a personal interview being conducted?

9 Note that as the derived variables at the beginning of this section (PXNO to Pxpnum) are derived from the household grid they are available for all proxy respondents, even if the proxy module was not completed.
10 Note that all part-time resident parents have a person number of 12
11 For confidentiality reasons only the month and year of birth are stored on the data in variables PxDobm and PxDoby
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
CODE ONE ONLY
1  Father/mother away in forces
2  Father/mother working away
3  Father/mother away in hospital
4  Father/mother away in prison
5  Father/mother away for some other reason
6  Father/mother incapacitated (unable to understand and answer the questions for themselves)
95  Other reason
[m maximum 1 code]

IF father/mother away for another reason [PXRE=5,95]

| PXRS
| INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER REASON AWAY/OTHER REASON FOR PROXY
| Text: OPEN
|
ENDIF

PXIN
As your ^partner is ^away at the moment, I would like to ask you a few questions about ^him

1  Press 1 and <Enter> to continue.

^away at the moment = ^away at the moment if partner is away in forces, working away, away in hospital, away in prison or for another reason [PXRE=1,2,3,4,5]

^unable to answer any questions about ^himself if partner is incapacitated or unable to answer for another reason [PXRE=6,95]

PXMA
CARD P1
Can I just check - what is ^David's current legal marital status?
PRIORITY CODE
1  Legally separated
2  Married, 1st and only marriage
3  Remarried, 2nd or later marriage
4  Single never married
5  Divorced
6  Widowed

IF sampled ward is in England [Country=1]

| ETHE*
| CARD P2
| Which of the groups on this card does ^David regard ^himself as belonging to?
| 1  White - British
| 2  White - Irish
| 3  Any other White background
| 4  Mixed - White and Black Caribbean
| 5  Mixed - White and Black African
| 6  Mixed - White and Asian
| 7  Any other mixed background
| 8  Asian/Asian British - Indian
| 9  Asian/Asian British - Pakistani

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10  Asian/Asian British - Bangladeshi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11  Any other Asian background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12  Black/Black British - Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13  Black/Black British - African</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14  Any other Black background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15  Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95  Any other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ELSEIF** sampled ward is in Wales **[Country=2]**

**ETHW**

**CARD** P2

Which of the groups on this card does ^David regard ^himself as belonging to?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1  White - Welsh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2  White - other British</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3  White - Irish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4  Any other White background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5  Mixed - White and Black Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6  Mixed - White and Black African</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7  Mixed - White and Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8  Any other mixed background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9  Asian/Asian British - Indian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10  Asian/Asian British - Pakistani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11  Asian/Asian British - Bangladeshi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12  Any other Asian background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13  Black/Black British - Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14  Black/Black British - African</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15  Any other Black background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16  Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95  Any other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ELSEIF** sampled ward is in Scotland **[Country=3]**

**ETHS**

**CARD** P2

Which of the groups on this card does ^David regard ^himself as belonging to?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1  White - Scottish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2  White - other British</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3  White - Irish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4  Any other White background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5  Any mixed background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6  Asian/Asian Scottish/Asian British - Indian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7  Asian/Asian Scottish/Asian British - Pakistani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8  Asian/Asian Scottish/Asian British - Bangladeshi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9  Asian/Asian Scottish/Asian British - Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10  Any other Asian background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11  Black/Black Scottish/Black British - Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12  Black/Black Scottish/Black British - African</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13  Any other Black background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95  Any other background</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ELSEIF** in sampled ward is Northern Ireland **[Country=4]**

**NB:** Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
ETHN*
CARD P2
Which of the groups on this card does ^David regard ^himself as belonging to?
1  White
2  Chinese
3  Irish Traveller
4  Indian
5  Pakistani
6  Bangladeshi
7  Black Caribbean
8  Black African
9  Black Other
10 Mixed ethnic group
95 Any other ethnic group
ENDIF

If belongs to any other ethnic group [ETHE=3,7,11,95 OR ETHW=4,8,12,95 OR ETHS=4,5,10,95] OR ETHN=10,95]

ETHX
INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER ANSWER
Text: up to 40 characters
ENDIF

PAIN
I'd now like to ask you about ^David's parents.
1  Press 1 and <Enter> to continue.

MUAL
ASK OR CODE IF OBVIOUS:
May I just check, is ^his mother still alive?
ADD IF NECESSARY: By mother I mean ^his natural or adoptive mother.
1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know

DAAL
ASK OR CODE IF OBVIOUS:
And is ^his father still alive?
ADD IF NECESSARY: By father I mean ^his natural or adoptive father.
1  Yes
2  No
3  Don't know

IF mother alive [MUAL=1]

SEMO
How often does ^David see ^his mother nowadays?
1  Every day
2  3-6 times a week
3  Once or twice a week

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
|   4  Less often, but at least once a month |
|   5  Once every few months |
|   6  Once a year |
|   7  Less than once a year |
|   8  Never |
|  9  Lives with mother |

ENDIF

IF father alive [DAAL=1]

SEFA
How often does ^David see ^his father nowadays?

1  Every day
2  3-6 times a week
3  Once or twice a week
4  Less often, but at least once a month
5  Once every few months
6  Once a year
7  Less than once a year
8  Never
9  Lives with father

ENDIF

IF mother OR father still alive [MUAL=1 OR DAAL=1]

PPYK* (MProxHlp)
CARD P3
^Do ^David’s parents help you in any of these ways? IF YES: In what ways do ^they help you?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
0  No, does not help in any of these ways [exclusive code]
1  Buying essentials for the baby - food, clothes, nappies, etc
2  Paying for other household costs - eg bills, shopping etc
3  Buying gifts and extras for the baby
4  Lending money
5  Paying for childcare
95  Other financial help

^Do ^David’s parents help you in any of these ways? = ‘Do ^David’s parents help you in any of these ways?’ if both parents are alive [DAAL=1 AND MUAL=1]
‘Does ^David’s mother help you in any of these ways?’ if only mother is alive [MUAL=1 AND DAAL=2,3]
‘Does ^David’s father help you in any of these ways?’ if only father is alive [DAAL=1 AND MUAL=2,3]

IF parent(s) provide another form of financial help [PPYK=95]

PPYS
INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER ANSWER
Text: up to 60 characters

ENDIF

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
I would now like to ask about David’s health. How would you describe his health generally. Would you say it is ...READ OUT...
1  ... excellent,
2  good,
3  fair,
4  or, poor?

Does he have a longstanding illness, disability or infirmity? By longstanding I mean anything that has troubled him over a period of time or that is likely to affect him over a period of time?
1  Yes
2  No

IF has a longstanding illness, disability or infirmity [LOIL=1]

Does this illness or disability limit his activities in any ways?
1  Yes
2  No

I’d now like to ask about David’s height and weight. First, how tall is he (without shoes)?

INTERVIEWER: IS ANSWER GOING TO BE IN FEET AND INCHES OR CENTIMETRES?
1  Feet and inches
2  Centimetres
3  Refusal

IF height given in feet and inches [HEIG=1]

FIRST ENTER HEIGHT IN FEET
Range: 3..8

NOW ENTER NUMBER OF INCHES
Range: 0..12
CHECK P1

ENDIF

IF height given in centimetres [HEIG=2]

ENTER HEIGHT IN CENTIMETRES
Range: 90..270
CHECK P2

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
What is his weight without clothes?

INTEVIEWER: IS ANSWER GOING TO BE IN STONES AND POUNDS OR KILOGRAMS?
1  Stones and pounds
2  Kilograms
3  Refusal

IF weight given in stones and pounds [WEIG=1]

WEIS
FIRST ENTER WEIGHT IN STONES
Range: 3..40
CHECK P3

WEIP
NOW ENTER NUMBER OF POUNDS
Range: 0..14

ENDIF

IF weight given in kilograms [WEIG=2]

WEIK
ENTER WEIGHT IN KILOGRAMS
Range: 20..250
CHECK P4

ENDIF

NWRK*
CARD P4
I'd now like to ask some questions about work. Which of the things on this card best describes what David is currently doing?
CODE ONLY ONE MAIN ACTIVITY
1  Full-time paid employee (30 or more hours a week)
2  Part-time paid employee (under 30 hours a week)
3  On maternity/paternity/parental leave from an employer
4  Full-time self-employed
5  Part-time self-employed
6  Out of work & looking for a job
7  Out of work, for reasons of poor health
8  Taking part in the New Deal (training, task force or voluntary work)
9  On another Government scheme
10  On a modern apprenticeship scheme
11  Full-time student
12  Wholly retired
95  Not in paid work for some other reason

IF there is another reason why not in paid work [NWRK=95]

NWRS

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER REASON NOT IN WORK
Text: up to 60 characters

ENDIF

IF looking for work, not working due to ill health, taking part in the New Deal or another government or apprentice scheme, a student, is retired or is not working for a reason not given above
[NWRK=6,7,8,9,10,11,12,95]

JBSI
Has ^he done any paid work since ^Jack born?
1  Yes
2  No

IF has not done any paid work since cohort baby was born [JBSI=2]

EVWK
Has ^he ever done any paid work?
1  Yes
2  No

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF currently working (for an employer or self-employed) or has worked since cohort baby was born
[NWRK=1,2,4,5 OR JBSI=1]

PLEA
Has ^he taken any leave from any job to be at home with ^Jack since ^he ^was born?
1  Yes
2  No
3  No employer since birth

ENDIF

IF has taken leave since cohort baby was born or currently on leave from work [PLEA=1 OR NWRK=3]

PLEA
CARD P5
Which of these types of leave has ^David taken since ^Jack born?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1  Maternity/Paternity leave
2  Parental leave
3  Sick leave
4  Annual leave
95  Any other type of leave

LEAP
Was any of this leave paid?
1  Yes, all
2  Yes, some
3  No, none

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
IF currently working, on maternity/paternity leave, have worked since cohort baby was born or have ever done paid work [NWRK=1,2,3,4,5 OR JBSI=1 OR EVWK=1]

**JBTI***
What is/was David's (main) job?
ENTER JOB TITLE
Text: up to 60 characters

**JBDO***
What do/did he mainly do in his job?
INTERVIEWER: CHECK SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS/TRAINING NEEDED TO DO THE JOB
Text: up to 60 characters

IF on maternity/paternity leave, worked since cohort baby was born or have ever done paid work [NWRK=3 OR JBSI=1 OR EVWK=1]

**EMPS***
Was he working as an employee or self-employed (in his main job)?
1  Employee
2  Self-employed

ENDIF

IF currently working or used to work for an employer [NWRK=1,2 OR EMPS=1]

**SUPV***
Does/did he have any managerial duties, or is/was he supervising any other employees?
ENTER CODE FOR MAIN JOB
1  Manager
2  Foreman/supervisor
3  Not a manager or supervisor

IF had managerial or supervisor duties [SUPV=1,2]

**SUPN***
Does/Did he supervise more than 25 people?
1  Yes
2  No

ENDIF

**JBSY***
When did David start his job with this employer?
INTERVIEWER: ENTER YEAR HERE
Range: 1980..2003

**JBSM***
(When did David start his job with this employer?)
INTERVIEWER: ENTER MONTH HERE

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
EMPN
About how many people work for ^David's employer at the place (building, branch works or site) where ^he work(ed)?
1  Works/ed alone
2  1-5 people
3  6-24 people
4  25-49 people
5  50-499
6  500+

ENDIF

IF have worked since ^Jack was born or have ever done paid work at all [JBSI=1 OR EVWK=1]

JEYR
When did this job end?
INTERVIEWER: ENTER YEAR HERE
Range: 1980..2002

JEMT
(When did this job end?)
INTERVIEWER: ENTER MONTH HERE
IF CAN RECALL ONLY SEASON :
WINTER = 02, SPRING = 05, SUMMER = 08, AUTUMN = 11
Range: 1..12
CHECKS P6, P7

ENDIF

IF currently or have been self employed [NWRK=4,5 OR EMPS=2]

SEEM
About how many people work(ed) for ^him?
1  Works/ed alone or only with partner
2  Less than 25 employees
3  25 or more employees

ENDIF

IF currently working or on paid parental leave [NWRK=1,2,3,4,5]

WOHR
How many hours per week does ^David usually work in ^his (main) job/ business. Please exclude meals breaks and overtime?
Range: 1..120

NUMH
Does ^he do any overtime, whether paid or unpaid?

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Millennium Cohort Study First Survey: CAPI Questionnaire Documentation

Proxy Module

1 Yes
2 No

IF works less than 30 hours per week [WOHR< 30]

DAYW
How many days of the week does he work on?
Range: 1..7

ENDIF

EVEW
CARD P6
In his job or jobs how often does David work...
... in the evening after 6pm and up to 10pm?
1 Every week
2 At least once per month
3 Less than once per month
4 Never

NGTW
CARD P6 AGAIN
(In his job or jobs how often does David work...)
... at night, after 10pm and up to 7am?
1 Every week
2 At least once per month
3 Less than once per month
4 Never

WKWE
CARD P6 AGAIN
(In his job or jobs how often does David work...)
... at weekends?
1 Every week
2 At least once per month
3 Less than once per month
4 Never

WKAW
CARD P6 AGAIN
(In his job or jobs how often does David work...)
... away from home overnight?
1 Every week
2 At least once per month
3 Less than once per month
4 Never

ENDIF

IF currently working for an employer [NWRK=1,2]

NETA
Last time David was paid (in his main job) what was his total take home pay - that is

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
after all deductions for tax, National Insurance, union dues, pension and so on, but including overtime, bonuses, commission and tips?
Range: 1..999999

**NETP**
How long a period did that pay cover?
1 1 week
2 Fortnight
3 Four weeks
4 Calendar month
5 Year
95 Other

*IF another period [NETP=95]*

**NETO**
INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER TIME PERIOD
Text: up to 40 characters

ENDIF

**GROA**
And the last time ^he was paid what was ^his gross pay - that is before any deductions?
Range: 1..999999

**GROP**
How long a period did that pay cover?
1 1 week
2 Fortnight
3 Four weeks
4 Calendar month
5 Year
95 Other

*IF another period [GROP=95]*

**GROS**
INTERVIEWER: TYPE IN OTHER TIME PERIOD
Text: up to 40 characters

ENDIF

ENDIF

*IF self employed [NWRK=4,5]*

**SEPA**
I know that it is sometimes difficult for self-employed people to give an exact figure for their income, but could you please think about your take home income in the last 12 months. That is, the amount you personally received after all taxes and costs? About how much is this?
Range: 1..999999

ENDIF

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
I’d now like to ask a few questions about David’s education.
First, how old was he when he left full-time continuous education?
IF LEFT AND LATER RETURNED TO BECOME A FULL-TIME STUDENT, ASK:
How old was he first left?
IF SANDWICH COURSE OR GAP YEAR TREAT AS FULL-TIME CONTINUOUS EDUCATION
IF STILL IN FULL-TIME EDUCATION, CODE 0
Range: 0..35
CHECKS P8, P9

Please tell me whether David has any of the qualifications on this card. If yes, please look down the list and tell me the one with the highest number that he has.
1  Higher degree
2  First degree
3  Diplomas in higher education
4  A / AS / S levels
5  O level / GCSE grades A-C
6  GCSE grades D-G
95  Other academic qualifications (incl. overseas)
96  None of these qualifications

And please tell me whether he has any of the qualifications on this card. If yes, please look down the list and tell me the one with the highest number that he has.
1  Professional qualifications at degree level
2  Nursing / other medical qualifications
3  NVQ / SVQ / GSVQ level 3
4  Trade apprenticeships
5  NVQ / SVQ / GSVQ level 2
6  NVQ / SVQ / GSVQ level 1
95  Other vocational qualifications (incl. overseas)
96  None of these qualifications

As far as you know, does David have any other children who do not live with him?
1  Yes
2  No

IF has other children not living with him [OTCH=1]

| OTSE |
| Does he see this child/these children at all? |
| 1  Yes |
| 2  No |
| IF sees other child/children [OTSE=1] |

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
OTSO
How often?
1. Every day
2. Less often but more than once a week
3. Once a week
4. Less often but at least once a month
5. Less often than once a month

ENDIF

OTMA
Does he make regular maintenance payments for this child/these children?
1. Yes
2. No

ENDIF

PXEN
Time at end of proxy interview [set by OTCH]
TIME

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
Module Z: Consents

CSTA.
Time at start of Module Z [set by THNX]
TIME

SICO to NOCO asked to natural mothers only

SICO
INTERVIEWER: HAND THE RESPONDENT A COPY OF THE CONSENT FORM AND ASK THEM TO READ IT CAREFULLY.
IF NECESSARY, READ THE FORM TO THEM.
ASK RESPONDENT IF THEY ARE WILLING TO SIGN.
CODE WHETHER SIGNED CONSENT WAS GIVEN.
1  Signed Consent given
2  Signed Consent refused

IF consent not given [SICO=2]

NOCO*
INTERVIEWER: RECORD REASON WHY SIGNED CONSENT WAS NOT GIVEN
Text: up to 60 characters

ENDIF

STAB asked to main respondents only

STAB
Sometime in the next year or two, we may wish to contact you and your family again. In case you move from this address, could you tell me the address and telephone number of a relative or close friend we could contact to find out where you are?
INTERVIEWER: WRITE ADDRESS ON ARF AT QUESTION E3
IF RESPONDENT TELLS YOU THAT THEY ARE PLANNING TO MOVE, WRITE THEIR NEW ADDRESS AT QUESTION E4 ON THE ARF.
1  Willing to give contact address
2  Unwilling to give contact address
3  Doesn't want to be contacted again

THNX
That is the end of the interview. Thank you for taking part. Before I go, I need to check a few details with you.
1  Press 1 and <Enter> to continue.

BNAM to TENO asked to main respondents only

BNAM
Can you tell me first name and surname of ^Jack?
INTERVIEWER: WRITE ON ARF AT QUESTION E1
1  Press 1 and <Enter> to continue.

RNAM
Can you tell me your name - title, first name, surname?

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
INTERVIEWER: WRITE ON ARF AT QUESTION E2
1 Press 1 and <Enter> to continue.

TENO
A few interviews on any survey are checked by a supervisor to make sure people are happy with the way the interview was carried out. In case my supervisor needs to contact you, it would be helpful if you could let me have your telephone number.
WRITE ON FRONT OF ARF
1 Number given
2 Number refused
3 No telephone

ZP2Nam asked to partner respondents only

ZP2Nam
Can you tell me your name - title, first name, surname?
INTERVIEWER: WRITE ON ARF AT QUESTION E2
1 Press 1 and <Enter> to continue.

INLE
INTERVIEWER: THE COMPUTER THINKS THIS ^MAIN/PARTNER INTERVIEW STARTED AT ^TIME AT START OF MODULE A AND FINISHED AT ^TIME AT START OF MODULE Z - ^LENGTH OF INTERVIEW MINUTES. PLEASE ENTER THE LENGTH OF THIS ^MAIN/PARTNER INTERVIEW IN MINUTES
Range: 1..300

^MAIN/PARTNER = ‘MAIN’ if main interview
‘PARTNER’ if partner interview

NB: Questions coded post-field are indicated with a bold asterisk (*)
APPENDIX A: CHECKS

HOUSEHOLD MODULE

SOFT CHECK HH1: IF year of interview is not 2001 or 2002 [Year(INTD)<2001 or 2002] ‘The year should be 2001 or 2002. Please change’

HARD CHECK HH2: IF number of babies is more than number of people coded in household grid [NOBA>NOHH] ‘INTERVIEWER: You have coded ^answer given at multiple but there are only ^answer given at NOHH people in the household. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’


HARD CHECK HH4: IF respondent’s relationship to baby is given as husband/wife/partner/cohabitee or son/daughter/grandchild [BREL=1,2,3,4,5,6,17] ‘INTERVIEWER: This relationship to the baby is not possible! Please change your answer.’

SOFT CHECK HH5: IF multiple birth but dates of birth are more than one month apart [NOBA=2,3,4,5,6 AND dates of birth more than one month apart] ‘INTERVIEWER: You said that these are ^answer given at multiple but their date of birth is more than a month apart. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH6: IF multiple birth but dates of birth are more than one month apart [NOBA=2,3,4,5,6 AND relationship to respondent differs] ‘INTERVIEWER: you said that these are ^answer given at NOBA, but their relationship to the respondent differs. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

HARD CHECK HH7: IF baby is over 11 months [BAGE>11] ‘INTERVIEWER: This baby is now too old to be interviewed (^age of baby in months). Please check the DOB and if correct, explain to respondent and end interview.’

HARD CHECK HH8: IF baby is less than 8 months [BAGE<8] ‘INTERVIEWER: This baby is currently too young to be interviewed (^age of baby in months). Please check the DOB and if correct, contact the office for advice.’

HARD CHECK HH9: IF date of birth is after date of interview [INTD<PDOB] ‘INTERVIEWER: This date is in the future (^answer given at PDOB)! Please change!’

HARD CHECK HH10: IF relationship to baby is given as husband/wife/partner/cohabitee or son/daughter/grandchild [REL=1,2,3,4,5,6,17] ‘INTERVIEWER: This relationship to the baby is not possible! Please change your answer.’

SOFT CHECK HH11: IF relationship to baby is a natural or step parent and they are under 15 [REL=7, 10 AND PAGE<15] ‘INTERVIEWER: You said that this person is a parent, but they are only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH12: IF relationship to baby is a natural parent and sex is female AND age is over 45 [(REL=7 AND PSEX=2) AND PAGE>45] ‘INTERVIEWER: ^name given at PNAM is ^answer given at PAGE years old. Is that right?’
SOFT CHECK HH13: IF relationship to baby is natural brother/sister or half brother/sister and age over 30 [RELB=12, 13 AND PAGE>30] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure that this is the baby’s (half) brother/sister? Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH14: IF relationship to baby if foster or adoptive parent and age is less than 18 [RELB=8, 9 AND PAGE<18] ‘INTERVIEWER: You said that this person is an adoptive or foster parent, but they are only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH15: IF relationship to baby is grandparent and age is less than 30 [RELB=18, 19 AND PAGE<30] ‘INTERVIEWER: You said that this person is a grandparent, but they are only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH16: IF relationship to baby is nanny and age is less than 16 [RELB=20 AND PAGE<16] ‘INTERVIEWER: You said that this person is a nanny, but they are only ^PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH17: IF more than two people have been coded as being natural parents of cohort baby ‘INTERVIEWER: You have coded more than two people as the Natural Parents of ^Jack! Please change’

SOFT CHECK HH18: IF more than two people have been coded as being adoptive parents of cohort baby ‘INTERVIEWER: You have coded more than two people as the Adoptive Parents of ^Jack! Please change’

SOFT CHECK HH19: IF more than two people have been coded as being foster parents of cohort baby ‘INTERVIEWER: You have coded more than two people as the Foster Parents of ^Jack! Please change’

SOFT CHECK HH20: IF more than two people have been coded as being step parents of cohort baby ‘INTERVIEWER: You have coded more than two people as the Step Parents of ^Jack! Please change’

HARD CHECK HH21: IF married to anyone else in household and age is less than 16 [RELR=1 AND PAGE<16] ‘INTERVIEWER: This person is under 16 and therefore cannot be married. Amend your answer.’

SOFT CHECK HH22: IF relationship to anyone else in household is natural parent or step-parent and age is less than 15 [RELR=1, 10 AND PAGE<15] ‘INTERVIEWER: You said that this person is a parent, but they are only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH23: IF relationship to anyone else in household is adoptive or foster parent and age is less than 18 [RELR=8, 9 AND PAGE<18] ‘INTERVIEWER: You said that this person is an adoptive or foster parent, but they are only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH24: IF relationship to anyone else in household is grandparent and age is less than 30 [RELR=18, 19] ‘INTERVIEWER: You said that this person is a grandparent, but they are only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH25: IF relationship to anyone else in household is nanny and age is less than 16 [RELR=20 AND PAGE<16] ‘INTERVIEWER: You said that this person is a nanny, but they are only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’
SOFT CHECK HH26: IF relationship to respondent is nanny [RELR=20]
‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure that ^answer given at PNAM is the respondent's nanny?!’

SOFT CHECK HH27: IF anyone in household is coded as the natural child of someone who's age is less than 16 [PAGE<16 AND RELR=3] ‘INTERVIEWER: You have said that this person is ^name given at PNAM’s own child, but ^answer given at PNAM is only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.

SOFT CHECK HH28: IF anyone in household is coded as the natural or adoptive parent of someone else and their age is less than 16 [PAGE<16 AND RELR=7,8] ‘INTERVIEWER: You have said that this person is ^name given at PNAM’s own parent, but ^name given at PNAM’s is only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.

SOFT CHECK HH29: IF anyone in household is coded as the grandparent of someone else and their age is less than 30 [PAGE<30 AND RELR<30] ‘INTERVIEWER: You have said that this person is ^name given at PNAM’s own grandparent, but ^name given at PNAM’s is only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.

SOFT CHECK HH30: IF anyone in household is recorded as being married or cohabiting with more than one other person in household ‘INTERVIEWER: This person has more than one spouse/cohabittee! Please change!

HARD CHECK HH34: IF there is another member of household [PCHK=1] ‘INTERVIEWER: Press ENTER to go back to NOHH. Amend as necessary’

HARD CHECK HH35: IF part-time resident parent is not coded as baby's parent [RELB<>7,8,9,10] ‘INTERVIEWER: You have coded that this person is NOT ^name of baby's parent. Please go back and amend PTPC!’

SOFT CHECK HH36: IF relationship to baby is natural or step-parent and age is less than 15 [RELB=7, 10 AND PAGE<15] ‘INTERVIEWER: You said that this person is a parent, but they are only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH37: IF relationship to baby is adoptive or foster parent and age is less than 18 [RELB=8,9 AND PAGE<18] ‘INTERVIEWER: You said that this person is an adoptive or foster parent, but they are only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH38: IF relationship to baby is grandparent and age is less than 30 [RELB=18,19 AND PAGE<30] ‘INTERVIEWER: You said that this person is a grandparent, but they are only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’
SOFT CHECK HH39: IF relationship to baby is nanny and age is less than 16 [REL=20 AND PAGE<16] ‘INTERVIEWER: You said that this person is a nanny, but they are only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH40: IF more than two people have been coded as being natural parents of cohort baby ‘INTERVIEWER: You have coded more than two people as the Natural Parents of ^name of baby! Please change’

SOFT CHECK HH41: IF more than two people have been coded as being adoptive parents of cohort baby ‘INTERVIEWER: You have coded more than two people as the Adoptive Parents of ^name of baby! Please change’

SOFT CHECK HH42: IF more than two people have been coded as being foster parents of cohort baby ‘INTERVIEWER: You have coded more than two people as the Foster Parents of ^name of baby! Please change’

SOFT CHECK HH43: IF more than two people have been coded as being step parents of cohort baby ‘INTERVIEWER: You have coded more than two people as the Step Parents of ^name of baby! Please change’

HARD CHECK HH44: IF coded as married to someone else in household and age is less than 16 years old [PREL=1 AND PAGE<16] ‘INTERVIEWER: This person is under 16 and therefore cannot be married. Amend your answer.’

SOFT CHECK HH45: IF relationship to anyone else in household is natural or step-parent and age is less than 15 [PREL=7,10 AND PAGE<15] ‘INTERVIEWER: You said that this person is a parent, but they are only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH46: IF relationship to anyone else in household is adoptive or foster parent and age is less than 18 [PREL=8,9 AND PAGE<18] ‘INTERVIEWER: You said that this person is an adoptive or foster parent, but they are only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH47: IF relationship to anyone else in household is grandparent and age is less than 30 [PREL=18,19 AND PAGE<30] ‘INTERVIEWER: You said that this person is a grandparent, but they are only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH48: IF relationship to anyone else in household is nanny and age is less than 16 [PREL=20 AND PAGE<16] ‘INTERVIEWER: You said that this person is a nanny, but they are only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH49: IF anyone in household is coded as the natural child of part-time resident parent and his/her age is less than 16 [PAGE=16 AND PREL=3] ‘INTERVIEWER: You have said that this person is ^name given at PNAM’s own child, but ^name given at PNAM is only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH50: IF anyone in household is coded as the grandchild of part-time resident parent and his/her age is less than 30 [PAGE=30 AND PREL=17] ‘INTERVIEWER: You have said that this person is ^name given at PNAM’s own grandchild, but ^name given at PNAM is only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH51: IF the part-time resident parent is coded as the natural parent of anyone in household and his/her age is less than 16 [PAGE=16 AND PREL=7] ‘INTERVIEWER: You have said that this person is ^name given at PNAM’s own parent, but ^name given at PNAM is only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’
SOFT CHECK HH52: IF the part-time resident parent is coded as the grandparent of anyone in household and his/her age is less than 30 [PAGE<30 AND PREL=18,19] ‘INTERVIEWER: You have said that this person is ^name given at PNAM's own grandparent, but ^name given at PNAM is only ^answer given at PAGE years old. Amend your answer or make a note to explain.’

SOFT CHECK HH53: IF recorded as being married or cohabiting with more than one person in household 'INTERVIEWER: This person has more than one spouse/cohabitee! Please change!'  

HARD CHECK HH54: IF have coded two people of the same sex as both being natural parents of cohort baby 'INTERVIEWER: You have coded two natural parents of the same sex. Please amend your coding!'  

HARD CHECK HH55: IF have coded a foster parent as being in same household as a natural, adoptive or step-parent ‘INTERVIEWER: Foster parents cannot live in same household as natural, adoptive or step-parents. Please amend your answer.’  

HARD CHECK HH56: IF person number given is not valid [RESPONSE] 'THIS IS NOT A VALID PERSON NUMBER! PLEASE CHANGE!'  

MODULE A

SOFT CHECK A1: IF respondent’s marital status is single and was reported to have a spouse in the household questionnaire [FCIN=4 AND RELK=1] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure they are single? They said they had a husband/wife in the household grid. Please check.’  

SOFT CHECK A2: IF relationship is married and respondent earlier reported marital status as single [NREL=1 AND FCIN=4] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? Respondent said they were 'single never married' earlier on. Please check!’  

SOFT CHECK A3: IF relationship is married and respondent earlier reported marital status as divorced [NREL=1 AND FCIN=5] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? Respondent said they were 'divorced' earlier on. Please check!’  

SOFT CHECK A4: IF relationship is married and respondent earlier reported marital status as widowed [NREL=1 AND FCIN=6] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? Respondent said they were 'widowed' earlier on. Please check!’  

SOFT CHECK A5: IF relationship is divorced and respondent earlier reported marital status as single [NREL=2 AND FCIN=4] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? Respondent said they were 'single never married' earlier on. Please check!’  

SOFT CHECK A6: IF relationship is married and respondent earlier reported marital status as single [PREL=1 AND FCIN=4] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? Respondent said they were 'single never married' earlier on. Please check!’  

SOFT CHECK A7: IF relationship is married and respondent earlier reported marital status as divorced [PREL=1 AND FCIN=5] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? Respondent said they were 'divorced' earlier on. Please check!’  

SOFT CHECK A8: IF relationship is married and respondent earlier reported marital status as widowed [PREL=1 AND FCIN=6] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? Respondent said they were 'widowed' earlier on. Please check!’
SOFT CHECK A9: IF relationship is divorced and respondent earlier reported marital status as single [PREL=3 AND FCIN=4] 'INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? Respondent said they were 'single never married' earlier on. Please check!'

HARD CHECK A10: IF the date respondent and cohort baby's father started living together is after date of interview [LIMT/LIYR>MIND] 'INTERVIEWER: This date is in the future (answer given at LIMT answer given at LIYR)! Please change!'

HARD CHECK A11: IF the date respondent and cohort baby's father got married is after the date of interview [MAMT/MAYR> MIND] 'INTERVIEWER: This date is in the future (answer given at MAMT answer given at MAYR)! Please change!'

SOFT CHECK A12: IF the date respondent and cohort baby's father got married was before respondent was 16 [MAMT/MAYR< PDob+16] 'INTERVIEWER: This date is before the respondent was 16. Please change!'

SOFT CHECK A13: IF date respondent and cohort baby's father got married is before or the same as the date they started living together [MAMT/MAYR < LIMT/LIYR] 'INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? Respondent said they lived together before they got married. Please change! Lived together from: answer given at LIMT answer given at LIYR Got married: answer given at MAMT answer given at MAYR'

SOFT CHECK A14: IF relationship was married, separated or divorced and respondent earlier reported marital status as single [REBO=1,3,4 AND FCIN=4] 'INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? Respondent said they were 'single, never married' earlier on. Please check.'

SOFT CHECK A15: IF relationship was married and earlier reported that they have never lived together [REBO=1 AND NREL=4] 'INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? Respondent said they had never lived with Jack's father/mother earlier on. Please check!'

SOFT CHECK A16: IF relationship was cohabiting and previously said they had never lived together [REBO=2 AND NREL=4] 'INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? Respondent said they had never lived with Jack's father/mother earlier on. Please check'

SOFT CHECK A17: IF relationship was married or cohabiting and previously said they weren't living together at all at time of birth [LIBO=3 AND REBO=1,2] 'INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? Respondent said earlier that they were not living with Jack's father at all when Jack was born.'

HARD CHECK A18: IF the date respondent stopped living with cohort baby's father is after the date of interview [SLMT/SLYR > MIND] 'INTERVIEWER: This date is in the future (answer given at SLMT answer given at SLYR)!

SOFT CHECK A19: IF the date respondent stopped living with cohort baby's father is before baby was born and respondent earlier said they were living together when baby was born [SLMT/SLYR< HHGrid.BDOB] 'INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? This is before Jack was born and respondent said earlier they were living with Jack's father when Jack was born. Baby's DoB: answer given at BDOB Stopped living together: answer given at SLMT answer given at SLYR'

HARD CHECK A20: IF date respondent stopped living with cohort baby's father is before they got married [SLMT/SLYR< MAMT/MAYR] 'INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? You have coded that the respondent stopped living with the baby's father/mother before they got married. Please change! Got married: answer given at MAMT answer given at MAYR Stopped living together: answer given at SLMT answer given at SLYR'
HARD CHECK A21: IF date respondent stopped living with cohort baby’s ^father is before they started living together [SLMT/SLYR < LIMT/LIYR] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? You have coded that the respondent stopped living with the baby’s father/mother before they started living together. Please change! Lived together from: ^answer given at LIMT ^answer given at LIYR Stopped living together: ^SLMT ^SLYR’

HARD CHECK A22: IF date respondent stopped living with cohort baby’s ^father all of the time is after date of interview [PLMT/PLYR>MIND] ‘INTERVIEWER: This date is in the future (^answer given at PLMT ^answer given at PLYR)! Please change!’

SOFT CHECK A23: IF date respondent stopped living with cohort baby’s ^father all of the time is before baby was born and respondent earlier said they were living together when baby was born [PLMT/PLYR<BDOB] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? This is before ^Jack was born and respondent said earlier they were living with ^Jack’s ^father when baby was born. Baby’s DoB: ^answer given at HHGrid.BDOB Stopped living together: ^answer given at PLMT ^answer given at PLYR’

SOFT CHECK A24: IF date respondent stopped living with cohort baby’s ^father all of the time is before they got married [PLMT/PLYR<MAMT/MAYR] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? You have coded that the respondent stopped living with the baby’s father/mother before they got married. Please change! Got married: ^answer given at MAMT ^answer given at MAYR Stopped living together: ^answer given at PLMT ^answer given at PLYR’

SOFT CHECK A25: IF date respondent stopped living with cohort baby’s ^father all of the time is before they started living together [LIMT/LIYR>PLMT/PLYR] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? You have coded that the respondent stopped living with the baby’s father/mother before they started living together. Please change! Started living together: ^answer given at LIMT ^answer given at LIYR Stopped living together: ^answer given at PLMT ^answer given at PLYR’

HARD CHECK A26: IF date respondent started living with current partner is after date of interview [CLMT/CLYR>MIND] ‘INTERVIEWER: This date is in the future (^answer given at CLMT ^answer given at ^CLYR)! Please change!’

HARD CHECK A27: IF date respondent started living with current partner was before date stopped living with cohort baby’s ^father [SLMT/SLYR < CLMT/CLYR] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? You have coded that the respondent started living with their current partner, before they stopped living with the ^baby’s ^father/mother. Started living with current partner: ^answer given at CLMT ^answer given at CLYR Stopped living with ^baby’s ^father: ^answer given at SLMT ^answer given at SLYR’

SOFT CHECK A28: IF respondent was a lone parent from the time cohort baby was born but earlier said they were living with cohort baby’s ^father all of the time when baby was born [LPSY=9997 AND LIBO=1] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? Respondent said earlier they were living with ^Jack’s father’s when baby was born.’

SOFT CHECK A29: IF respondent was a lone parent from the time cohort baby was born but earlier said they were married or cohabiting with cohort baby’s father when baby was born [LPSY = 9997 AND REBO=1,2] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? Respondent said earlier they were living with ^Jack’s father’s when baby was born.’

HARD CHECK A30: IF date of lone parenthood started is after date of interview [LPSM/LPSY>MIND] ‘INTERVIEWER: This date is in the future (^answer given at LPSM ^answer given at LPSY)! Please change!’
**HARD CHECK 31:** IF period of lone parenthood started before cohort baby was born 

\[LPSY/LPSM<BDOB\] ‘INTERVIEWER: You have coded that the respondent’s period of lone parenthood began before the baby was born. Amend your answer! (NB If ‘began at birth’, Code 9997 at LPSY)’

**HARD CHECK 32:** IF period of lone parenthood is still continuing but respondent is recorded as married or living with someone in the HH Grid \[LPEY=9997 AND RPNO=1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11\] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? In the household grid, the respondent is recorded as married/living with someone else in the household.’

**HARD CHECK 33:** IF date lone parenthood ended is before 1900 or after 2003 and is not still continuing \[LPEY<1900 OR >2003 AND LPEY<>9997\] ‘INTERVIEWER: This is not a valid year! Please change!’

**HARD CHECK 34:** IF date lone parenthood ended is in the future \[LPEM/LPEY> MIND\] ‘INTERVIEWER: This date is in the future (\(^answer\) given at LPEM \(^answer\) given at LPEY)! Please change!’

**HARD CHECK 35:** IF date at start of lone parenthood is before 1900 or after 2003 \[CLPY<1900 OR >2003\] ‘INTERVIEWER: This is not a valid year (\(^answer\) given at CLPY - please change!’

**SOFT CHECK A36:** IF period of lone parenthood started at cohort baby’s birth and respondent earlier said they were living with baby’s \(^father\) all of the time when baby was born \[CLPY=9997 AND LIBO=1\] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? Respondent said earlier they were living with \(^Jack’s^father\) when baby was born.’

**SOFT CHECK A37:** IF period of lone parenthood started at cohort baby’s birth and respondent said earlier they were married or cohabiting with baby’s \(^father\) when baby was born \[CLPY = 9997 AND REBO=1,2\] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? Respondent said earlier they were living with \(^Jack’s^father\) when baby was born.’

**HARD CHECK A38:** IF date lone parenthood started is before 1900 or after 2003 \[CLPY<1900 OR >2003\] ‘INTERVIEWER: This is not a valid year (\(^answer\) given at CLPY - please change!’

**HARD CHECK A39:** IF date at which current period of lone parenthood began is after date of interview \[CLPM/CLPY>MIND\] ‘INTERVIEWER: This date is in the future (\(^answer\) given at CLPM \(^answer\) given at CLPY)! Please change!’

---

**Module B**

**HARD CHECK B1:** IF year entered is before 1900 or after 2003 and period of lone parenthood did not start at baby’s birth \[LPST<1900 OR >2003 ANDLPST<>9997\] ‘THIS IS NOT A VALID YEAR! PLEASE CHANGE!’

**HARD CHECK B2:** IF period of lone parenthood began before baby’s birth date \[LPST/LPSM<BDOB\] ‘INTERVIEWER: You have coded that the respondent’s period of lone parenthood began before the baby was born. Amend your answer! (NB If ‘began at birth’, Code 9997 at LPST)’
HARD CHECK B3: IF date at start of period of lone parenthood is after date of interview [LPSM/LPST>MIND] ‘INTERVIEWER: This date is in the future (^answer given at LPSM ^answer given at LPST)! Please change!’

HARD CHECK B4: IF date at end of period of lone parenthood is after date of interview [LPSM/LPST>MIND] ‘INTERVIEWER: This date is in the future (^answer given at LPSM ^answer given at LPST)! Please change!’

HARD CHECK B5: IF date at end of period of lone parenthood is before date at start of period of lone parenthood [LPEM/LPEY<LPSM/LPST] ‘INTERVIEWER: End date (^answer given at LPEM ^answer given at LPEY) is before start date (^answer given at LPSM ^answer given at LPST) Please change!’

Module C

SOFT CHECK C1: IF number of years taken to get pregnant is more than 20 [COYR>20] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? This seems rather high.’

SOFT CHECK C2: IF number of weeks pregnant when first saw doctor to confirm pregnancy was more than 36 and did see doctor to confirm pregnancy [PCWK>36 AND PCWK<>97] ‘INTERVIEWER: Respondent would have been more than nine months pregnant! Please check your answer’

SOFT CHECK C3: IF number of weeks pregnant when had first antenatal class is more than 36 [ANWK>36] ‘INTERVIEWER: Respondent would have been more than nine months pregnant! Please check your answer’

SOFT CHECK C4: IF due date is more than two months before or more than two months after the baby’s DOB [DUED>HHGrid.BDOB+2 OR DUED>HHGrid.BDOB-2] ‘INTERVIEWER: This is over two months before ^Jack ^was born (^answer given at HHGrid.BDOB). Please check!’ OR ‘INTERVIEWER: This is over two months after ^Jack ^was born (^HHGrid.BDOB). Please check!’

SOFT CHECK C5: IF number of cohort babies born is more than the number of babies that were conceived [HMBA<HHGrid.NOBA] ‘INTERVIEWER: There are ^answer given at HHGrid.NOBA in the household grid, so there should be more than that number given at this question. Please amend your answer’

SOFT CHECK C6: IF weight is less than 1 kilo or more than 4 kilos [WTKG<1.00000 OR WTKG>4.00000] ‘INTERVIEWER: This seems a bit low (^answer given at WTKG kg). Are you sure?’ OR ‘INTERVIEWER: This seems a bit high (^answer given at WTKG kg). Are you sure?’

SOFT CHECK C7: IF weight is less than 3 pounds or more than 15 pounds [WTLB<3 OR >15] ‘INTERVIEWER: This seems a bit low (^answer given at WTLB pounds). Are you sure?’ OR ‘INTERVIEWER: This seems a bit high (^answer given at WTLB pounds). Are you sure?’

Module D

HARD CHECK D1: IF age at which cohort baby last had breast milk is after cohort baby’s age at time of interview [BFEM>BAGE] ‘INTERVIEWER: ^Jack is only ^baby’s age months old now! Please change!’

HARD CHECK D2: IF age at which cohort baby first had formula milk is after cohort baby’s age at time of interview [DMMT>BAGE] ‘INTERVIEWER: ^Jack is only ^baby’s age months old now! Please change!’
HARD CHECK D3: IF age at which cohort baby first had cow’s milk is after cohort baby’s age at time of interview [CMMT>BAGE] ’INTERVIEWER: ^Jack is only ^baby’s age months old now! Please change!’

HARD CHECK D4: IF age at which cohort baby first had any other type of milk is after cohort baby’s age at time of interview [OMMT>BAGE] ‘INTERVIEWER: ^Jack is only ^baby’s age months old now! Please change!’

HARD CHECK D5: IF age at which cohort baby first had any solid foods is after cohort baby’s age at time of interview [SFMT>BAGE] ‘INTERVIEWER: ^Jack is only ^baby’s age months old now! Please change!’

HARD CHECK D6: IF date cohort baby was last weighed is after date of interview [LAWE>MIND] ‘INTERVIEWER: This date (^answer given at LAWE) is in the future! Please change!’

HARD CHECK D7: IF date cohort baby was last weighed is before baby’s DOB [LAWE< HHGrid.BDOB] ‘INTERVIEWER: This date (^answer given at LAWE) is before the baby’s DoB. Please change!’

SOFT CHECK D8: IF cohort baby’s weight in kilos is less than 4 or more than 13 [LWTK<4 OR >13] ‘INTERVIEWER: This seems an unusual weight (^answer given at LWTK kgs). Please confirm or amend’

SOFT CHECK D9: IF cohort baby’s weight in pounds is less than 8 or more than 28 [LWTP<8 or >28] ‘INTERVIEWER: This seems an unusual weight (^answer given at LWTP pounds). Please confirm or amend’

HARD CHECK D10: IF date of hearing test is after date of interview [HTDT>MIND] ‘INTERVIEWER: This date (^answer given at HTDT) is in the future! Please change!’

HARD CHECK D11: IF date of hearing test is before cohort baby’s date of birth [HTDT< HHGrid.BDOB] ‘INTERVIEWER: This date (^answer given at HTDT) is before the baby’s DoB. Please change!’

SOFT CHECK D12: IF number of health problems is more than 9 [ADMO>9] ‘INTERVIEWER: ^ADMO health problems seems like a lot. Is that right?’

SOFT CHECK D13: IF number of accidents is more than 9 [ACCA>9] ‘INTERVIEWER: ^answer given at ACCA accidents seems like a lot. Is that right?’

HARD CHECK D14: IF age at which cohort baby had accident is more than cohort baby’s age at time of interview [DAccB>BAGE] ‘INTERVIEWER: ^Jack is only ^baby’s age months old now! Please change!’

HARD CHECK D15: IF response is ^name of hospital and ^name of hospital is blank (has not been given earlier)[ACHN=1 AND ModuleC.HONA<>RESPONSE] ‘THIS IS NOT A VALID CODE! PLEASE CHANGE!’

SOFT CHECK D16: IF number of health problems is more than 9 [ADMA>9] ‘INTERVIEWER: ^answer given at ADMA occasions seems like a lot. Is that right?’

HARD CHECK D17: IF cohort baby’s age at time admitted to hospital is more than baby’s age at time of interview [AGHA>BAGE] ‘INTERVIEWER: ^Jack is only ^baby’s age months old now! Please change!’
HARD CHECK D18: IF response is ^name of hospital and ^name of hospital is blank (has not been given earlier)[ADHN=1 AND ModuleC.HONA] ‘THIS IS NOT A VALID CODE! PLEASE CHANGE!’

Module E

SOFT CHECK E1: IF in paid employment or self employment (including on leave) and recorded as not in paid work in household grid [MACT=1,2,3 AND HHGrid.RJOB=2] ‘INTERVIEWER: You have coded that the respondent is in paid employment/ self-employment, but he/she is recorded in the household grid as not being in paid work. Amend your answer.’

SOFT CHECK E2: IF full time student and recorded as in paid work in household grid [MACT=4 AND HHGrid.RJOB=1] ‘INTERVIEWER: You have coded that the respondent is a student, but in the household grid he/she is recorded as being in paid work. Amend your answer, or explain in a note.’

SOFT CHECK E3: IF looking after the home and family and recorded as in paid work in household grid [MACT=5 AND HHGrid.RJOB=1] ‘INTERVIEWER: You have coded that the respondent is 'looking after the home', but in the household grid he/she is recorded as being in paid work. Amend your answer, or explain in a note.’

SOFT CHECK E4: IF 'doing something else' and recorded as in paid work in household grid [MACT=6 AND HHGrid.RJOB=1] ‘INTERVIEWER: You have coded that the respondent is ‘doing something else’, but in the household grid he/she is recorded as being in paid work. Amend your answer, or explain in a note.’

HARD CHECK E5: IF answer given at MACA wasn’t mentioned at CAWK [MACA=code not mentioned at CAWK] ‘INTERVIEWER: Answer given as used most, wasn't mentioned at CAWK. Please change.’

HARD CHECK E6: IF age when someone other than respondent (or their partner or cohort baby’s non-resident parent) is greater than current age [OLMT>BAGE] ‘INTERVIEWER: ^Jack is only ^baby’s age months old,now. Please amend your answer.’

Module F

HARD CHECK F1: IF age at which parents seperated is greater than current age [AGSE>PAGE] ‘INTERVIEWER: Age at which respondent's parents separated (^answer given at AGSE) is greater than respondent's current age (^current age (PAGE))! Check your answers and amend.’

Module G

HARD CHECK G1: IF has diabetes occuring only in pregnancy and is not female [DIWT=1 AND PSEX<>1] ‘INTERVIEWER: Code 1 - 'diabetes occurring only in pregnancy' is only valid for women! Please change!

SOFT CHECK G2: IF height entered is lower than 4 or higher than 6 foot [HEIF<4 or >6] ‘INTERVIEWER: This seems rather low/high. Check your answer and amend if necessary.’

SOFT CHECK G3: IF height entered is lower than 120 or higher than 210 centimetres [HECM<120 or >210] ‘INTERVIEWER: This seems rather low/high. Check your answer and amend if necessary.’

SOFT CHECK G4: IF weight entered is less than 5 or more than 18 stone [WBST<5 or >18] ‘INTERVIEWER: This seems rather low/high. Check your answer and amend if necessary.’
SOFT CHECK G5: IF weight given is less than 25 or more than 110 kilos \([WBKG<25 \text{ or } >110]\) ‘INTERVIEWER: This seems rather low/high. Check your answer and amend if necessary.’

SOFT CHECK G6: IF weight given is less than 5 or more than 18 stone \([WEIS<5 \text{ or } >18]\) ‘INTERVIEWER: This seems rather low/high. Check your answer and amend if necessary.’

SOFT CHECK G7: IF weight given is less than 25 or more than 110 \([WEIK<25 \text{ or } >110]\) ‘INTERVIEWER: This seems rather low/high. Check your answer and amend if necessary.’

SOFT CHECK G8: IF number of cigarettes smoked per day is more than 60 \([SMMA>60]\) ‘INTERVIEWER: That seems rather high (\(^\text{answer given at SMMA}\)). Check your answer and amend if necessary.’

SOFT CHECK G9: IF number of cigarettes smoked per day is more than 60 \([CIPR>60]\) ‘INTERVIEWER: That seems rather high (\(^\text{answer given at CIPR}\)). Check your answer and amend if necessary.’

SOFT CHECK G10: IF number of cigarettes smoked per day is more than 60 \([CICH>60]\) ‘INTERVIEWER: That seems rather high (\(^\text{answer given as CICH}\)). Check your answer and amend if necessary.’

SOFT CHECK G11: IF number of alcohol units per week is more than 99 \([UNWK>99]\) ‘INTERVIEWER: That seems rather high (\(^\text{answer given at UNWK}\)). Check your answer and amend if necessary.’

SOFT CHECK G12: IF number of alcohol units per day is more than 30 \([UNDA>30]\) ‘INTERVIEWER: That seems rather high (\(^\text{answer given at UNDA}\)). Check your answer and amend if necessary.’

SOFT CHECK G13: IF number of alcohol units per week while pregnant is more than 99 \([PUWK>99]\) ‘INTERVIEWER: That seems rather high (\(^\text{answer given at PUWK}\)). Check your answer and amend if necessary.’

SOFT CHECK G14: IF number of alcohol units per day while pregnant is more than 30 \([PUDA>30]\) ‘INTERVIEWER: That seems rather high (\(^\text{answer given at PUDA}\)). Check your answer and amend if necessary.’

Module J

HARD CHECK J1: IF respondent’s last job ended before 1970 or after 2002 \([JEYR<1970 \text{ or } >2002 \text{ AND } JEYR<>9997]\) ‘THIS IS NOT A VALID YEAR. PLEASE CHANGE!’

HARD CHECK J2: IF date when last job ended is after date of interview \([JEMT/JEYR>MIND]\) ‘INTERVIEWER: This date is in the future (\(^\text{answer given at JEMT } \text{answer given at JEYR}\))! Please change!’

SOFT CHECK J3: IF respondent has not done any paid work since cohort baby was born and is recorded in the HH Grid as being in paid work \([WKSI=2 \text{ AND } R\{OB=1\}\) ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? Respondent is recorded in the household grid as being in paid work.’

HARD CHECK J4: IF date respondent returned to work is after date of interview \([WKRE>MIND]\) ‘INTERVIEWER: This date (\(^\text{answer given at WKRE}\)) is in the future! Please change!’
SOFT CHECK J5: IF respondent returned to work before baby was born [WKRE<HHGrid.BDOB] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure respondent returned to/started work before the baby was born? Please check.’

HARD CHECK J6: IF date respondent last had a job is after date of interview [LAJB/LJYR>MIND] ‘INTERVIEWER: This date is in the future (^answer given at LAJB ^answer given at LJYR)! Please change!’

HARD CHECK J7: IF date respondent first started job is after date of interview [JBSM/JSBSY>MIND] ‘INTERVIEWER: This date is in the future (^answer given at JBSM ^answer given at JBSY)! Please change!’

HARD CHECK J8: IF arrangement respondent has made use of wasn’t given as one that was offered by the employer [FLEX<>FLXW] ‘INTERVIEWER: Code ^answer given at FLXW wasn't given at FLEX! Please change!’

HARD CHECK J9: IF arrangement respondent has made use of wasn’t given as one that was offered by the employer [EMFA<>FLXB] ‘INTERVIEWER: Code ^answer given at FLXB wasn't given at EMFA! Please change!’

HARD CHECK J10: IF total number of hours is wrong [CHHR=2] ‘INTERVIEWER: You need to confirm at the previous question (CKHR) that the total number of hours is now about right. Please go back’

SOFT CHECK J11: IF total number of hours worked each week is greater than 80 [WKHR>80] ‘INTERVIEWER: Does respondent USUALLY work ^answer given at WKHR hours a week? Please confirm or amend.’

HARD CHECK J12: IF respondent’s job differs from the previous one in receiving higher and lower pay [JBDI=2 AND JBDI=3] ‘INTERVIEWER: The job can’t have 'Higher pay' and 'Lower pay'. Please change!’

HARD CHECK J13: IF respondent’s job differs from the previous one in having shorter and longer hours [JBDI=4 AND JBDI=5] ‘INTERVIEWER: The job can’t have 'Shorter hours' and 'Longer hours'. Please change!’

HARD CHECK J14: IF respondent’s job differs from the previous one in having higher and lower status [JBDI=7 AND JBDI=8] ‘INTERVIEWER: The job can’t have 'Higher status' and 'Lower status'. Please change!’

SOFT CHECK J15: IF paid weekly and receive more than 2500 pounds [NETP=1 AND NETA>2500] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? That seems rather high - £^answer given at NETA a week.’

SOFT CHECK J16: IF paid fortnightly and receive more than 5000 pounds [NETP=2 AND NETA>5000] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? That seems rather high - £^answer given at NETA a fortnight.’

SOFT CHECK J17: IF paid every four weeks or every month and receive more than 10000 pounds [NETP=3,4 AND NETA>10000] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? That seems rather high - £^answer given at NETA.’

SOFT CHECK J18: IF paid every year and receive more than 120000 pounds [NETP=5 AND NETA>120000] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? That seems rather high - £^answer given at NETA a year.’
SOFT CHECK J19: IF paid weekly and receive more than 2500 pounds [GROP=1 AND GROA>2500] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? That seems rather high - £\(^\text{answer given at GROA}\) a week.’

SOFT CHECK J20: IF paid fortnightly and receive more than 5000 pounds [GROP=2 AND GROP>5000] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? That seems rather high - £\(^\text{answer given at GROA}\) a fortnight.’

SOFT CHECK J21: IF paid every four weeks or every month and receive more than 10000 pounds [GROP=3,4 AND GROP>10000] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? That seems rather high - £\(^\text{answer given at GROA}\) a month.’

SOFT CHECK J22: IF paid every year and receive more than 120000 pounds [GROP=5 AND GROP>120000] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? That seems rather high - £\(^\text{answer given at GROA}\) a year.’

SOFT CHECK J23: IF self employed and earn more than 120000 pounds a year [SEPA>120000] ‘INTERVIEWER: Are you sure? That seems rather high - £\(^\text{answer given at SEPA}\) a year.’

SOFT CHECK J24: IF not receiving any income from state benefits [STBE=2] ‘INTERVIEWER: Not even Child Benefit? Please confirm or amend.’

SOFT CHECK J25: IF amount of Childcare Tax Credit received is more than the total Working Families Tax Credit received [CTCA>TCAM] ‘INTERVIEWER: Childcare Tax Credit (\(^\text{answer given at CTCA}\)) is more than the total received (\(^\text{answer given at TCAM}\)). Please check!’

HARD CHECK J26: IF answer given is not valid code [NICO<>2..19, 96, 97] ‘THIS IS NOT A VALID CODE. PLEASE CHANGE!’

HARD CHECK J27: IF answer given is not valid code [NILP<>2..19, 96, 97] ‘THIS IS NOT A VALID CODE. PLEASE CHANGE!’

SOFT CHECK J29: IF left education before age 15 or after age 29 [LFTE<15 OR >29] ‘INTERVIEWER: That seems rather low/high (\(^\text{answer given at LFTE}\)). Check your answer and amend if necessary.’

HARD CHECK J30: IF age left education is greater than age at time of interview [LFTE>PAGE] ‘INTERVIEWER: The respondent is only \(^\text{age now!}\) Please change!’

Module K

HARD CHECK K1: IF date moved to current address is after date of interview [MIND<MOAD/MOMO] ‘INTERVIEWER: This date - \(^\text{answer given at MOMO} \)^\(^\text{answer given at MOAD}\), is in the future! Please change!’

HARD CHECK K2: IF date moved to current address is before respondent was born [PDob>MOAD/MOMO] ‘INTERVIEWER: Respondent cannot have moved here before s/he was born! If lived here since birth, enter month and year of birth. (Dob=\(^\text{answer given at PDoB}\)).’

SOFT CHECK K3: IF date moved to current address is before 1970 [MOAD<1970] ‘INTERVIEWER: This seems like a long time ago (\(^\text{answer given at MOAD}\)). Check your answer and amend if necessary.’

SOFT CHECK K4: IF number of rooms is more than 10 [ROMA>10] ‘INTERVIEWER: That seems rather a lot (\(^\text{answer given at ROMA}\)). Check your answer and amend if necessary.’
Proxy Module

SOFT CHECK P1: IF height is less than 4 or more than 6 feet [HEIF<4 or >6] ‘INTERVIEWER: This seems rather low/high (^answer given at HEIF feet). Check your answer and amend if necessary.’

SOFT CHECK P2: IF height is less than 120 or more than 210 centimetres [HECM<120 or >210] ‘INTERVIEWER: This seems rather low/high (^answer given at HECM cm). Check your answer and amend if necessary.’

SOFT CHECK P3: IF weight is less than 4 or more than 18 stones [WEIS<4 or >18] ‘INTERVIEWER: This seems rather low/high (^answer given at WEIS stones). Check your answer and amend if necessary.’

SOFT CHECK P4: IF weight is less than 25 or more than 110 kilos [WEIK<25 or >110] ‘INTERVIEWER: This seems rather low/high (^answer given at WEIK kgs). Check your answer and amend if necessary’

HARD CHECK P5: IF date started job is after date of interview [JBSM/JBSY>MIND] ‘INTERVIEWER: This date is in the future (^ answer given at JBSM ^answer given at JBSY)! Please change!’

HARD CHECK P6: IF date job ended is after date of interview [JEMT/JEYR>MIND] ‘INTERVIEWER: This date is in the future (^answer given at JEMT ^answer given at JEYR)! Please change!’

HARD CHECK P7: IF date job ended is before date job started [JBSM/JBSY>JEMT/JEYR] ‘INTERVIEWER: The end date (^answer given at JEMT ^answer given at JEYR) is before the start date (^answer given at JBSM ^answer given at JBSY)! Please change!’

SOFT CHECK P8: IF age left education is less than 15 or more than 29 and not still in full time education [LFTE<15 or >35 AND LFTE>0] ‘INTERVIEWER: That seems rather low/high (^answer given at LFTE). Check your answer and amend if necessary’

HARD CHECK P9: IF age left education is higher than age at time of interview [LFTE>PXAG] ‘INTERVIEWER: ^partner’s name is only ^partner’s age now! Please change!’